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NEW AFRICAN 
HISTORIES
OHIO UNIVERSITY PRESS SERIES

NEW

Emily S. Burrill

States of Marriage
Gender, Justice, and Rights in Colonial Mali

“A deftly written, sophisticated book that demonstrates 
the centrality of marriage to colonial gender-making 
projects in French Sudan…. A must read for scholars 
of African history and gender studies.”—Dorothy L. 
Hodgson, professor of anthropology, Rutgers University 
and editor of The Gender, Culture and Power Reader 
and Gender and Culture at the Limit of Rights

States of Marriage shows how throughout the 
colonial period in French Sudan (present-day Mali) the 
institution of marriage played a central role in how 
the empire defined its colonial subjects as gendered 
persons with certain attendant rights and privileges.

The book is a modern history of the ideological debates 
surrounding the meaning of marriage, as well as the 
associated legal and sociopolitical practices in colonial 
and postcolonial Mali. It is also the first to use declas-
sified court records regarding colonialist attempts to 
classify and categorize traditional marriage conventions 
in the southern region of the country.

2015 · 248 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-2145-1 · $32.95) · CL · E

NEW

Todd Cleveland

Diamonds in the Rough
Corporate Paternalism and African Professionalism 
on the Mines of Colonial Angola, 1917–1975

Diamonds in the Rough explores the lives of 
African laborers on Angola’s diamond mines from 
the commencement of operations in 1917 to the 
colony’s independence from Portugal in 1975. The 
mines were owned and operated by the Diamond 
Company of Angola, or Diamang, which enjoyed 
exclusive mining and labor concessions granted by 
the colonial government.

After a tumultuous initial period, the company’s mines 
and mining encampments experienced a remarkable 
degree of stability, in striking contrast to the labor 
unrest and ethnic conflicts that flared in other regions. 

Todd Cleveland explains that this unparalleled level of 
quietude was a product of three factors: African work-
ers’ high levels of social and occupational commitment, 
or “professionalism”; the extreme isolation of the min-
ing installations; and efforts by Diamang to attract and 
retain scarce laborers through a calculated paternalism. 
The company’s offer of decent accommodations 
and recreational activities, as well as the presence of 
women and children, induced reciprocal behavior on 
the part of the miners, a professionalism that pervaded 
both the social and the workplace environments.

This disparity between the harshness of the colonial 
labor regime elsewhere and the relatively agreeable 
conditions and attendant professionalism of employees 
at Diamang opens up new ways of thinking about how 
Africans in colonial contexts engaged with forced labor, 
mining capital, and ultimately, each other.

2015 · 280 pp
PB (978-0-8214-2134-5 · $32.95) · CL ·  E

NEW

Carina E. Ray

Crossing the Color Line
Race, Sex, and the Contested Politics 
of Colonialism in Ghana

“A fascinating exploration of sex across the color line 
in colonial Ghana. This book is a brilliant addition to 
the literature on sex, gender and empire.”—Kwame 
Anthony Appiah, professor of philosophy and law, New 
York University

“This book will quickly be recognized as an agenda-
setting work and will illuminate debates on race 
relations not just in Ghana and West Africa, but 
wherever such relations occurred in the British Empire.” 

— Ato Quayson, author of Oxford Street, Accra: City 
Life and the Itineraries of Transnationalism

Interracial sex mattered to the British colonial state in 
West Africa. In Crossing the Color Line, Carina E. Ray 
goes beyond this fact to reveal how Ghanaians shaped 
and defined these powerfully charged relations. The 
interplay between African and European perspectives 
and practices, argues Ray, transformed these relation-
ships into key sites for consolidating colonial rule and 
for contesting its hierarchies of power. With rigorous 
methodology and innovative analyses, Ray brings 
Ghana and Britain into a single analytic frame to show 
how intimate relations between black men and white 
women in the metropole became deeply entangled 
with those between black women and white men in 
the colony in ways that were profoundly consequential.

2015 · 364 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-2180-2 · $32.95) · CL · E
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James R. Brennan

Taifa
Making Nation and Race in Urban Tanzania

WINNER OF THE 2013 BETHWELL A. OGOT BOOK 
PRIZE FOR BEST BOOK ON EAST AFRICAN STUDIES

“This is an important book. There’s nothing else that 
puts Indians and Africans in the same frame. Brennan 
is grounded in two separate sets of secondary literature 
and that gives his work a breadth that is rare.”— Luise 
White, author of The Comforts of Home: Prostitution 
in Colonial Nairobi

This book shows how nation and race became the key 
political categories to guide colonial and postcolonial 
life in the Tanzanian city of Dar es Salaam. Using 
deeply researched archival and oral evidence, Taifa
transforms our understanding of urban history and 
shows how concerns about access to credit and hous-
ing became intertwined with changing conceptions of 
nation and nationhood.

2012 · 304 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-2001-0 · $32.95) · E

Gibril R. Cole

The Krio of West Africa
Islam, Culture, Creolization, and Colonialism 
in the Nineteenth Century

“A long-overdue and welcome addition to the historical 
literature on Sierra Leone … Cole’s monograph will 
become a benchmark for studying the complex histories 
of other indigenous ethnic groups of Sierra Leone.”— 
International Journal of African Historical Studies

Cole offers a nuanced examination of West African 
history in the postabolition and colonial periods, includ-
ing a critical look at the slave trade after 1807, the 
era of steamboat commerce, and the role of educated 
West African Krio across diverse transcolonial borders 
in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Its 
exploration of the Islamic presence in precolonial Sierra 
Leone is a departure from the hitherto restricted schol-
arly approach to the study of the encounter between 
Christianity and Islam in the region. Accessible enough 
to be used as a broad introduction to the history of 
a West African society for undergraduates, it is also 
innovative enough, theoretically and empirically, to be 
of value to scholars.

2013 · 280 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-2047-8 · $32.95) · E

Alicia C. Decker

In Idi Amin’s Shadow
Women, Gender, and Militarism in Uganda

“A subtle, important, theoretically innovative, and 
elegantly written study that centralizes feminist think-
ing and shows why it matters.”— Feminist Africa

“The first book to extensively explore women’s lives 
in the ‘shadows’ of military rule in 1970s Uganda.… 
An engaging, accessible and welcome examination 
of women’s ‘complex and sometimes paradoxical 
relationship to Amin’s military state,’ showing how the 
state’s use of violence offered opportunities as well as 
threats for women.”— Africa at LSE

2014 · 256 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-2118-5 · $32.95) · CL · E

Abosede A. George

Making Modern Girls
A History of Girlhood, Labor, and Social 
Development in Colonial Lagos

“Firmly grounded and intellectually engaging, Making 
Modern Girls makes a significant contribution to 
colonial urban social history and also to the study 
of the late colonial state, its nationalist opponents, 
and their ‘welfarist’ and interventionist attitudes.” 

—Richard D. Waller, associate professor of history, 
Bucknell University

In Making Modern Girls, Abosede A. George examines 
the influence of African social reformers and the 
developmentalist colonial state on the practice and 
ideology of girlhood as well as its intersection with 
child labor in Lagos, Nigeria. It draws from gender 
studies, generational studies, labor history, and urban 
history to shed new light on the complex workings of 
African cities from the turn of the twentieth century 
through the nationalist era of the 1950s.

2014 · 296 pp
PB (978-0-8214-2116-1 · $32.95) · CL · E

David M. Gordon

Invisible Agents
Spirits in a Central African History

“Despite the enormous richness of the literature on 
the history of religion in Africa, I can think of no other 
book which brings the insights of that literature to 
bear so directly and convincingly to the interpreta-
tion of modern political history.…This is a great 
book.”—Megan Vaughan, University of Cambridge 

Focusing on the history of the south-central African 
country of Zambia during the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries, Gordon’s analysis invites reflection on politi-
cal and religious realms of action in other parts of the 
world, and complicates the post-Enlightenment divide 
of sacred and profane.

2012 · 384 pp
PB (978-0-8214-2024-9 · $32.95) · E

Matthew M. Heaton

Black Skin, White Coats
Nigerian Psychiatrists, Decolonization, and 
the Globalization of Psychiatry

“The first full-length history of a national mental 
health system focusing on the transition between the 
colonial and postcolonial periods.”— Bulletin of the 
History of Medicine

Black Skin, White Coats is the first work to focus 
primarily on black Africans as producers of psychiatric 
knowledge and as definers of mental illness in their 
own right. By examining the ways that Nigerian 
psychiatrists worked to integrate their psychiatric train-
ing with their indigenous backgrounds and cultural and 
civic nationalisms, Black Skin, White Coats provides 
a foil to Frantz Fanon’s widely publicized reactionary 
articulations of the relationship between colonialism 
and psychiatry. Black Skin, White Coats is also on the 
cutting edge of histories of psychiatry that are increas-
ingly drawing connections between local and national 
developments in late-colonial and postcolonial settings 
and international scientific networks. Heaton argues 
that Nigerian psychiatrists were intimately aware of the 
need to engage in international discourses as part and 
parcel of the transformation of psychiatry at home.

2013 · 288 pp
PB (978-0-8214-2070-6 · $32.95) · E

Allen F. Isaacman and Barbara S. Isaacman

Dams, Displacement, and the 
Delusion of Development
Cahora Bassa and Its Legacies in 
Mozambique, 1965–2007

WINNER OF THE AMERICAN HISTORICAL 
ASSOCIATION’S 2014 MARTIN A. KLEIN 
PRIZE IN AFRICAN HISTORY

WINNER OF THE 2014  
MELVILLE J. HERSKOVITS AWARD

“At last a comprehensive, historically deep, and 
ecologically knowledgeable study of a great dam. The 
Isaacmans…recover the voices silenced by the fear and 
violence deployed by states devoted to the care and 
feeding of this mega-project. Unparalleled in its sweep, 
depth and attention to the lived experience of all its 
victims.”—James C. Scott, Yale University, author of 
Seeing Like a State 

“A passionate and richly documented critique of a 
disastrous high-modernist scheme…. It is a welcome 
addition to the literature on large dam projects in 
Africa, and opens up rich possibilities of comparison 
around the continent.”— International Journal of 
African Historical Studies

“The Isaacmans provide an excellent and authoritative 
understanding of the different displacements that have 
occurred through Cahora Bassa and this book is an 
important and comprehensive study which will remain 
a major source for scholars.”—The Journal of Modern 
African Studies

Cahora Bassa Dam on the Zambezi River, built during 
the final years of Portuguese rule, was the last major 
infrastructure project constructed in Africa during the 
turbulent era of decolonization. Engineers praised the 
dam for its technical complexity and the skills required 
to construct what was then the world’s fifth-largest 
mega-dam. Portuguese colonial officials cited benefits 
they expected from the dam. This in-depth study of 
the region examines the dominant developmentalist 
narrative that has surrounded the dam, chronicles the 
continual violence that has accompanied its existence, 
and gives voice to previously unheard narratives 
of forced labor, displacement, and historical and 
contemporary life in the dam’s shadow.

2013 · 324 pp
PB (978-0-8214-2033-1 · $32.95) · E
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NEW

Sarah Van Beurden

Authentically African
Arts and the Transnational Politics of Congolese Culture

“This masterful study of Belgian and Congolese 
collecting and exhibitions of African arts, and the 
murky heritage politics so implied, offers insights for 
understanding colonial and postcolonial histories of 
representation anywhere in the world.”—Allen F. 
Roberts, author of A Dance of Assassins: Performing 
Early Colonial Hegemony in the Congo

Together, the Royal Museum for Central Africa 
in Tervuren, Belgium, and the Institut des Musées 
Nationaux du Zaire (IMNZ) in the Congo have 
defined and marketed Congolese art and culture. In 
Authentically African, Sarah Van Beurden traces the 
relationship between the possession, definition, and 
display of art and the construction of cultural authen-
ticity and political legitimacy from the late colonial until 
the postcolonial era. Her study of the interconnected 
histories of these two institutions is the first history of 
an art museum in Africa, and the only work of its kind 
in English.

Drawing on Flemish-language sources other scholars 
have been unable to access, Van Beurden illuminates 
the politics of museum collections, showing how the 
IMNZ became a showpiece in Mobutu’s effort to revive 

“authentic” African culture. She reconstructs debates 
between Belgian and Congolese museum professionals, 
revealing how the dynamics of decolonization played 
out in the fields of the museum and international 
heritage conservation. Finally, she casts light on the 
art market, showing how the traveling displays put on 
by the IMNZ helped intensify collectors’ interest and 
generate an international market for Congolese art.

The book contributes to the fields of history, art history, 
museum studies, and anthropology and challenges 
existing narratives of Congo’s decolonization. It tells 
a new history of decolonization as a struggle over 
cultural categories, the possession of cultural heritage, 
and the right to define and represent cultural identities.

2015 · 360 pp
PB (978-0-8214-2191-8 · $34.95) · CL · E

FORTHCOMING MAY 2016

Giacomo Macola

The Gun in Central Africa
A History of Politics and Technology

Examining the history of warfare and political develop-
ment through a technological lens, Macola relates the 
study of military technology to the history of gender. A 
lively analysis of the social forms and political systems 
of central Africa, this work focuses on the question of 
why some societies embraced the gun while others 
didn’t, and how the technology shaped them in the 
precolonial years.

Forthcoming May 2016 · 240 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-2212-0 · $32.95) · CL · E

FORTHCOMING JULY 2016

Julie MacArthur

Cartography and the Political Imagination
Mapping Community in Colonial Kenya

Encompassing history, geography, and political science, 
MacArthur’s study evaluates the role of geographic 
imagination and the impact of cartography not only as 
means of expressing imperial power and constraining 
colonized populations, but as tools for the articulation 
of new political communities and resistance.

Forthcoming July 2016 · 320 pp
PB (978-0-8214-2210-6 · $34.95) · CL · E

FORTHCOMING MAY 2016

Lynn Schler

Nation on Board
Becoming Nigerian at Sea

Schler’s study of Nigerian seamen during Nigeria’s 
transition to independence provides a fresh perspective 
on the meaning of decolonization for ordinary Africans. 
She traces the workers’ shift from optimism to disil-
lusionment, providing a working-class perspective on 
nation building in Nigeria and illustrating the hopes for 
independence and subsequent disappointments.

Forthcoming May 2016 · 240 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-2218-2 · $32.95) · CL · E

Paolo Israel

In Step with the Times
Mapiko Masquerades of Mozambique

“The insights, humour and rich linguistic material 
throughout In Step with the Times fuel that amazing 
rush one gets when reading a truly exceptional work … 
truly a tour de force.”

—Canadian Journal of African Studies

“Marked by extensive fieldwork and deep understand-
ing of Makonde culture and language, this pioneering 
study emphasizes the importance of performance to 
understand the famous masked dance culture of the 
Makonde of Mozambique, especially the dynamic, 
changing nature of Makonde masking as it regularly 
reinvented itself in response to the shifting historical 
context.” — Edward A. Alpers, University of California, 
Los Angeles

The helmet-shaped mapiko masks of Mozambique 
have garnered admiration from African art scholars 
and collectors alike, due to their striking aesthetics and 
their grotesque allure. This book restores to mapiko 
its historic and artistic context, charting in detail 
the transformations of this masquerading tradition 
throughout the twentieth century.

2014 · 296 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-2088-1 · $32.95) · E

Rachel Jean-Baptiste

Conjugal Rights
Marriage, Sexuality, and Urban Life 
in Colonial Libreville, Gabon

“As a study of Francophone Africa written in English, 
Conjugal Rights is doubly valuable. Bringing together 
cutting-edge urban studies, gender history and the 
history of emotions, Jean-Baptiste’s work insists that 
the shape of Libreville owed as much to the shifting 
fortunes of marriage and sexual relationships as to 
any set of commodity imports and exports. It points 
us toward a new and much fuller understanding of 
the lives of African women and men in cities where 
personal and political constructions regularly flowed 
over the boundaries planned for them by colonial-
ism.”— Teresa A. Barnes, associate professor of history, 
African studies, and gender and women’s studies, 
University of Illinois

“Richly documented and highly readable, Conjugal 
Rights illuminates the complex interplay between 
marriage, sexuality, economy and authority in a 
colonial African city. Moving beyond conventional 
narratives of colonial power and African agency, 
Jean-Baptiste argues persuasively that limits on both 
left spaces of manoeuver and debate in which women 
and men sometimes managed and sometimes failed 
to realize their emotional and material aspirations, and 
apparently rigid rules of church and state proved to 
be unstable and inconclusive in practice.”—Sara S. 
Berry, author of No Condition Is Permanent: The Social 
Dynamics of Agrarian Change in Sub-Saharan Africa

2014 · 336 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-2120-8 · $32.95) · CL · E

Benjamin N. Lawrance and Richard L. Roberts, eds.

Trafficking in Slavery’s Wake 
Law and the Experience of Women 
and Children in Africa

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 36
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Michelle R. Moyd

Violent Intermediaries
African Soldiers, Conquest, and Everyday 
Colonialism in German East Africa

“Overcoming methodological challenges posed 
by translation, memory, and frankly a scarcity of 
documents disclosing askari voices, Moyd sought 
to understand these soldiers on their own terms.… 
Violent Intermediaries, like other books in Ohio 
University Press’s New African Histories series … 
expands the boundaries of African history in new and 
exciting directions.” —Canadian Journal of History

The askari, African soldiers recruited in the 1890s to 
fill the ranks of the German East African colonial army, 
occupy a unique space at the intersection of East 
African history, German colonial history, and military 
history. Violent Intermediaries offers a fresh perspective 
on African colonial troops as state-making agents and 
critiques the mythologies surrounding the askari by 
focusing on the nature of colonial violence.

2014 · 304 pp
PB (978-0-8214-2089-8 · $32.95) · E

Meredith Terretta

Nation of Outlaws, State of Violence
Nationalism, Grassfields Tradition, and 
State Building in Cameroon

“Terretta’s history of the anticolonial insurgency that 
bedeviled central Cameroon in the years immediately 
before and after independence in 1960 will likely 
become the standard English-language history of that 
important but obscure conflict … Highly recom-
mended.” —CHOICE

“A highly significant contribution to the historiography 
of Cameroon, West Africa, and African nationalism 
more generally ... an important model for future studies 
of African nationalism.”— Elizabeth Schmidt, Loyola 
University Maryland

2013 · 368 pp · illus., maps
PB (978-0-8214-2069-0 · $32.95) · E

Shobana Shankar

Who Shall Enter Paradise?
Christian Origins in Muslim Northern 
Nigeria, c. 1890–1975

“This book by Shobana Shankar is a real eye-opener: 
she reveals the world of Christians, since 1890 half-
hidden within Nigeria’s Muslim Hausaland, both as a 
community and as a series of remarkable individuals. 
Missionaries and converts alike are treated with insight 
and a remarkable depth of detail, culled from rarely 
read sources.”—Murray Last, University College 
London

“This wonderful, engaging study of the complex and 
often unexpected history of Christian and Muslim 
mutual formation in Nigeria begins with the life stories 
of striking individuals and then traces the gradual 
emergence of medical and educational infrastructure. 
Highly recommended for scholars of the politics of 
religion and of African history, this will also serve as a 
fine text for undergraduates.”— Barbara M. Cooper, 
author of Evangelical Christians in the Muslim Sahel

“A landmark work that will usher in new era of writing 
on northern Nigeria.” —Africa at LSE

2014 · 320 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-2124-6 · $32.95) · CL · E

Cheikh Anta Babou

Fighting the Greater Jihad
Amadu Bamba and the Founding of the 
Muridiyya of Senegal, 1853–1913

“In a time when the term jihad has entered our 
contemporary political lexicon in a variety of 
simplifications, Cheikh Anta Babou provides a deeply 
researched analysis of the place of the Greater Jihad 
in the spiritual, intellectual, and political life of a 
major West African Sufi movement, the Muridiyya 
in Senegal. Babou takes seriously the Murids’ own 
perspectives on their history and religious practices. 
He uses Wolof and Arabic sources as well as oral 
histories rarely used by academic historians and brings 
these internal sources into a conversation with ex-
ternal archival and interpretive sources.” — Richard L. 
Roberts, Stanford University

2007 · 320 pp · illus. 
PB (978-0-8214-1766-9 · $32.95) · CL · E

Belinda Bozzoli

Theatres of Struggle and 
the End of Apartheid

A CHOICE OUTSTANDING ACADEMIC TITLE

“[Bozzoli] draws upon thousands of archived interviews 
with actors to create a rich and cohesive story…[Her 
book] accomplishes the task of raising questions quite 
relevant today to the region concerning relationships 
between nationalism and civicness, space and struggle, 
violence and crime, and elder and youth identi-
ties.”—Kenly Greer Fenio, African Studies Quarterly

2004 · 208 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-1599-3 · $32.95)

Emily S. Burrill, Richard L. Roberts, 
and Elizabeth Thornberry, eds. 

Domestic Violence and the Law in 
Colonial and Postcolonial Africa

“(T)his collection is an important opening call for future 
research into the topic of domestic violence and 
African family/household histories.… This book will 
not only be widely appealing to scholars, but could 
also serve as a useful supplementary text in a number 
of undergraduate courses.”— International Journal of 
African Historical Studies

CONTRIBUTORS: Emily S. Burrill, Richard L. Roberts, 
Elizabeth Thornberry, Cati Coe, Marie Rodet, Martina 
Salvante, Elke E. Stockreiter, Stacey Hynd, Katherine 
Luongo, Codou Bop, Saida Hodžic’, Scott London, 
Benedetta Faedi, and Pamela Scully.

2010 · 336 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-1929-8 · $32.95) · CL · E

David William Cohen and E. S. Atieno Odhiambo

The Risks of Knowledge
Investigations into the Death of the Hon. 
Minister John Robert Ouko in Kenya, 1990

“This book will become a classic … It is a historical 
investigation of the highest caliber. And, while not 
raising a political banner, it keeps alive the memory of 
Robert Ouko.”— African Studies Review

2004 · 392 pp
PB (978-0-8214-1598-6 · $32.95) · CL

Marc Epprecht

Heterosexual Africa?
The History of an Idea from the Age of 
Exploration to the Age of AIDS

MELVILLE J. HERSKOVITS AWARD FINALIST

“Marc Epprecht boldly challenges a whole series of 
boundaries and blind spots in the history of African 
scholarship.”— T. Dunbar Moodie

“Epprecht’s own interview material and his close 
reading of a wide range of AIDS literature from across 
the continent reveals one terrifying fact: researchers 
have studied HIV/AIDS as a heterosexual disease in 
Africa because they have been told and have read that 
there is no homosexuality in Africa…the assumption 
that Africa is a continent of heterosexual sex has been 
deadly for too many people for too long.”—Bulletin of 
the History of Medicine

2008 · 240 pp, · illus. 
PB (978-0-8214-1799-7 · $32.95) · CL · E

Karen E. Flint

Healing Traditions
African Medicine, Cultural Exchange, and 
Competition in South Africa, 1820–1948

MELVILLE J. HERSKOVITS AWARD FINALIST

“An extremely timely book that will have immediate 
impact on the heated current debates across several 
fields of study, forming part of a new and exciting 
debate emerging around new South African his-
tory.”—Catherine Burns, University of KwaZulu-Natal

2008 · 296 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-1850-5 · $32.95) · CL · E

Gary Kynoch

We Are Fighting the World
A History of the Marashea Gangs 
in South Africa, 1947–1999

“Gary Kynoch’s engaging book examines how gangs 
of Basotho migrants used violence and crime to 
survive under the harsh conditions of everyday life in 
apartheid South Africa … Kynoch’s well-researched 
study expands our knowledge of the history of Basotho 
migrancy to South Africa’s gold mines … Kynoch must 
be applauded.”— International Journal of African 
Historical Studies

2005 · 240 pp
PB (978-0-8214-1616-7 · $26.95) · CL · E

Daniel R. Magaziner

The Law and the Prophets
Black Consciousness in South Africa, 1968–1977

A CHOICE OUTSTANDING ACADEMIC TITLE

“Among the many threads woven together by 
the Black Consciousness movement, Magaziner 
convincingly shows the absolute centrality of Christian 
theology, of the revolutionary ‘Black Christ.’ This is an 
astonishing book. It is intellectual history of the first 
order….”— Paul S. Landau, author of Popular Politics 
in the History of South Africa, 1400–1948

“Scholars and students of African and South African 
liberation history, theology, and intellectual history 
will find The Law and the Prophets provocative and 
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enlightening. The prose is a pleasure to read and the 
book is skilfully woven together….”—South African 
Historical Journal

2010 · 280 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-1918-2 · $28.95) · CL · E

Marissa J. Moorman

Intonations
A Social History of Music and Nation in Luanda, 
Angola, from 1945 to Recent Times

“Through extensive interviews with singers and 
musicians and archival materials that survived civil wars, 
this well-written, engaging, and innovative study filled 
with illustrations, informative footnotes, and an audio 
CD is an outstanding contribution to the literature 
of independence movements. Summing Up: Highly 
recommended.”— Choice

“Intonations makes a significant contribution to our 
understanding of how Angola became what it is today, 
and it also makes a serious case for why popular music 
is political in surprising and unsettling ways.”—African 
Studies Review

2008 · 320 pp · includes CD compilation of music 
PB (978-0-8214-1824-6 · $29.95) · CL · E

Stephanie Newell

The Forger’s Tale
The Search for Odeziaku

“This ‘experiment in biography’ illuminates dynamics 
of race, sexuality, and power in a particular colonial 
Nigerian setting from multiple viewpoints … The 
intriguing narrative at its center will appeal to a wide 
range of readers, while specialists in the history of 
colonialism, West Africa, and sexuality should find 
this study provocative and insightful.”— American 
Historical Review

2006 · 272 pp, · illus.
PB (978-0-8214-1710-2 · $28.95) · E

Moses E. Ochonu

Colonial Meltdown
Northern Nigeria in the Great Depression

“This book is well researched, elegantly written, and 
bound to reshape the debate on British imperialism in 
Africa.”—Elias Mandala, author of Work and Control 
in a Peasant Economy

“An informative, well-argued … historical narrative 
that invites further, comparative investigation of the 
impact of the great depression on colonial econo-
mies.”— Journal of Colonialism and Colonial History

“Colonial Meltdown is a must read for scholars and 
students interested in Northern Nigeria, the Depression, 
taxation, and the colonial state. ... In very accessible 
prose, supported by meticulous research, (Ochonu) 
argues convincingly that the collapsing produce prices 
and dwindling profits of the Great Depression created 
a distinctive moment in the history of colonial exploita-
tion in Northern Nigeria.”— Journal of African History

2009 · 272 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-1890-1 · $32.95) · CL · E

Emily Lynn Osborn

Our New Husbands Are Here
Households, Gender, and Politics in a West African 
State from the Slave Trade to Colonial Rule

“Original and stimulating, Our New Husbands Are Here 
challenges traditional historical accounts of gender 
and tests new concepts and frameworks that promise 
insightful openings in African studies.”—Mamadou 
Diouf, Columbia University 

“Pathbreaking in its findings and approach, this 
elegantly written study explores the intimate relation-
ship between household-building and state-building 
in West Africa over a span of three centuries. Through 
a sophisticated interrogation of oral and archival 
sources, Osborn has produced a new understanding 
of statecraft that bridges the artificial divide between 
the precolonial and colonial and anchors women firmly 
at the core.”— Elizabeth Schmidt, Loyola University 
Maryland

2011 · 288 pp
PB (978-0-8214-1983-0 · $32.95) · E

Derek R. Peterson and Giacomo Macola, eds.

Recasting the Past
History Writing and Political Work in Modern Africa

“This collection accomplishes what no monograph could 
because these nuanced inquiries each require deep 
expertise. The variety of questions posed here suggests 
many ways that professional historians could appreci-
ate more fully the production of historical knowledge 
in Africa. Students of African intellectual history will 
come away better able to appreciate the deep and 
multiple roots that generate the production of culture 
in Africa.”—American Historical Review 

CONTRIBUTORS: Derek R. Peterson, Giacomo Macola, 
Karin Barber, Paul la Hausse de Lalouvière, Richard 
Rathbone, T. C. McCaskie, Emma Hunter, David M. 
Gordon, Etienne Smith, Justin Willis, and John Lonsdale

2009 · 280 pp
PB (978-0-8214-1879-6 · $32.95) · CL · E

Jan Bender Shetler

Imagining Serengeti
A History of Landscape Memory in Tanzania 
from Earliest Times to the Present

“This remarkable work on the Serengeti area in 
Tanzania will be of great value to Africans and non-
Africans alike…Highly recommended.”—Choice

“Shetler’s book provides a completely new analysis 
of the Serengeti debate by adding the voices of a 
forgotten population, the peoples of the western 
Serengeti … The centrality of the landscape to 
Serengeti peoples’ identities, the complexity of local 
environmental knowledge, and the deep historical and 
emotional attachments to place are thus illustrated in 
vivid detail.”— African Studies Review

2007 · 392 pp, · illus.
PB (978-0-8214-1750-8 · $29.95) · CL · E

Stephanie Newell

The Power to Name
A History of Anonymity in Colonial West Africa

MELVILLE J. HERSKOVITS AWARD FINALIST

“A terrific book, creatively conceived, carefully written, 
deeply thought, and thoroughly original.… [It reveals] 
a whole wealth of insight into Africans’ agency, into 
the work that African writers did to criticize colonial 
government, define a public sphere, and develop new 
modes of civil discourse.” 

— Derek Peterson, University of Michigan

“This brilliantly original book opens up new ways of 
looking at the colonial West African press. The Power 
to Name reveals the newspapers as sites of creativity 
and experimentation. Newell shows how West African 
writers, in a range of emergent genres, tried out far-
reaching new conceptions of the public good, political 
allegiance and personal identity. An engrossing and 
fascinating read, and a landmark in West African 
cultural history.”

—Karin Barber, University of Birmingham

“Called into existence by the rise of an indigenous 
newspaper press, African writers employed anonymity 
and allegory to criticize, slyly and archly, their colonial 
masters. In most cases we don’t even know their real 
names, but thanks to Stephanie Newell, they are no 
longer lost to history.” 

— Jonathan Rose, Drew University

Between the 1880s and the 1940s, the region 
known as British West Africa became a dynamic zone 
of literary creativity and textual experimentation. 
African-owned newspapers offered local writers 
numerous opportunities to contribute material for 
publication, and editors repeatedly defined the press 
as a vehicle to host public debates rather than simply 
as an organ to disseminate news or editorial ideology. 
The Power to Name offers a rich cultural history of this 
phenomenon, examining the wide array of anonymous 
and pseudonymous writing practices to be found in 
African-owned newspapers between the 1880s and 
the 1940s, and the rise of celebrity journalism in the 
period of anticolonial nationalism.

2013 · 248 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-2032-4 · $32.95) · E
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Jacob A. Tropp

Natures of Colonial Change
Environmental Relations in the Making of the Transkei

“Jacob A. Tropp has written an impressive history of 
the state’s capture of forest resources in the Transkei, 
between 1880 and 1930…His book’s central question 
is how a reading of the social interactions surrounding 
environmental access can reshape historical under-
standing.”—American Historical Review

2006 · 304 pp, · illus.  
PB (978-0-8214-1699-0 · $28.95) · CL · E

Robert Trent Vinson

The Americans are Coming!
Dreams of African American Liberation 
in Segregationist South Africa

“This is a timely and important book, a great contribu-
tion to transnational and Atlantic history, and a 
genre-buster that dispenses with the border between 
American studies and African studies.”— H-Africa

For more than half a century before World War II, 
black South Africans and “American Negroes“—a 
group that included African Americans and black West 
Indians—established close institutional and personal 
relationships that laid the necessary groundwork for 
the successful South African and American antiapart-
heid movements. Many African Americans, regarded 
initially by the South African government as “honorary 
whites” exempt from segregation, also saw their 
activities in South Africa as a divinely ordained mission 
to establish “Africa for Africans,” liberated from 
European empires. Though these liberation prophecies 
went unfulfilled, black South Africans continued to 
view African Americans as inspirational models and 
as critical partners in the global antiapartheid struggle. 
The Americans Are Coming! is a rare case study that 
places African history and American history in a global 
context and centers Africa in African Diaspora studies. 

2011 · 236 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-1986-1 · $32.95) · E

ABOUT NEW AFRICAN 
HISTORIES

The New African Histories series builds on the signifi-
cant achievements of social historians over the past 
two decades, while pushing the boundaries of African 
social history in exciting new directions - theoretically, 
methodologically and conceptually.

The series promotes continued research on the lived 
experiences of Africans in their households, communi-
ties, workplaces, and classes, as well as in the clubs, 
associations, and social movements they have created. 
It insists on the centrality of gender, generation and 
social identity to African historiography, while it 
seeks to expose the constraints at local, national, and 
transnational levels that structure the daily lives of the 
poor and disadvantaged.

Social historians have long maintained that there can 
be no social history without economic history. We 
contend that it is increasingly imperative that politics, 
environment, and culture receive far greater attention 
in the exploration of daily life.

Series Editors: Jean Allman, Allen Isaacman, and 
Derek R. Peterson

AFRICA IN 
WORLD HISTORY
OHIO UNIVERSITY PRESS SERIES

NEW

John M. Mugane

The Story of Swahili

“The story of Swahili is one of globalization, cosmo-
politanism, and creolization over the past 500 years. 
This book will stand on the shelf next to works such 
as Paul Gilroy’s Black Atlantic and Abdul Sheriff’s 
Dhow Cultures of the Indian Ocean: Cosmopolitanism, 
Commerce, and Islam.” — Emmanual Akyeampong, 
Harvard University

The remarkable adaptability of Swahili has allowed 
Africans—and others—to tailor the language to their 
needs, extending its influence far beyond its place of 
origin. It also calls for a reevaluation the widespread 
but fallacious assumption that cultural superiority, 
military conquest, and economic dominance determine 
the prosperity of any given language.

The Story of Swahili is about where languages come 
from, where there are at, and where they are headed, 
using the success of Swahili as a convenient point 
of entry. As a language that arose from contact 
between peoples from diverse cultures, Swahili is an 
excellent conveyor of the history of communities in 
eastern and central Africa as well as their associations 
throughout the Indian Ocean world. It is also a vibrant, 
living language that continues to adapt itself to the 
changing demands of global trade, technology, and 
communication.

2015 · 336 pp
PB (978-0-89680-293-3 · $29.95) · CL · E

NEW

Laura Lee P. Huttenbach

The Boy Is Gone
Conversations with a Mau Mau General

“A unique first-hand account of cultural lineage, revo-
lutionary awakening and dogged perseverance told in 
the voice Japhlet Thambu, a man who seems to have fit 
several lifetimes into the span of one. It is an essential 
testimony to those seeking to understand modern-day 
Kenya.” — Michael Deibert, author of The Democratic 
Republic of Congo: Between Hope and Despair

The General, as he came to be called from his leader-
ship of the Mau Mau uprising sixty years ago, narrates 
his life story in conversation with Laura Lee Huttenbach, 
a young American who met him while backpacking 
in Kenya in 2006. A gifted storyteller with a keen 
appreciation for language, and a sense of responsibility 
as a repository of his people’s history, The General 
talks of his childhood in the voice of a young boy, his 
fight against the British in the voice of a soldier, and 
his long life in the voice of shrewd elder. While his life 
experiences are his alone, his story adds immeasurably 
to the long history of decolonization as it played out 
across Africa, Asia, and the Americas.

2015 · 256 pp 
PB (978-0-89680-291-9 · $28.95) · CL · E
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Todd Cleveland

Stones of Contention
A History of Africa’s Diamonds

“The best introduction to the history of diamond-mining 
in Africa.“—Stephen Ellis, Desmond Tutu Professor 
of Youth, Sport and Reconciliation, Free University, 
Amsterdam

“Teachers of African and world history will welcome the 
lucid style and topical introduction to historical issues.… 
The temptation might be to consume the book at a 
single sitting. This would be a pity, for the tastiest 
morsels, in particular primary sources that relate labor 
experiences on colonial mines, should be savored.” 

— American Historical Review

“Cleveland renders a sweeping look at colonists, 
industry titans, despots, and everyday mires in this look 
at the local and global context of what have come to 
be known as blood diamonds.”—Booklist

Stones of Contention explores the major developments 
in the remarkable history of Africa’s diamonds, from 
the earliest stirrings of international interest in the 
continent’s mineral wealth in the first millennium A.D. 
to the present day. The book also considers the experi-
ences of a wide array of Africans and their relationships 
to the stones that have the power to bring both 
wealth and misery. With photos and maps, Stones 
of Contention illustrates the scope and compexity of 
the African diamond trade as well as its impact on 
individuals and societies.

2014 · 240  pp
PB (978-0-8214-2100-0 · $26.95) · E

Peter Alegi

African Soccerscapes
How a Continent Changed the World’s Game

A CHOICE SIGNIFICANT UNIVERSITY PRESS 
TITLE FOR UNDERGRADUATES

“Alegi’s concise and ingenious book is a timely reminder 
about the impact African players have had on global 
football and an affirmation of Africa’s mounting 
stature as a football powerhouse … Alegi writes in 
a language that is accessible to non-specialists and 
casual readers … For academia, instructors teaching 
undergraduate courses about global sports or sports 
in Africa could assign the book or selected chapters 
to students, who most likely will appreciate the 
material for its informative strength, brevity, and 
lucidity.”— African Studies Quarterly

“Alegi creatively and effectively uses soccer to tell the 
story of European domination and exploitation of 
Africa. Yet, he also shows us how Africans came to 
embrace the game imposed on them, and made it 
something distinctly African.”— International Journal of 
African Historical Studies

2010 · 184 pp 
PB (978-0-89680-278-0 · $26.95) · E

James C. McCann

Stirring the Pot
A History of African Cuisine

WORLD WINNER IN THE BEST AFRICAN CUISINE 
BOOK CATEGORY, GOURMAND WORLD 
COOKBOOK AWARDS AT PARIS BOOK FAIR, 2010

“Highly recommended.”— Choice 

“A lively and engaging history of African food, cooking, 
and culinary cultures found within the continent and 
beyond. Indispensable reading for anyone interested 
in African history, the African diaspora, food studies, 
and women’s contributions to culinary history.” 

—Judith Carney, Department of Geography, University 
of California

“In this compelling study, James C. McCann provides 
a profound and novel way to examine history and 
historical change not only in Africa but also in the 
Atlantic basin. … This book allows readers to peek 
into the African cooking pot in order to better 
understand the constituent parts and nuances of 
African cuisine, as shaped by geography, history, trade 
across ecological zones, and migration (forced and 
voluntary) across oceans (Atlantic, Pacific, and the 
Mediterranean).”— American Historical Review 

“(Stirring the Pot) makes the reader both intellectually 
and physically hungry.”—Canadian Journal of History

2008 · 280 pp 
PB (978-0-89680-272-8 · $26.95) · E

ABOUT AFRICA IN WORLD HISTORY

Historians of Africa, trained as area specialists, often 
write primarily for one another in specialized discourse 
difficult for outsiders to comprehend. Teachers and 
scholars of history — even the best-intentioned — often 
approach Africa in naïve terms that have the effect 
of reinforcing the very exoticism that they intend to 
overcome by incorporating the continent in their work 
and teaching.

Our objective in this series is to produce accessibly 
written books by African specialists for audiences who 
know very little about Africa. The books examine issues 
that arise for nonspecialists as they seek to include 
Africa in their teaching of other regions of world his-
tory. Books in the series draw attention to the parallels 
in human experience in Africa and in other parts of the 
world and present local documentation — oral, cultural, 
and written — where available.

Intended for undergraduate survey courses, the 
volumes in the Africa in World History series speak to 
current (and future) images of Africa in the popular 
culture and in educated, but nonspecialist, circles. 
Volumes on some topic areas within the Africanist field 
will be of use among specialists, for undergraduate 
instruction, and for graduate teaching.

Series Editors: David Robinson and Joseph C. Miller
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INDIAN OCEAN 
STUDIES SERIES
OHIO UNIVERSITY PRESS SERIES

NEW

Erin E. Stiles and Katrina Daly Thompson, eds.

Gendered Lives in the Western Indian Ocean
Islam, Marriage, and Sexuality on the Swahili Coast

Muslim communities throughout the Indian Ocean 
have long questioned what it means to be a “good 
Muslim.” Much recent scholarship on Islam in the 
Indian Ocean considers debates among Muslims about 
authenticity, authority, and propriety. Despite the 
centrality of this topic within studies of Indian Ocean, 
African, and other Muslim communities, little of the 
existing scholarship has addressed such debates in 
relation to women, gender, or sexuality. Yet women 
are deeply involved with ideas about what it means to 
be a “good Muslim.”

In Gendered Lives in the Western Indian Ocean, an-
thropologists, historians, linguists, and gender studies 
scholars examine Islam, sexuality, gender, and marriage 
on the Swahili coast and elsewhere in the Indian Ocean. 
The book examines diverse sites of empowerment, 
contradiction, and resistance affecting cultural norms, 
Islam and ideas of Islamic authenticity, gender expecta-
tions, ideologies of modernity, and British education. 
The book’s attention to both masculinity and femininity, 
broad examination of the transnational space of the 
Swahili coast, and inclusion of research on non-Swahili 
groups on the East African coast makes it a unique and 
indispensable resource.

CONTRIBUTORS: Nadine Beckmann, Pat Caplan, Corrie 
Decker, Rebecca Gearhart, Linda Giles, Meghan Halley, 
Susan Hirsch, Sufi Keefe, Kjersti Larsen, Elisabeth 
McMahon, Erin Stiles, and Katrina Daly Thompson

2015 · 400 pp
PB (978-0-8214-2187-1 · $34.95) · CL · E

NEW

Richard B. Allen

European Slave Trading in the 
Indian Ocean, 1500–1850

Between 1500 and 1850, European traders shipped 
hundreds of thousands of African, Indian, Malagasy, 
and Southeast Asian slaves to ports throughout the 
Indian Ocean world. The activities of the British, Dutch, 
French, and Portuguese traders who operated in the 
Indian Ocean demonstrate that European slave trading 
was not confined largely to the Atlantic but must now 
be viewed as a truly global phenomenon. European 
slave trading and abolitionism in the Indian Ocean also 
led to the development of an increasingly integrated 
movement of slave, convict, and indentured labor dur-
ing the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, 
the consequences of which resonated well into the 
twentieth century. 

Richard B. Allen’s magisterial work dramatically 
expands our understanding of the movement of free 
and forced labor around the world. Drawing upon 
extensive archival research and a thorough command 
of published scholarship, Allen challenges the modern 
tendency to view the Indian and Atlantic oceans as self-
contained units of historical analysis and the attendant 
failure to understand the ways in which the Indian 
Ocean and Atlantic worlds have interacted with one 
another. In so doing, he offers tantalizing new insights 
into the origins and dynamics of global labor migration 
in the modern world.

2015 · 372 pp · Indian Ocean Studies Series 
PB (978-0-8214-2107-9 · $34.95) · CL · E

ABOUT THE INDIAN OCEAN 
STUDIES SERIES.

This series offers established and younger scholars from 
anthropology, archeology, economics, geography, his-
tory, political science, and sociology the opportunity to 
publish conceptually and methodologically innovative 
studies on topics such as human migration, cultural 
and religious diversity, trade and commerce, imperial-
ism and colonialism, and globalization.

By encouraging interdisciplinary and comparative 
approaches to social, economic, political, and cultural 
interactions within and beyond the Indian Ocean, both 
in the past and the present, the series’ monographs 
and edited collections make significant contributions to 
our understanding about the nature and dynamics of 
regional and pan-regional change.

Series Editor: Richard Allen
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SLAVERY

NEW

Wendy Wilson-Fall

Memories of Madagascar and 
Slavery in the Black Atlantic

“This outstanding and original book offers highly 
significant interventions: it connects Madagascar to 
the Atlantic world instead of the usual Indian Ocean 
trade; it broadens our knowledge on points of African 
originations en route to the United States; and it 
shows how to use non-archival sources to construct 
narratives about enslaved people. Combining memory 
with autobiography, the engaging analyses create 
new pathways to the understanding of the African 
diaspora and the survival of accumulated traditions 
while providing, for the first time, the uniqueness of 
the Malagasy experience and identity, the relevance of 
naming and families, the heterogeneity of the African 
American population, and the use of ethnic identity 
as a signifier of difference.”— Toyin Falola, President, 
African Studies Association, and Jacob and Sanger 
Mossiker, Chair in the Humanities, University of Texas 
at Austin

From the seventeenth century into the nineteenth, 
thousands of Madagascar’s people were brought to 
American ports as slaves. In Memories of Madagascar 
and Slavery in the Black Atlantic, Wendy Wilson-Fall 
shows that the descendants of these Malagasy slaves 
in the United States maintained an ethnic identity 
in ways that those from the areas more commonly 
feeding the Atlantic slave trade did not. Generations 
later, hundreds, if not thousands, of African Americans 
maintain strong identities as Malagasy descendants, 
yet the histories of Malagasy slaves, sailors, and their 
descendants have been little explored.

2015 · 234 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-2193-2 · $29.95) · CL · E

Gwyn Campbell and Elizabeth Elbourne, eds.

Sex, Power, and Slavery

Sexual exploitation was and is a critical feature of 
enslavement. Across many different societies, slaves 
were considered to own neither their bodies nor their 
children, even if many struggled to resist. At the same 
time, paradoxes abound: for example, in some societies 
to bear the children of a master was a potential route 
to manumission for some women. Sex, Power, and 
Slavery is the first history of slavery and bondage to 
take sexuality seriously.

Twenty-six authors from diverse scholarly backgrounds 
look at the vexed, traumatic intersections of the 
histories of slavery and of sexuality. They argue that 
such intersections mattered profoundly and, indeed, 
that slavery cannot be understood without adequate 
attention to sexuality. Sex, Power, and Slavery brings 
into conversation historians of the slave trade, art 
historians, and scholars of childhood and contemporary 
sex trafficking. The book merges work on the Atlantic 
world and the Indian Ocean world and enables rich 
comparisons and parallels between these diverse areas.

Introduction

Key themes and perspectives by Elizabeth ELBOURNE

Paradigms And Overviews: Points 
Of Departure And Return

Slavery, Sex and Dehumanization by David Brion DAVIS
· Sexuality and slavery in the western Sudan by Martin 
KLEIN · Sex and Power in the Russian Institutions of 
Slavery and Serfdom by Richard HELLIE

Concubinage, Law and the Family 

Suria: Concubine or Secondary Slave Wife? – The 
Case of Zanzibar in the Nineteenth Century by 
Abdul SHERIFF · A Sexual Order in the Making: 
Wives and Slaves in Early Imperial China by Griet 
VANKEERBERGHEN · ‘To marry one’s slave is as easy 
as eating a meal’:  The Dynamics of Carnal Relations 
within Saharan Slavery by E. Ann MCDOUGALL · 
Slavery, Family life, and the African Diaspora in the 
Arabian Gulf, 1880 – 1940 by Matthew S. HOPPER · “I 
Ask for Divorce Because My Husband Does not Let Me 
Go Back to My Country of Origin with My Brother”: 
Gender, Family, and the End of Slavery in the Region of 
Kayes, French Soudan (1890 – 1920) by Marie RODET 

· The Fatal Sorbet: An Account of Slavery, Jealousy, 
Pregnancy and Murder in a Harem in Alexandria, Egypt, 
ca. 1850 by George LA RUE

Intimate Power: Sexuality and Slavery in the 
Households of the Atlantic world

Sexual Relations between the Enslaved as well as 
between Slaves and Non-Slaves in Nineteenth-
Century Cuba by Ulrike SCHMIEDER · Strategies 
for Social Mobility: Liaisons between Foreign Men 
and Slave Women in Benguela, c. 1770 – 1850 by 
Mariana CANDIDO

Sex Trafficking and Prostitution

Japanese Brothel Prostitution, Daily Life, and the 
Client, Colonial Singapore, 1870 – 1940 by James 
Francis WARREN · Body Price: Ambiguities in the Sale 
of Women at the End of the Qing Dynasty by Johanna 
RANSMEIER · Sex Slavery and Human Trafficking in 
Nigeria – An Overview by Roseline UYANGA and 
Marie-Luise ERMISCH · The Rise of Sex Trafficking in 
Thailand and Cambodia since the 1960s by Francesca 
Ann Louise MITCHELL · The Japanese Army and 
Comfort Women in World War II by Shigeru SATO

Art, Sexuality, and Slavery

Hidden Geographies of the Cape: Shifting 
Representations of Slavery and Sexuality in South 
African Art and Fiction by Gabeba BADEROON · 
Innocence Curtailed: Reading Maternity and Sexuality 
as Labour in Canadian Representations of Black Girls by 
Charmaine NELSON · Gender, Sex and Power: Images 
of the Enslaved Women’s Bodies by Ana Lucia ARAUJO

Queering the Study of Slavery

“To Lever’s on Soap!” Roger Casement, Slavery, and 
Sexual Imperialism by Brian LEWIS · Sodomy, Love and 
Slavery in Colonial Brazil: A Case-Study of Minas Gerais 
during the Eighteenth Century by Ronaldo VAINFAS) · 
Eunuchs, Power and Slavery in the Early Islamic World 
Legacies: Discourse, dishonour, and labour by Salah 
TRABELSI · Slaves, Coolies and Garrison Whores: A 
Colonial Discourse of “Unfreedom” in the Dutch East 
Indies by Joost COTÉ · Lure of the Impure:  Sexuality, 
Gender and Agency of ‘Slave’ Girls in Contemporary 
Madagascar by Sandra EVERS · Wages of Womanhood: 
Managers and Women Workers in the Jute mill Industry 
of Bengal 1890 – 1940 by Subho BASU

2014 · 704 pp · illus., maps
PB (978-0-8214-2097-3 · $39.95) · CL · E
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Benjamin N. Lawrance and Richard L. Roberts, eds.

Trafficking in Slavery’s Wake 
Law and the Experience of Women 
and Children in Africa

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 36

Gwyn Campbell, Suzanne Miers 
and Joseph C. Miller, eds.

Child Slaves in the Modern World

“The subject of children and slavery has only 
recently become a special focus of scholars…. The 
focus on children as such is, therefore, a significant 
breakthrough in understanding slavery as a system 
in different institutionalized contexts.”— Journal of 
African History

INTRODUCTION by Gwyn Campbell, Suzanne Miers 
and Joseph C. Miller, eds.

SECTION I “All we want is make us free”: The Voyage 
of La Amistad’s Children through the Worlds of the 
Illegal Slave Trade by Benjamin N. Lawrance · Children 
and Bondage in Imperial Madagascar, ca. 1790–18952 
by Gwyn Campbell · Youthful Rebels: Young People, 
Agency, and Resistance against Colonial Slavery in the 
British Caribbean Plantation World by Cecily Jones · 
Family Strategies: Slave Parents and Children in the 
Caracas Courts, 1750–1854 by Sue Taylor · Degrees 
of Bondage: Children’s Tutelary Servitude in Modern 
Latin America by Nara Milanich · Children and Slavery 
in the Western Sudan by Martin Klein · Slavery and 
Guardianship in Postemancipation Senegal: Colonial 
Legislation and Minors in Tutelle, 1848–1905 by 
Bernard Moitt · British Magistrates and Unfree Children 
in Early Colonial Gold Coast, 1874–1899 by Trevor 
R. Getz · The Redemption of Child Slaves by Christian 
Missionaries in Central Africa, 1878–1914 by William 
G. Clarence-Smith

SECTION II “This is nothing but slavery”: Child 
Domestic Labor in the Modern Context by Jonathan 
Blagbrough · Girls as Domestic Slaves in Contemporary 
France by Philip Whalen and Malika Id’ Salah · Strategic 
Agents: Adolescent Prostitutes in Cape Town, South 
Africa by Zosa De Sas Kropiwnicki · Children, Slavery, 
and Soldiering by Sarah Maguire · Contemporary Child 
Slavery by Mike Dottridge

2011 · 260 pp · illus.
PB (978-0-8214-1959-5 · $28.95) · CL · E

Gwyn Campbell, Suzanne Miers 
and Joseph C. Miller, eds.

Children in Slavery through the Ages

“This anthology epitomized the strengths of the new 
history of slavery: a world-wide perspective that cuts 
across space and time.”—Steven Mintz author of 
Huck’s Raft: A History of American Childhood

INTRODUCTION by Gwyn Campbell, Suzanne Miers, 
and Joseph C. Miller.

SECTION I Child Slaves in the Early North Atlantic Trade 
in the Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries by António 
de Almeida Mendes · Children and European Slave 
trading in the Indian Ocean during the Eighteenth and 
Early Nineteenth Centuries by Richard B. Allen · Small 
Change: Children in the Nineteenth-Century East 
African Slave Trade by Fred Morton · The Brief Life of 

‘Ali, the Orphan of Kordofan: The Egyptian Slave Trade 
in the Sudan, 1820–35 by George Michael La Rue · 
Traded Babies: Enslaved Children in America’s Domestic 
Migration, 1820–60 by Susan Eva O’Donovan

SECTION II, PART A  Singing Slave Girls (Qiyan) of 
the ‘Abbasid Court in the Ninth and Tenth Centuries 
by Kristina Richardson · Becoming a Devs¸irme: The 
Training of Conscripted Children in the Ottoman 
Empire by Gulay Yilmaz · The Third Gender: The Palace 
Eunuchs by Bok-Rae Kim · The Well-Being of Purchased 
Female Domestic Servants (Mui Tsai) in Hong Kong in 
the Early Twentieth Century by Pauline Pui-Ting Poon

Section II PART B  Slave and Other Nonwhite Children 
in Late Eighteenth-Century France by Pierre H. Boulle 

· The Struggle for Survival: Slave Infant Mortality in 
the British Caribbean in the Late Eighteenth and 
Nineteenth Centuries by Kenneth Morgan · Left Behind 
but Getting Ahead: Antebellum Slavery’s Orphans in 
the Chesapeake, 1820–60 by Calvin Schermerhorn

2009 · 248 pp
PB (978-0-8214-1877-2 · $28.95) · CL · E

Gwyn Campbell, Suzanne Miers, 
and Joseph C. Miller, eds.

Women and Slavery

“Women and Slavery: Africa, the Indian Ocean World, 
and the Medieval North Atlantic offers an exciting 
addition to the scholarship on gender and slavery. 
Students and professors alike will find this volume 
provocative and useful in examining the role of women 
in slavery and slave trades…This collection, and its 
sister publication, Women and Slavery: The Modern 
Atlantic, by the same editors, work masterfully together 
and could serve as the basis for an entire course on 
women and slavery.”— International Journal of African 
Historical Studies

Volume 1: Africa and the Indian Ocean World and the 
Medieval North Atlantic

INTRODUCTION Women as Slaves and Owners of 
Slaves: Experiences from Africa, the Indian Ocean 
World, and the Early Atlantic by Joseph C. Miller

PART I Women, Marriage, and Slavery in Sub-Saharan 
Africa in the Nineteenth Century by Catherine 
Coquery-Vidrovitch · Sex, Power, and Family Life 
in the Harem: A Comparative Study by Martin A. 
Klein · The Law of the (White) Father: Psychoanalysis, 

“Paternalism,” and the Historiography of Cape Slave 
Women by Sharifa Ahjum 

PART II Mjakazi, Mpambe, Mjoli, Suria Female Slaves in 
Swahili Sources by Katrin Bromber · Prices for Female 
Slaves and Changes in Their Life Cycle: Evidence from 
German East Africa by Jan-Georg Deutsch

PART III Thralls and Queens: Female Slavery in the 
Medieval Norse Atlantic by Kirsten A. Seaver · African 
Slave Women in Egypt, ca. 1820 to the Plague 
of 1834–35 by George Michael La Rue · Female 
Inboekelinge in the South African Republic, 1850–80 
by Fred Morton

PART IV Women, Gender History, and Slavery in 
Nineteenth-Century Ethiopia by Timothy Fernyhough 

· Female Bondage in Imperial Madagascar, 1820–95 
by Gwyn Campbell · Internal Markets or an Atlantic-
Sahara Divide? How Women Fit into the Slave Trade 
of West Africa by Paul E. Lovejoy · Women, Household 
Instability, and the End of Slavery in Banamba and 
Gumbu, French Soudan, 1905–12 by Richard Roberts

PART V From Pariahs to Patriots: Women Slavers in 
Nineteenth-Century “Portuguese” Guinea by Philip 
J. Havik · It All Comes Out in the Wash: Engendering 
Archeological Interpretations of Slavery by Elizabeth 
Grzymala Jordan · Free Women of Color and 
Socioeconomic Marginality in Mauritius, 1767–1830 by 
Richard B. Allen

Volume 2: The Modern Atlantic

INTRODUCTION Strategies of Women and Constraints 
of Enslavement in the Modern Americas by Gwyn 
Campbell, Suzanne Miers, and Joseph C. Miller

PART I Slave Women and Reproduction in Jamaica, ca. 
1776–1834 by Kenneth Morgan · Gloomy Melancholy: 
Sexual Reproduction among Louisiana Slave Women, 
1840–60 by Richard Follett

PART II Can Women Guide and Govern Men?: 
Gendering Politics among African Catholics in 
Colonial Brazil by Mariza de Carvalho Soares · A 
Particular Kind of Freedom: Black Women, Slavery, 
Kinship, and Freedom in the American Southeast by 
Barbara Krauthamer) · Enslaved Women and the Law: 
Paradoxes of Subordination in the Postrevolutionary 
Carolinas by Laura F. Edwards 

PART III Pricing Freedom in the French Caribbean: 
Women, Men, Children, and Redemption from Slavery 
in the 1840s by Bernard Moitt · Slave Women, Family 
Strategies, and the Transition to Freedom in Barbados, 
1834–41 by Lawrence Brown and Tara Inniss · Free but 
Minor: Slave Women, Citizenship, Respectability, and 
Social Antagonism in the French Antilles, 1830–90 by 
Myriam Cottias

PART IV Deviant and Dangerous: Proslavery 
Representation of Jamaican Slave Women’s Sexuality, 
ca. 1780/1834 by Henrice Altink · The Condition of 
the Mother: The Legacy of Slavery in African American 
Literature of the Jim Crow Era by Felipe Smith

PART V Re-modeling Slavery as If Women Mattered by 
Claire Robertson and Marsha Robinson · Domiciled and 
Dominated: Slaving as a History of Women by Joseph 
C. Miller

2007 · Volume I · 392 pp
PB (978-0-8214-1724-9 · $34.95) · CL

2007 · Volume II · 312 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-1726-3 · $32.95) · CL

Emily S. Burrill, Richard L. Roberts, 
and Elizabeth Thornberry, eds. 

Domestic Violence and the Law in 
Colonial and Postcolonial Africa

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 4

Jan-Georg Deutsch

Emancipation without Abolition in 
German East Africa, c. 1884–1914

“[T]he end of slavery in German East Africa presents a 
special and rather unexplored case, familiar only to a 
few experts … Deutsch is able to argue in a convincing 
way that the end of slavery in East Africa depended 
to a great extent ‘on the persistent attempts of slaves 
to gain more meaningful control over their lives and 
day-to-day affairs.’”— International History Review

2006 · 320 pp) · Eastern African Studies Series
PB (978-0-8214-1720-1 · $32.95) · CL
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Sylviane A. Diouf, ed.

Fighting the Slave Trade
West African Strategies

“Fighting the Slave Trade…challenges the view that 
Africans passively accepted slavery, but also broadens 
the study of the Atlantic World.”—Western Journal of 
Black Studies 

“Highly recommended.”— Choice

CONTRIBUTORS: Sylviane A. Diouf, Elisée Soumonni, 
Thierno Mouctar Bah, Dennis D. Cordell, Adama Guèye, 
Martin A. Klein, Paul E. Lovejoy, David Richardson, 
John N. Oriji, Ismail Rashid, Walter Hawthorne, Joseph 
E. Inikori, and Carolyn A. Brown

2003 · 288 pp · Western African Studies Series 
PB (978-0-8214-1517-7 · $28.95) · CL · E

Wayne Dooling

Slavery, Emancipation and 
Colonial Rule in South Africa

“This is a major work of South African history, putting 
economics and exploitation back where they belong, in 
the centre of the country’s historiography.”— Robert 
Ross, Leiden University

2008 · 256 pp · RIS, Africa Series, N° 87
PB (978-0-89680-263-6 · $26.95)

Trevor R. Getz

Slavery and Reform in West Africa
Toward Emancipation in Nineteenth-
Century Senegal and the Gold Coast

“[A]n excellent book.”—African History

As a classroom text, Getz’s book has value in that it 
helps to explain how colonialism “happened” and 

“functioned” by focusing on the period during which 
Senegal and the Gold Coast gradually transitioned 
from regions with independent polities to colonial 
states. Slavery and Reform in West Africa demonstrates 
the way actors — African and European — interacted 
in a process that culminated in formal annexation. This 
innovative study explores how European administrators 
in West Africa strove to satisfy the abolitionist pressure 
while placating or duping the slave owners, resulting in 
an alliance between colonial officials, company agents, 
and slave owners that undermined slavery reform.

2004 · 280 pp · Western African Studies Series
PB (978-0-8214-1521-4 · $32.95) · CL

Robin Law

Ouidah
The Social History of a West African 
Slaving Port, 1727–1892

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 22

Henri Médard and Shane Doyle, eds. 

Slavery in the Great Lakes 
Region of East Africa

“(Slavery in the Great Lakes Region of East Africa) goes 
well beyond a consideration of slavery within the 
kingdoms of Buganda and Bunyoro, to consider wider 
issues in the study of slavery such as its relationship to 
warfare, gender relations, ethnicity, and colonialism. 
By doing so, it places the Great Lakes—a region that 
is typically located at the periphery of the commercial 
slave trade that flourished to the north, east, and 
west—at the center of historical analysis.”—The 
International Journal of African Historical Studies

CONTRIBUTORS: Henri Médard, David Schoenbrun, 
Jan-Georg Deutsch, David Northrup, Mark Leopold, 
Richard Reid, Holly Hanson, Michael W. Tuck, Edward I. 
Steinhart, Jean-Pierre Chretien, and Shane Doyle 

2007 · 288 pp) · Eastern African Studies Series
PB (978-0-8214-1793-5 · $29.95) · CL

Laura T. Murphy

Metaphor and the Slave Trade 
in West African Literature

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 47

Derek R. Peterson, ed.

Abolitionism and Imperialism in 
Britain, Africa, and the Atlantic

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 28

Lowell J. Satre

Chocolate on Trial
Slavery, Politics, and the Ethics of Business

“Lowell Satre has written a fascinating book that ad-
dresses a question perennial to modern day commercial 
economies where complex chains of supply are at the 
root of production.… Satre’s work is invaluable for 
identifying the context of today’s problems, the signifi-
cance of law, and strategies for mobilization.”—Law 
and History Review

2005 · 352 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-1626-6 · $29.95) · CL

Abdul Sheriff

Slaves, Spices & Ivory in Zanzibar
Integration of an East African Commercial 
Empire into the World Economy, 1770–1873

“[Sheriff’s] prodigious archival research combines with 
his critical approach to Marxist theory to produce 
a convincing and stimulating interpretation of this 
critically important state during a major period of 
transition in the history of Eastern Africa.”— Edward A. 
Alpers, UCLA

The rise of Zanzibar was based on two major economic 
transformations: domestic slave usage and increased 
international demand for luxuries such as ivory. 
However, this very economic success increasingly 
subordinated Zanzibar to Britain, with its anti-slavery 
crusade and its control over the Indian merchant class.

1987 · 317 pp · illus., maps) · Eastern African 
Studies Series 
PB (978-0-8214-0872-8 · $32.95) · E

Catherine Higgs

Chocolate Islands
Cocoa, Slavery, and Colonial Africa

“A fascinating exploration of the use of forced labor 
in Portuguese African colonies and the politics of 
humanitarian investigations in the early 20th century…. 
This well-written book deserves to be read by scholars 
of colonial Africa and imperialism.… Highly recom-
mended.—CHOICE

“An elegantly written, well-illustrated account of the 
ensuing investigations into this so-called new slavery in 
Africa orchestrated largely by Cadbury and the British 
Foreign Office.… [The] study resonates today, dealing, 
as it does, with the often tainted international origins 
of our later era of mass consumerism.” — American 
Historical Review 

“A marvelous book examining the European dilemma 
over post-abolition forms of African labor…. Higgs 
weaves, with eye-opening success, seemingly disparate 
threads into a single historical landscape.”— Journal of 
African History

“Catherine Higgs writes about the chocolate islands 
with clarity and conviction, commanding the 
evidence while presenting an argument about the 

‘dignity of labor’ with an elegance of style. In terms 
of presentation, research and structure, the book 
is a tour de force.”— David Birmingham, author of 
Portugal and Africa and Trade and Empire in the 
Atlantic, 1400 to 1600 

“An excellent study…illustrated by numerous contem-
porary photographs…. (Joseph) Burtt’s correspondence 
with Cadbury, together with his report and writings, 
form the basis of a large part of Higgs’s skillfully 
written and important book, which critically reassesses 
Cadbury’s struggle between moral integrity and the 
need for competitively priced cocoa.”—African Affairs

2012· 236 pp · illus. 
PB (978-0-8214-2074-4 · $22.95) · CL · E
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NEW

Christopher J. Lee

Frantz Fanon
Toward a Revolutionary Humanism

“Christopher Lee has written a delightfully compelling 
introduction to Frantz Fanon. Well-researched and 
thoroughly grounded, Lee’s study admirably situates 
Fanon in the broadest historical context, while subtly 
explaining Fanon’s powerful legacy today. This book 
taught me many things, revealing in intriguing ways 
the works of a black thinker from Martinique who so 
passionately embraced the Algerian Revolution, and so 
ardently desired to be embraced by it.”—Henry Louis 
Gates, Jr., Harvard University

Psychiatrist, philosopher, and revolutionary, Frantz 
Fanon is one of the most important intellectuals of the 
twentieth century. He presented powerful critiques of 
racism, colonialism, and nationalism in his classic books, 
Black Skin, White Masks (1952) and The Wretched of 
the Earth (1961). This biography reintroduces Fanon for 
a new generation of readers, revisiting these enduring 
themes while also arguing for those less appreciated—
namely, his anti-Manichean sensibility and his personal 
ethic of radical empathy, both of which underpinned 
his utopian vision of a new humanism. Written with 
clarity and passion, Christopher J. Lee’s account 
ultimately argues for the pragmatic idealism of Frantz 
Fanon and his continued importance today.

2015 · 264 pp
PB (978-0-8214-2174-1 · $14.95) · E

NEW

Colin Bundy

Short-Changed?
South Africa since Apartheid

What have been the most significant developments—
political, social, economic—in South Africa since 1994? 
How much has changed since the demise of apartheid, 
and how much remains stubbornly the same? Should 
one celebrate a robust democracy now two decades 
old, or lament the corrosive effects of factionalism, 
greed, and corruption on political life? Colin Bundy 
tries to answer such questions, while avoiding simplistic 
or one-sided assessments of life under Mandela, Mbeki, 
and Zuma. He recognizes real advances under ANC 
rule but also identifies the limits and contradictions 
of such progress. Bundy demonstrates, too, how the 
country’s past permeates the present, complicating and 
constraining the politics of transition, so that genuine 
transformation has been short-changed.

2015 · 174 pp
PB (978-0-8214-2155-0 · $14.95) · E

NEW

Shireen Hassim

The ANC Women’s League

First formed in the early twentieth century, the ANC 
Women’s League has grown from a modest group into 
a leading organization in the women’s movement in 
South Africa. The league has been at the forefront of 
the nation’s century-long transition from an authoritar-
ian state to a democracy that espouses gender equality 
as a core constitutional value. It has, indeed, always 
regarded itself as the women’s movement, frequently 
asserting its primacy as a vanguard organization and as 
the only legitimate voice of the women of South Africa. 
But, as this deeply insightful book shows, the history of 
the league is a more complicated affair—it was neither 
the only women’s organization in the political field nor 
an easy ally for South African feminism.

2015 · 160 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-2156-7 · $14.95) · E

NEW

Noor Nieftagodien

The Soweto Uprising

The Soweto uprising was a true turning point in South 
Africa’s history. Even to contemporaries, it seemed to 
mark the beginning of the end of apartheid. This com-
pelling book examines both the underlying causes and 
the immediate factors that led to this watershed event. 
It looks at the crucial roles of Black Consciousness 
ideology and nascent school-based organizations in 
shaping the character and form of the revolt. What 
began as a peaceful and coordinated demonstration 
rapidly turned into a violent protest when police 
opened fire on students. This short history explains 
the uprising and its aftermath from the perspective of 
its main participants, the youth, by drawing on a rich 
body of oral histories.

2015 · 166 pp
PB (978-0-8214-2154-3 · $14.95) · E

NEW

Lindy Wilson, Bereket Habte Selassie, 
Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja, and Ernest Harsch

African Leaders of the Twentieth Century
Biko, Selassie, Lumumba, Sankara

This omnibus edition brings together concise and 
up-to-date biographies of Steve Biko, Emperor Haile 
Selassie, Patrice Lumumba, and Thomas Sankara. 
African Leaders of the Twentieth Century will comple-
ment courses in history and political science and serve 
as a useful collection for the general reader.

2015 · 624 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-2161-1 · $32.95)

FORTHCOMING JULY 2016

Roy Doron and Toyin Falola

Ken Saro-Wiwa

A penetrating, accessible portrait of the activist whose 
execution galvanized the world. Hanged by the 
Nigerian government on November 10, 1995, Ken 
Saro-Wiwa became a martyr for the Ogoni people 
and for human rights activists, as well as a symbol of 
modern Africans’ struggle against military dictatorship, 
corporate power, and environmental exploitation.

Forthcoming July 2016 · 184 pp
PB (978-0-8214-2201-4 · $14.95) · E
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FORTHCOMING APRIL 2016

Pamela Scully

Ellen Johnson Sirleaf

In this concise biography, Scully shows us how the life 
of Nobel Peace Prize winner and two-time Liberian 
president Ellen Johnson Sirleaf speaks to many of the 
key themes of the twenty-first century. Among these 
are the growing power of women in the arenas of 
international politics and human rights; the ravaging 
civil wars of the post–Cold War era in which sexual 
violence is used as a weapon; and the challenges of 
transitional justice in building postconflict societies.

Forthcoming April 2016 · 136 pp
PB (978-0-8214-2221-2 · $14.95) · E

Colin Bundy

Govan Mbeki

Govan Mbeki (1910–2001) was a core leader of the 
African National Congress, the Communist Party, 
and the armed wing of the ANC during the struggle 
against apartheid. Known as a hard-liner, Mbeki 
was a prolific writer and combined in a rare way the 
attributes of intellectual and activist, political theorist 
and practitioner. Drawing on exclusive interviews noted 
historian Colin Bundy did with Mbeki, careful analysis 
of his writings, and the range of scholarship about his 
life, this biography is personal, reflective, thoroughly 
researched, and eminently readable.

2013 · 168 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-2046-1 · $14.95) · E

Anthony Butler

The Idea of the ANC

“The Idea of the ANC takes a look at how conception 
of power, promoting unity, and a commitment to 
human liberation have in the past shaped politics in 
[South Africa] and the possible role they could play 
in guiding the leadership of the ANC’s responses to 
future challenges. ... Be sure to get this exciting and 
very easy to read pocket book.”— LOOCHA Magazine 
(South Africa)

2013 · 148 pp
PB (978-0-8214-2053-9 · $14.95) · E

Janet Cherry

Spear of the Nation: Umkhonto weSizwe
South Africa’s Liberation Army, 1960s–1980s

Umkhonto weSizwe, Spear of the Nation, was arguably 
the last of the great liberation armies of the twentieth 
century—but it never got to “march triumphant into 
Pretoria.” MK—as it was known—was the armed wing 
of the African National Congress, South Africa’s libera-
tion movement, that challenged the South African 
apartheid government. The history of MK is one of 
paradox and contradiction, of successes and failures. In 
this short study, which draws widely on the personal 
experiences of—and commentary by—MK soldiers, 
Janet Cherry offers a new and nuanced account of the 
Spear of the Nation. She presents in broad outline the 
various stages of MK’s thirty-year history, considers the 
difficult strategic and moral problems the revolutionary 
army faced, and argues that its operations are likely 
to be remembered as a just war conducted with 
considerable restraint.

2012 · 156 pp
PB (978-0-8214-2026-3 · $14.95) · E

Saul Dubow

South Africa’s Struggle for Human Rights

The human rights movement in South Africa’s transi-
tion to a postapartheid democracy has been widely 
celebrated as a triumph for global human rights. It was 
a key aspect of the political transition, often referred 
to as a miracle, which brought majority rule and 
democracy to South Africa. The country’s new constitu-
tion, its Truth and Reconciliation Commission, and the 
moral authority of Nelson Mandela stand as exemplary 
proof of this achievement. Yet, less than a generation 
after the achievement of freedom, the status of human 
rights and constitutionalism in South Africa is uncertain. 
In government the ANC has displayed an inconsistent 
attitude to the protection, and advancement, of 
hard-won freedoms and rights, and it is not at all clear 
that a broader civic and political consciousness of the 
importance of rights is rooting itself more widely in 
popular culture.

2012 · 152 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-2027-0 · $14.95) · E

Clive Glaser

The ANC Youth League

This brilliant little book tells the story of the African 
National Congress (ANC) Youth League from its origins 
in the 1940s to the present and the controversies over 
Julius Malema and his influence in contemporary youth 
politics. Glaser analyzes the ideology and tactics of its 
founders, some of whom (notably Nelson Mandela 
and Oliver Tambo) later became iconic figures in South 
African history as well as inspirational figures such as 
A. P. Mda (father of author Zakes Mda) and Anton 
Lembede.

2013 · 172 pp
PB (978-0-8214-2044-7 · $14.95) · E

Ernest Harsch

Thomas Sankara
An African Revolutionary

“Thomas Sankara: An African Revolutionary will serve as 
an excellent introduction to Sankara and the revolution 
in Burkina Faso and explain why Sankara continues 
to be so widely admired throughout Africa and 
beyond.”—Christopher Wise, author of Derrida, Africa, 
and the Middle East

This is the first English-language book to tell the 
story of Sankara’s life and struggles, drawing on the 
author’s extensive firsthand research and reporting 
on Burkina Faso, including interviews with the late 
leader. Decades after his death, Sankara remains an 
inspiration to young people throughout Africa for his 
integrity, idealism, and dedication to independence 
and self-determination.

2014 · 160 pp
PB (978-0-8214-2126-0 · $14.95) · E
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J.D. Lewis-Williams

San Rock Art

“Making sense of these fascinating artifacts as a novice 
requires the assistance of an informed guide and 
Lewis-Williams’ credentials speak for themselves.… 
[This book] is a fascinating read and will spur you on 
your travels to view as many San paintings as you can 
at close-hand, fuelled by your newfound knowledge 
of the complexity of the beliefs, rituals, and practices 
of the first inhabitants of South Africa.”—Sunday 
Magazine, South Africa

Taking as his starting point the magnificent Linton 
panel in the Iziko-South African Museum in Cape 
Town, J. D. Lewis-Williams examines the artistic and 
cultural significance of rock art and how this art sheds 
light on how San image-makers conceived their world. 
It also details the European encounter with rock art as 
well as the contentious European interaction with the 
artists’ descendants, the contemporary San people.

2013 · 158 pp
PB (978-0-8214-2045-4 · $14.95) · E

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja

Patrice Lumumba

“Lumumba…was a pivotal player in the history of 
African nationalism, in the same league as Mandela 
in terms of his influence. Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
provides an excellent short introduction to Lumumba’s 
life and historical significance.”—David N. Gibbs, 
professor of history, University of Arizona

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja’s short and concise book 
provides a contemporary analysis of Lumumba’s life and 
work, examining both his strengths and his weak-
nesses as a political leader. It also surveys the national, 
continental, and international contexts of Lumumba’s 
political ascent and his swift elimination by the interests 
threatened by his ideas and practical reforms.

2014 · 176 pp
PB (978-0-8214-2125-3 · $14.95) · E

Howard Phillips

Epidemics
The Story of South Africa’s Five Most 
Lethal Human Diseases

This is the first history of epidemics in South Africa, 
lethal episodes that significantly shaped this society 
over three centuries. Focusing on five devastating 
diseases between 1713 and today—smallpox, bubonic 
plague, “Spanish influenza,” polio, and HIV/AIDS—the 
book probes their origins, their catastrophic courses, 
and their consequences in both the short and long 
terms. The impacts of these epidemics ranged from the 
demographic—the “Spanish flu,” for instance, claimed 
the lives of six percent of the country’s population in 
six weeks—to the political, the social, the economic, 
the spiritual, the psychological, and the cultural. 
Moreover, as each of these epidemics occurred at 
crucial moments in the country’s history—such as dur-
ing the South African War and World War I—the book 
also examines how these processes affected and were 
affected by the five epidemics. To those who read this 
book, history will not look the same again.

2012 · 168 pp · illus. 
PB (978-0-8214-2028-7 · $14.95) · E

Bereket Habte Selassie

Emperor Haile Selassie

“Emperor Haile Selassie is a readable, well-organized 
book that accurately portrays the life of the Ethiopian 
King of Kings and, through him, the history of the 
nation. The author is at his best in relating his personal 
experience and ties to the Emperor—original material 
that I found fascinating.”—Theodore M. Vestal, author 
of The Lion of Judah in the New World: Emperor Haile 
Selassie of Ethiopia and the Shaping of Americans’ 
Attitudes toward Africa

Emperor Haile Selassie was an iconic figure of the 
twentieth century, a progressive monarch who ruled 
Ethiopia from 1916 to 1974. This book, written by 
a former state official who served in a number of 
important positions in Selassie’s government, tells both 
the story of the emperor’s life and the story of modern 
Ethiopia.

2014 · 156 pp
PB (978-0-8214-2127-7 · $14.95) · E

Louise Viljoen

Ingrid Jonker
Poet under Apartheid

Viljoen’s biography illuminates the brief and dramatic 
life of Ingrid Jonker, who created a literary oeuvre—as 
searing in its intensity as it is brief—before taking 
her own life at the age of thirty-one. Her writings, 
her association with bohemian literary circles, and 
her identification with the oppressed brought her 
into conflict with her father, a politician in the white 
ruling party, and with other authority figures from her 
Afrikaner background. Her life and work demonstrate 
the difficulty and importance of artistic endeavor in a 
place of terrible conflict.

2013 · 166 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-2048-5 · $14.95) · E 

Lindy Wilson

Steve Biko

“Clear accessible language; a strong narrative [and] 
chronological structure; a balanced assessment in the 
portrayal of Biko.”— Laura J. Mitchell, University of 
California, Irvine

Steve Biko inspired a generation of black South 
Africans to claim their true identity and refuse to be 
a part of their own oppression. Through his example, 
he demonstrated fearlessness and self-esteem, and he 
led a black student movement countrywide that chal-
lenged and thwarted the culture of fear perpetuated by 
the apartheid regime.

2012 · 160 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-2025-6 · $14.95) · E

ABOUT OHIO SHORT 
HISTORIES OF AFRICA

Ohio Short Histories of Africa is a series of informative 
and concise guides, lively biographies, and succinct 
introductions to important topics in African history 
perfectly suited for the classroom.

Diana K. Davis and Edmund Burke III, eds.

Environmental Imaginaries of the 
Middle East and North Africa

“These outstanding essays create new pathways for ap-
plying Edward Said‘s foundational thesis of Orientalism 
to nature and environment in the Middle East and 
North Africa over three centuries to the present. 
Summing Up: Highly recommended.”—Choice

“The collection contributes as much to research 
on orientalism, imperialism, and nationalism as to 
environmental studies. Nevertheless, it is the focus on 
the natural world that keeps the work grounded and 
takes it into new terrains, literally and metaphorically…. 
It should serve as a useful corrective to uncritical 
declensionist accounts of the region still found in world 
environmental histories.”— American Historical Review

INTRODUCTION Imperialism, Orientalism, and the 
Environment in the Middle East by Diana K. Davis

CHAPTERS  “A Rebellion of Technology”: Development, 
Policing, and the British Arabian Imaginary by Priya 
Satia · Restoring Roman Nature: French Identity and 
North African Environmental History by Diana K. 
Davis · Body of Work: Water and the Reimagining 
of the Sahara in the Era of Decolonization by 
George R. Trumbull IV · From the Bottom Up: The 
Nile, Silt, and Humans in Ottoman Egypt by Alan 
Mikhail · Drafting a Map of Colonial Egypt: The 
1902 Aswan Dam, Historical Imagination, and the 
Production of Agricultural Geography by Jennifer L. 
Derr · Remapping the Nation, Critiquing the State: 
Environmental Narratives and Desert Land Reclamation 
in Egypt by Jeannie Sowers · Salts, Soils, and (Un)
Sustainabilities? Analyzing Narratives of Environmental 
Change in Southeastern Turkey by Leila M. Harris · 
Hydro-Imaginaries and the Construction of the Political 
Geography of the Jordan River: The Johnston Mission, 
1953–56 by Samer Alatout) · Environmentalism 
Deferred: Nationalisms and Israeli/Palestinian 
Imaginaries by Shaul Cohen

Afterword by Timothy Mitchell

2011 · 280 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-2040-9 · $29.95) · CL · E
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NEW

James C. McCann 

The Historical Ecology of Malaria in Ethiopia
Deposing the Spirits

“This is one of the most important books written 
on Africa in the last ten years—indeed, in any ten 
years. If this book does not win a prize, then there is 
truly no justice.…A superb topic, handled here by an 
accomplished historian at the peak of his powers…
The epilogue is simply magnificent. Sparse, almost 
curt, it makes the case with blinding clarity…The past 
lives with us. The future is about adaptability, not 
progress.”— David M. Anderson, University of Warwick

Malaria is an infectious disease like no other: It is a 
dynamic force of nature and Africa’s most deadly and 
debilitating malady. James C. McCann tells the story 
of malaria in human, narrative terms and explains 
the history and ecology of the disease through the 
science of landscape change. All malaria is local. Rather 
than examining the disease at global or continental 
scale, McCann investigates malaria’s adaptation and 
persistence in a single region, Ethiopia, over time and 
at several contrasting sites.

2015 · 216 pp · illus. 
PB (978-0-8214-2147-5 · $28.95) · CL · E

NEW

Benjamin Reilly

Slavery, Agriculture, and Malaria 
in the Arabian Peninsula

“A lucid and compelling account of the slave experience 
in a region long ignored by historians of slavery…. [It 
is] a valuable case study that underscores the need for 
historians to pay closer attention to the ways in which 
environmental factors shaped the slave experience 
in various parts of the world.”— Richard B. Allen, 
author of European Slave Trading in the Indian Ocean, 
1500–1850

In Slavery, Agriculture, and Malaria in the Arabian 
Peninsula, Benjamin Reilly illuminates a previously 
unstudied phenomenon: the large-scale employment 
of people of African ancestry as slaves in agricul-
tural oases within the Arabian Peninsula. The key to 
understanding this unusual system, Reilly argues, is 
the prevalence of malaria within Arabian Peninsula 
oases and drainage basins, which rendered agricultural 
lands in Arabia extremely unhealthy for people without 
genetic or acquired resistance to malarial fevers. In this 
way, Arabian slave agriculture had unexpected similari-
ties to slavery as practiced in the Caribbean and Brazil.

2015 · 216 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-2182-6 · $28.95) · CL · E

David M. Anderson

Eroding the Commons
The Politics of Ecology in Baringo, Kenya, 1890s–1963

“This book is a most important addition to the field 
of African history and related thematic fields of 
environmental history, political history, and (but to a 
lesser degree) the history of science. [It] is a brilliantly 
researched and written book … an ample demonstra-
tion of the value of local stories to illuminate global 
trends.”— James C. McCann

2003 · 352 pp
PB (978-0-8214-1480-4 · $32.95) · CL

William Beinart and JoAnn McGregor, eds.

Social History and African Environments

“The volume as a whole speaks to the vitality of 
environmental history in African history.”—Gregory H. 
Maddox in International Journal of African Historical 
Studies

CONTRIBUTORS: William Beinart, JoAnn McGregor, 
Emmanuel Kreike, Karen Middleton, Innocent Pikirayi, 
Terence Ranger, Helen Tilley, Grace Carswell, John 
McCracken, Ingrid Yngstrom, David Bunn, Sandra 
Swart, Robert J. Gordon, and Jane Carruthers

2003 · 352 pp
PB (978-0-8214-1538-2 · $32.95) · CL

Karen Brown and Daniel Gilfoyle, eds.

Healing the Herds

“The history of veterinary medicine told from anything 
other than a triumphalist perspective, usually with 
a nationalist slant, is rare. Essays in this outstanding 
collection cover rural as well as urban issues in 
veterinary disease and science from the eighteenth 
century to the present. The book will attract a wide 
range of readers from veterinary historians to all those 
interested in why livestock has been and is important 
to society.”—Diana K. Davis, University of California

CONTRIBUTORS: Karen Brown, Daniel Gilfoyle, Peter 
A. Koolmees, Ann N. Greene, Abigail Woods, Dominik 
Hünniger, Martine Barwegen, Daniel F. Doeppers, 
William G. Clarence-Smith, Lotte Hughes, Rita 
Pemberton, John Fisher, Robert John Perrins, Robert 
Peden, Saverio Krätli, and David Anderson

2009 · 288 pp
PB (978-0-8214-1885-7 · $29.95) · CL · E
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Karen Brown

Mad Dogs and Meerkats
A History of Resurgent Rabies in Southern Africa

“Brown has done a brilliant piece of detective work 
to trace the erratic progress of the disease through 
the region in the twentieth century. She integrates 
an innovative history of science and medicine with a 
complex understanding of the ecology of disease. All of 
this is told in an engaging narrative which captures the 
cultural and political significance of rabies in societies 
riven by divisions of class and race.”—William Beinart, 
University of Oxford

In Mad Dogs and Meerkats, Karen Brown links the 
increase of rabies to the HIV/AIDS epidemic. This highly 
readable book is the first study of rabies in Africa, 
tracing its history in South Africa and neighboring 
states from 1800 to the present and showing how 
environmental and economic changes brought about 
by European colonialism and global trade have had 
long term effects.

2011 · 228 pp
PB (978-0-8214-1953-3 · $32) · E

Mark Cioc

The Game of Conservation
International Treaties to Protect the 
World’s Migratory Animals

“An impressive and fresh approach to studying the 
environment in the twenty–first century.”—Michael 
Lewis, Salisbury University

The Game of Conservation is a brilliantly crafted and 
highly readable examination of nature protection 
around the world. Drawing on a wide variety of primary 
and secondary sources, Mark Cioc shows that a handful 
of treaties — all designed to protect the world’s most 
commercially important migratory species — have largely 
shaped the contours of global nature conservation over 
the past century. The scope of the book ranges from 
the African savannahs, and the skies of North America, 
to the frigid waters of the Antarctic.

2009 · 232 pp · illus.
PB (978-0-8214-1867-3 · $28.95) · CL · E

Christopher A. Conte

Highland Sanctuary
Environmental History in Tanzania’s 
Usambara Mountains

A CHOICE OUTSTANDING ACADEMIC TITLE 

“In this truly groundbreaking study, Conte provides 
a temporal vision of the area that, in the author’s 
words, ‘joins natural and human history in a way that 
illuminates the paradoxes inherent in landscapes.’ He 
demonstrates that in the precolonial millennia, indig-
enous agriculturalists and pastoralists adapted to the 
rich environment, while a brief colonial and immediate 
postcolonial era ravaged the forest through massive 
logging operations, resulting in deforestation. This 
destructive period was followed by the inevitable onset 
of conservation efforts to preserve what now remains. 
As Conte wisely observes, the local communities will 
now have to bear the burden of these latest efforts to 
affect the environment. This fascinating study deserves 
the attention of a wide variety of scholars and develop-
ment experts. Highly recommended.”— Choice

2004 · 256 pp
PB (978-0-8214-1554-2 · $29.95) · CL

Stephen Dovers, Ruth Edgecombe, 
and Bill Guest, eds.

South Africa’s Environmental History
Causes and Comparisons

“A worthwhile and rewarding read for anyone 
interested in environmental history, and not only that 
of South Africa.”— International Journal of African 
Historical Studies

CONTRIBUTORS: Jane Carruthers, Nancy Jacobs, 
Beverly Ellis, John Lambert, Jabulani Sitole, William 
Beinart, Harald Witt, Sean Archer, Lance van Sittert, 
John McAllister, Elna Kotze, Georgina Thompson, 
William Beinart, Stephen Dovers, John McNeill , 
Gregory Maddox, and Ravi Rajan

2003 · 329 pp
PB (978-0-8214-1498-9 · $32.95)

Kate B. Showers

Imperial Gullies
Soil Erosion and Conservation in Lesotho

“Showers shows how local people understood that co-
lonial contour conservation methods and road building 
actually stimulated gully erosion, something colonial 
scientists failed to realize. Overall it is undoubtedly one 
of the most important books written to date on any 
part of the environmental history of Africa. Moreover 
it stands out in the discipline of environmental history 
in general as an unusually sophisticated work of great 
insight and explanatory power.”—Richard H. Grove 

“This is a first-of-a-kind book as the author has taken a 
historical approach to the subject, and has combined 
data from archival research, oral histories, and 
extensive fieldwork. This book makes it clear that rural 
people must be involved in soil conservation decisions 
in the future. It should interest soil scientists and 
conservationists, as well as social scientists and those 
interested in African history.”— Choice

2005 · 376 pp
PB (978-0-8214-1614-3 · $35) · CL

Joseph Morgan Hodge

Triumph of the Expert
Agrarian Doctrines of Development and 
the Legacies of British Colonialism

“A timely reminder that the modern discourses of 
development emerged out of particular histories, 
especially the efforts of colonial authorities and experts 
to manage the social, economic, and ecological crises 
of the late colonial world.”— Journal of Colonialism 
and Colonial History

Triumph of the Expert is a history of British colonial 
policy and thinking and its contribution to the emer-
gence of rural development and environmental policies 
in the late colonial and postcolonial period. Joseph 
Morgan Hodge examines the way that development 
as a framework of ideas and institutional practices 
emerged out of the strategic engagement between 
science and the state at the climax of the British Empire. 
Hodge looks at the structural constraints, bureaucratic 
fissures, and contradictory imperatives that beset and 
ultimately overwhelmed the late colonial development 
mission in sub-Saharan Africa, south and southeast 
Asia, and the Caribbean. 

2007 · 408 pp
PB (978-0-8214-1718-8 · $34.95) · CL · E
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David M. Gordon and Shepard Krech III, eds.

Indigenous Knowledge and the 
Environment in Africa and North America

Indigenous knowledge has become a catchphrase 
in global struggles for environmental justice. Yet 
indigenous knowledges are often viewed, incorrectly, 
as pure and primordial cultural artifacts. This collection 
draws from African and North American cases to argue 
that the forms of knowledge identified as “indigenous” 
resulted from strategies to control environmental 
resources during and after colonial encounters.

At times indigenous knowledges represented a “middle 
ground” of intellectual exchanges between colonizers 
and colonized; elsewhere, indigenous knowledges 
were defined through conflict and struggle. The 
authors demonstrate how people claimed that their 
hybrid forms of knowledge were communal, religious, 
and traditional, as opposed to individualist, secular, 
and scientific, which they associated with European 
colonialism.

Indigenous Knowledge and the Environment offers 
comparative and transnational insights that disturb 
romantic views of unchanging indigenous knowledges 
in harmony with the environment. The result is a 
book that informs and complicates how indigenous 
knowledges can and should relate to environmental 
policy-making.

CONTRIBUTORS: David M. Gordon, Shepard Krech 
III, David Bernstein, James L. A. Webb, Jr., Lance Van 
Sittert, Jacob Tropp, Marsha Weisiger, Paul Kelton, 
Andrew H. Fisher, Parker Shipton, Joshua Reid, Karen 
Flint, and Derick Fay

2012 · 368 pp · illus.
PB (978-0-8214-2079-9 · $34.95) · CL · E

Thaddeus Sunseri

Wielding the Ax
State Forestry and Social Conflict 
in Tanzania, 1820–2000

MELVILLE J. HERSKOVITS AWARD FINALIST

“(Wielding the Ax) illustrates the wide variety of de-
mands placed on the forests with the not-so-surprising, 
but documented, conclusion that Tanzanian scientific 
forestry was neither rational nor efficient, but fell prey 
to the usual political machinations. ... This is the first 
significant work bringing together Tanzanian forestry 
and social issues.”— International Journal of African 
Historical Studies

Sunseri explores some of the most profound transfor-
mations in Tanzania from the nineteenth century to the 
present. He explores anticolonial rebellions, the World 
Wars, the depression, the Cold War, oil shocks, and na-
tionalism through their intersections with and impacts 
on Tanzania’s coastal forests and woodlands. Wielding 
the Ax is a story of changing constellations of power 
over forests, beginning with African chiefs and forest 
spirits, both known as “ax-wielders,” and ending with 
international conservation experts who wield scientific 
knowledge as a means to control forest access. The 
modern international concern over tropical deforesta-
tion cannot be understood without an understanding 
of the long-term history of these forest struggles.

2009 · 304 pp · illus. 
PB (978-0-8214-1865-9 · $29.95) · CL · E

ABOUT THE SERIES IN 
ECOLOGY AND HISTORY

This series publishes important regional and 
subregional studies of global and comparative 
environmental history. The series seeks to publish 
the best of emerging literature on the environmental 
history of the wider world.

Series Editor: James L. A. Webb, Jr.

Diana K. Davis

Resurrecting the Granary of Rome
Environmental History and French 
Colonial Expansion in North Africa

· WINNER OF THE GEORGE PERKINS MARSH PRIZE
· WINNER OF THE MERIDIAN BOOK AWARD

“A remarkably sure-handed reinterpretation of the 
ecohistorical aims of French colonialism in North Africa 
and its lasting legacy.” — Edmund Burke III, coeditor of 
Orientalism’s Histories

“An outstanding contribution to the field of compara-
tive environmental history.” —African Studies Review

“[A] rich and compelling book.... Davis makes a powerful 
argument for exposing the means by which colonized 
peoples were exploited in the name of environmental 
protection....” — International History Review

Tales of deforestation and desertification in North 
Africa have been told from the Roman period to the 
present. Such stories of environmental decline in the 
Maghreb are still recounted by experts and are widely 
accepted without question today.

Diana K. Davis’s pioneering analysis reveals the critical 
influence of French scientists and administrators who 
established much of the purported scientific basis 
of these stories during the colonial period in Algeria, 
Morocco, and Tunisia, illustrating the key role of 
environmental narratives in imperial expansion.

Resurrecting the Granary of Rome exposes many of 
the political, economic, and ideological goals of the 
French colonial project in these arid lands and the 
resulting definition of desertification that continues to 
inform global environmental and development projects. 
The first book on the environmental history of the 
Maghreb, this volume reframes much conventional 
thinking about the North African environment. Davis’s 
book is essential reading for those interested in global 
environmental history.

2007 · 312 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-1752-2 · $32.95) · E
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NEW

James C. McCann

The Historical Ecology of Malaria in Ethiopia
Deposing the Spirits

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 15

Edmund Abaka

Kola Is God’s Gift
Agricultural Production, Export Initiatives, and the Kola 
Industry in Asante and the Gold Coast, c.1820–1950

Kola is a “food-drug,” used to induce “flights of 
fancy,” and is incorporated into rites of passage 
and ceremonies. First recognized in the twelfth 
century, kola is a legal and popular stimulant among 
West African Muslims. This study details the legends 
and lore; social, religious, medicinal, and economic 
importance of kola nuts; the place of kola in the 
political economy of Asante and the Gold Coast; and 
its contribution to the economic initiatives of the Hausa 
diaspora.

2005 · 256 pp · Western African Studies Series 
CL (978-0-8214-1573-3 · $49.95)

Emmanuel Kwaku Akyeampong

Between the Sea and the Lagoon
An Eco-Social History of the Anlo of Southeastern 
Ghana, c. 1850 to Recent Times

“An outstanding study that deserves to be read by 
scholars and non-scholars alike interested in the history 
of African relations with the aquatic environment of 
ocean and lagoon.”— International Journal of African 
Historical Studies

“Certainly this will be an important source for students 
of Ghanaian history, society, and culture, and for 
ecologists everywhere. The publishers are to be 
congratulated for recognizing the original quality of 
this work, and on producing it impeccably.”—Progress 
in Developmental Studies

2002 · 256 pp · Western African Studies Series 
PB (978-0-8214-1409-5 · $29.95) · CL

Christina Folke Ax, Niels Brinmes, Niklas 
Thode Jensen, and Karen Oslund, eds.

Cultivating the Colonies
Colonial States and their Environmental Legacies

“A coherent and excellent volume on the environmental 
history of the arable and non-arable colonial world…
this book is a valuable and important addition to 
global and comparative world environmental his-
tory.”—European History Quarterly

“Scholars of environmental history would benefit from 
reading this lucidly written book, especially because 
it discusses diverse cases and has useful references to 
vernacular sources.”— Technology and Culture

INTRODUCTION
Getting Our Hands Dirty by Karen Oslund

PART I The Prospective Colonist and Strange 
Environments: Advice on Health and Prosperity by 
Andrew Wear · Carved Out of Nature: Identity and 
Environment in German Colonial Africa by Daniel 
Rouven Steinbach · The Science of Nature and the 
Nature of Science in the Spanish and American 
Philippines by Greg Bankoff · Aerial Photography and 
Colonial Discourse on the Agricultural Crisis in Late-
Colonial Indochina, 1930–1945 by David Briggs

PART II Wetland Colonies: Louisiana, Guangzhou, 
Pondicherry, and Senegal by Christopher Morris · 
Colonization of the Russian North: A Frozen Frontier 
by Julia Lajus · Recasting Disease and Its Environment: 
Indigenous Medical Practitioners, the Plague, and 
Politics in Colonial India, 1898-1910 by Kavita 
Sivaramakrishnan · Changing Times, Changing Palates: 
The Dietary Impacts of Basuto Adaptation to New Rules, 
Crops, and Markets, 1830s–1966 by Phia Steyn

PART III State Rationality, Development, and the 
Making of State Territory: From Colonial Extraction to 
Postcolonial Conservation in Southern Mozambique 
by Elizabeth Lunstrum) · Ecological Communication at 
the Oxford Imperial Forestry Institute by Peder Anker · 
Colonial Experts, Developmental and Environmental 
Doctrines, and the Legacies of Late British Colonialism 
by Joseph M. Hodge

2011 · 344 pp · RIS, Global and Comparative 
Studies, N° 12
PB (978-0-89680-282-7 · $32.95)

Shane Doyle

Crisis & Decline in Bunyoro
Population & Environment in Western 
Uganda, 1860–1955

The Kingdom of Bunyoro’s story demonstrates 
convincingly that environmental change there was not 
a uniform, statewide process. In one of the first studies 
of the political ecology of a major African kingdom, 
Crisis & Decline in Bunyoro addresses state capacity, 
ideology, and government legitimacy as crucial issues. 
Shane Doyle focuses on the interplay between levels of 
environmental activity within a highly stratified society. 
Political ecology was as much about the differential 
impact of conflict on society as about the uneven 
extraction and distribution of resources.

2006 · 276 pp · Eastern African Studies Series 
PB (978-0-8214-1634-1 · $32.95) · CL

Allen F. Isaacman and Barbara S. Isaacman

Dams, Displacement, and the 
Delusion of Development
Cahora Bassa and Its Legacies in 
Mozambique, 1965–2007

WINNER OF THE AMERICAN HISTORICAL 
ASSOCIATION’S 2014 MARTIN A. KLEIN 
PRIZE IN AFRICAN HISTORY

MELVILLE J. HERSKOVITS AWARD FINALIST

“At last a comprehensive, historically deep, and 
ecologically knowledgeable study of a great dam. The 
Isaacmans…recover the voices silenced by the fear and 
violence deployed by states devoted to the care and 
feeding of this mega-project. Unparalleled in its sweep, 
depth and attention to the lived experience of all its 
victims.”—James C. Scott, Yale University, author of 
Seeing Like a State 

“A passionate and richly documented critique of a 
disastrous high-modernist scheme…. It is a welcome 
addition to the literature on large dam projects in 
Africa, and opens up rich possibilities of comparison 
around the continent.”— International Journal of 
African Historical Studies

“The Isaacmans provide an excellent and authoritative 
understanding of the different displacements that have 
occurred through Cahora Bassa and this book is an 
important and comprehensive study which will remain 
a major source for scholars.”—The Journal of Modern 
African Studies

Cahora Bassa Dam on the Zambezi River, built during 
the final years of Portuguese rule, was the last major 
infrastructure project constructed in Africa during the 
turbulent era of decolonization. Engineers praised the 
dam for its technical complexity and the skills required 
to construct what was then the world’s fifth-largest 
mega-dam. Portuguese colonial officials cited benefits 
they expected from the dam. This in-depth study of 
the region examines the dominant developmentalist 
narrative that has surrounded the dam, chronicles the 
continual violence that has accompanied its existence, 
and gives voice to previously unheard narratives 
of forced labor, displacement, and historical and 
contemporary life in the dam’s shadow.

2013 · 324 pp
PB (978-0-8214-2033-1 · $32.95) · E
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Ezekiel Gebissa

Leaf of Allah
Khat & Agricultural Transformation in 
Harerge, Ethiopia, 1875–1991

“The first social and economic history of khat in 
Ethiopia and surrounding lands…Gebissa…writes 
with a fluency that comes from a vivid interest in the 
subject. The khat producers and traders of the Harerge 
highlands come to life in his hands, often in their own 
words. He has done them proud…A book that is 
constantly fascinating.”—Times Literary Supplement

2004 · 224 pp · Eastern African Studies Series 
PB (978-0-8214-1560-3 · $32.95) · CL

Katherine Homewood

Ecology of African Pastoralist Societies

“A tour de force, if one considers the vast amount 
of material it covers, and the clear and balanced 
summaries it provides of recent literature and 
debates.”— David Turton, Senior Associate, Queen 
Elizabeth House, University of Oxford

This study presents a comprehensive survey and 
analysis of the literature and debates surrounding 
African pastoralist societies by a leading anthropologist 
of African pastoralism. Homewood traces the origins 
and spread of pastoralism on the African continent and 
discusses herd biology, pastoralist demography, and 
the impact of developments and change on pastoralist 
systems.

2009 · 320 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-1841-3 · $32.95) · CL

Helge Kjekshus

Ecology Control and Economic 
Development in East African History
The Case of Tanganyika, 1850–1950

This pioneering book was one of the first to place 
the history of East Africa within the context of the 
environment. Kjekshus questions the view that 
warfare was pervasive and that the slave trade led to 
depopulation but points to a balance between man 
and the environment.

1996 · 253 pp · illus., maps · Eastern African 
Studies Series
PB (978-0-8214-1132-2 · $29.95)

Gregory H. Maddox, James L. Giblin, 
and Isaria N. Kimambo, eds.

Custodians of the Land 
Ecology and Culture in the History of Tanzania

CONTRIBUTORS: James Giblin, Gregory Maddox, 
Juhani Koponen, Isaria N. Kimambo, Christopher Conte, 
James L. Giblin, Pamela A. Maack, Michele Wagner, 
Jamie Johnson, and Thomas Spear

1996 · 285 pp · Eastern African Studies Series 
PB (978-0-8214-1134-6 · $29.95)

Steven C. Rubert

A Most Promising Weed
A History of Tobacco Farming and Labor 
in Colonial Zimbabwe, 1890–1945

This book examines the work experience, living condi-
tions, and social relations of thousands of African men, 
women, and children on European-owned tobacco 
farms in colonial Zimbabwe from 1890 to 1945.

1998 · 292 pp · photos, maps · RIS, Africa Series, N° 69 
PB (978-0-89680-203-2 · $29.95)

Michael J. Sheridan and Celia Nyamweru, eds.

African Sacred Groves
Ecological Dynamics and Social Change

“This book provides an excellent reference for 
refocusing conservation efforts in Africa, and a useful 
paradigm to apply wherever preservation requires 
balancing ecological values with social and economic 
interests.”— Choice

CONTRIBUTORS: Celia Nyamweru, Michael J. Sheridan, 
Aiah Lebbie, Raymond P. Guries, Staline Kibet, 
Mohammed Pakia, John A. Cooke, Tsehai Berhane-
Selassie, Nadia Rabesahala Horning, Eric S. Ross, Alma 
Gottlieb, Gérard Chouin, Abwoli Y. Banana, Joseph 
Bahati, William Gombya-Ssembajjwe, Nathan Vogt, 
and Liz Alden Wily

2007 · 240 pp, · illus. 
PB (978-0-8214-1789-8 · $26.95) · CL

Abdul Sheriff

History and Conservation of 
Zanzibar Stone Town

Zanzibar Stone Town presents the problems of conser-
vation in its most acute forms. Due to policy changes in 
the 1980s, the old town became threatened by rapid 
redevelopment which disfigures as it builds. The Old 
Stone Town now stands in danger of being drastically 
transformed by tourism and trade liberalization.

1995 · 165 pp · illus., maps · Eastern African 
Studies Series
PB (978-0-8214-1120-9 · $22.95)

Edward I. Steinhart

Black Poachers, White Hunters
A Social History of Hunting in Colonial Kenya 

“This is a long-researched, well organized, and seasoned 
book about one of those perennial ‘silences’ in 
African environmental history and social life…Edward 
Steinhart demonstrates the variety and values, local 
knowledge, and efficient techniques that rural Africans 
adaptively cultivated about wildlife for food, for trade, 
and for sport.”— International Journal of African 
Historical Studies

2005 · 320 pp · Eastern African Studies Series 
PB (978-0-8214-1664-8 · $29.95) · CL

Karl Ittmann, Dennis D. Cordell, and 
Gregory H. Maddox, eds.

The Demographics of Empire
The Colonial Order and the Creation of Knowledge

“Highly recommended.”—Choice

“A very exciting collection of essays that advances and 
makes a contribution to the field and knowledge in 
general. It is original, of its genre it is state–of–the–art, 
and provocative.”— Ian Pool, coauthor of The New 
Zealand Family from 1840 and author of Te Iwi Maori: 
A New Zealand Population, Past, Present and Projected

INTRODUCTION Counting Subjects: Demography and 
Empire by Dennis D. Cordell, Karl Ittmann, and Gregory 
H, Maddox. 

CHAPTERS  African Historical Demography in the 
Postmodern and Postcolonial Eras by Dennis D. Cordell 

· “Where Nature Dominates Man”: Demographic Ideas 
and Policy in British Colonial Africa, 1890–1970 by 
Karl Ittmann · How to Count the Subjects of Empire? 
Steps toward an Imperial Demography in French 
West Africa before 1946 by Raymond R. Gervais 
and Issiaka Mandé · Makwerekwere: Separating 
Immigrants and Natives in Early Colonial Natal by 
Thomas V. McClendon · Counting and Recounting: 
Dislocation, Colonial Demography, and Historical 
Memory in Northern Gabon by John M. Cinnamon · 
The Discourse of Overpopulation in Western Kenya and 
the Creation of the Pioneer Corps by Meshack Owino · 
Disease and Reproductive Health in Ujiji, Tanganyika: 
Colonial and Missionary Discourses Regarding Islam 
and a “Dying Population” by Sheryl A. McCurdy · 
Disease and Environment in Africa: Imputed Dynamics 
and Unresolved Issues by Gregory H. Maddox · 
Reproducing Labor: Colonial Government Regulation 
of African Women’s Reproductive Lives by Meredith 
Turshen · African Population: Projections, 1850–1960 
by Patrick Manning

2010 · 352 pp
PB (978-0-8214-1933-5 · $32.95) · CL · E
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HISTORY

NEW

Wendy Urban-Mead

The Gender of Piety
Family, Faith, and Colonial Rule in 
Matabeleland, Zimbabwe

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 40

NEW

Richard B. Allen

European Slave Trading in the 
Indian Ocean, 1500–1850

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 8

NEW

Emily S. Burrill

States of Marriage
Gender, Justice, and Rights in Colonial Mali

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 1

NEW

Todd Cleveland

Diamonds in the Rough
Corporate Paternalism and African Professionalism 
on the Mines of Colonial Angola, 1917–1975

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 1

NEW

Carina E. Ray

Crossing the Color Line
Race, Sex, and the Contested Politics 
of Colonialism in Ghana

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 1

NEW

Sarah Van Beurden

Authentically African
Arts and the Transnational Politics of Congolese Culture

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 3

FORTHCOMING JULY 2016

Matthew Carotenuto and Katherine Luongo

Obama and Kenya
Contested Histories and the Politics of Belonging

Barack Obama’s political ascendancy has focused 
worldwide attention on Kenya. Carotenuto and 
Luongo argue that efforts to cast Obama as a “son of 
the soil” of the Lake Victoria basin invite insights into 
the politicized uses of Kenya’s past. Ideal for classroom 
use and directed at a general readership interested in 
global affairs, Obama and Kenya offers an important 
counterpoint to the many popular, but inaccurate texts 
about Kenya’s history and Obama’s place in it.

2016 · 232 pp 
PB (978-0-89680-300-8 · $22.95) · CL · E

Edmund Abaka

Kola Is God’s Gift
Agricultural Production, Export Initiatives, and the Kola 
Industry in Asante and the Gold Coast, c.1820–1950

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 18

Mohamed Adhikari

The Anatomy of a South African Genocide
The Extermination of the Cape San Peoples

AN ALLAFRICA.COM 2011 NEW & NOTABLE BOOK

“The Anatomy of a South African Genocide provides 
a succinct and accessible summary of a large body 
of scholarship on San colonial history. This makes it 
useful to both academic and lay readers. The book is 
a high-quality contribution to public education about 
the colonial history of the San.”— Mathias Guenther, 
Wilfrid Laurier University, Canada

“The book is well-written, well-argued, insightful, and 
makes significant contributions to the literature on San 
and South African history, and genocide.”—Robert 
Hitchcock, Michigan State University

2011 · 392 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-1987-8 · $16.95) · E

Mohamed Adhikari

Not White Enough, Not Black Enough
Racial Identity in the South African 
Coloured Community

“This is a welcome and important book. As with all 
collective identities, ‘the South African Coloured 
community’ is both imagined and real, and Adhikari’s 
analysis of this complex and contested phenomenon is 
rigorous, nuanced, and perceptive. Highly recom-
mended.”—Choice

“Not White Enough, Not Black Enough is one of the few 
systematic studies of Coloured Identity and the history 
of the present-day Coloured people of South Africa, 
a group that has not only been marginalized in most 
general political and academic discourses, but whose 
history has also been subject to popular misconcep-
tions and assumptions … Its preparedness to tackle the 
hard and controversial questions, which most writers 
have decided to shy from, makes it a rare contribu-
tion.”— Kronos: Journal of Cape History

2005 · 264 pp · RIS, Africa Series, N° 83 
PB (978-0-89680-244-5 · $29.95) · E

Jocelyn Alexander

The Unsettled Land
State-making & the Politics of Land 
in Zimbabwe, 1893–2003

“Anglo-American scholars have produced a spate 
of books on Zimbabwe, but none dissects the 
state and makes sense of its transformation more 
competently and completely than Alexander’s The 
Unsettled Land.…This careful treatment is sure to 
set a new standard for histories of state-making in 
Africa.”—African Studies Review

“A well-researched book which makes a significant 
contribution to the scholarship.”— Zimbabwe Review

2007 · 230 pp
PB (978-0-8214-1736-2 · $29.95) · CL

Peter Alexander, Thapelo Lekgowa, Botsang 
Mmope, Luke Sinwell, and Bongani Xezwi

Marikana
Voices fom South Africa’s Mining Massacre

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 39
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Bruce Berman and John Lonsdale

Unhappy Valley
Conflict in Kenya & Africa

“Unhappy Valley: Conflict in Kenya and Africa is a 
must-read for all concerned with issues of colonization, 
dependency, and state building, as well as the nature 
and achievements of African resistance.”—Kinuthia 
Macharia, Modern African Studies

Book One: State & Class 
1992 · 223 pages · Eastern African Studies Series 
PB (978-0-8214-1017-2 · $29.95) 
 
Book Two: Violence & Ethnicity 
1992 · 281 pp · Eastern African Studies Series 
PB (978-0-8214-1025-7 · $32.95)

David Birmingham

Kwame Nkrumah
The Father of African Nationalism

“This is a revised edition of a biography first published in 
1990. It tells, in relatively few words (given the seminal 
importance of Nkrumah) and easy-to-read prose, the 
life story of the man who initiated independence and 
democracy in Africa south of the Sahara, and who 
attempted to convince other African leaders of the 
necessity for a pan-African approach to the defeat of 
colonialism and then neocolonialism.”— International 
Journal of African Historical Studies

1998 · 153 pp
PB (978-0-8214-1242-8 · $16.95)

David Birmingham

Empire in Africa
Angola and Its Neighbors

“An incisive, engaging piece of scholarship punctuated 
with impassioned, informed commentary.” 

—African Studies Review

Birmingham takes the reader through Angola’s 
troubled past, which included for the first twenty-five 
years of independence, endemic warfare. He examines 
the fact that in the absence of a viable neocolonial 
referee such as Britain or France, the warring parties 
turned to Cold War superpowers for a supply of guns. 
For a decade Angola replaced Vietnam as a field in 
which an international war by proxy was conducted. 
Empire in Africa explains how this African nation went 
from colony to independence, how the 1990s Cold 
War legacy turned to civil war, and how peace finally 
dawned in 2002.

2006 · 200 pp · RIS, Africa Series, N° 84 
PB (978-0-89680-248-3 · $24.95) · E

David Birmingham

Portugal and Africa

“All of these essays are written with an overriding preoc-
cupation to communicate and to present complicated 
stories in a way that the reader can appreciate and 
assimilate. As glosses on both Angolan history and 
the Angolan scene over the last thirty years they are 
little classics, intelligent, witty, informed, and always 
enlightening.”— Journal of African History

2004 · 216 pp · RIS, Africa Series, N° 81  
PB (978-0-89680-237-7 · $24.95)

George E. Brooks

Eurafricans in Western Africa
Commerce, Social Status, Gender, and 
Religious Observance from the Sixteenth 
to the Eighteenth Century

“The work is a detailed examination of the changing 
nature of coastal trade and its consequences upon 
the peoples, societies, and states of both the coastal, 
riverine, and interior trading networks…Brooks…un-
derstands both the limits and biases of these materials, 
yet from them distills a great deal of information 
concerning Eurafricans and successfully integrates 
them into the wider history of change in Western 
Africa.”— Itinerario

2003 · 392 pp · Western African Studies Series 
PB (978-0-8214-1486-6 · $32.95) · CL

Ralph Bunche 
Edited by Robert R. Edgar

African American in South Africa
The Travel Notes of Ralph J. Bunche 28 
September 1937–1 January 1938

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 37

G. Thomas Burgess, ed.

Race, Revolution, and the Struggle 
for Human Rights in Zanzibar
The Memoirs of Ali Sultan Issa and Seif Sharif Hamad

“(Race, Revolution, and the Struggle for Human Rights 
in Zanzibar) should … be commended for representing 
two different interpretations of, and positions within, 
the grander historical narrative, reminding the reader 
that historical and political events are always influenced 
and interpreted by individuals.” — African Affairs

Ali Sultan Issa was an early Zanzibari nationalist. As 
a minister in the first revolutionary government he 
became one of Zanzibar’s most controversial figures, 
responsible for some of the government’s most radical 
policies. Later imprisoned, he has re-emerged as one 
of Zanzibar’s most successful property developers. 
Seif Sharif Hamad came of age during the revolution, 
becoming disenchanted with its broken promises and 
excesses. Having served in Tanzania’s ruling party, he 
is a leading figure in Zanzibar’s opposition. These two 
memoirs trace Zanzibar’s post-independence trajectory 
and reveal how Zanzibaris continue to dispute their 
revolutionary heritage and issues of ethnic identity.

2009 · 320 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-1852-9 · $29.95) · CL

Andrew Burton

African Underclass
Urbanisation, Crime & Colonial Order in Dar es Salaam 

“One of the best and most stimulating accounts of 
urbanization in eastern Africa to have been produced 
in recent years … an excellent introductory account 
of recent approaches to the study of urbanization in 
eastern and southern Africa … The greatest strength 
of the manuscript lies in the light it throws on the 
nature and activities of that section of the population 
labeled by the authorities as wahuni (‘vagrants’).” 

— John McCracken

2005 · 320 pp · Eastern African Studies Series
PB (978-0-8214-1636-5 · $29.95) · CL

PRECOLONIAL HISTORY

Emmanuel Kwaku Akyeampong, ed.

Themes in West Africa’s History

“This collection allows students to be exposed to major 
issues in West African history and to see how scholars 
from different disciplines as well as from different con-
tinents understand this history.... This is a highly useful 
book, both for undergraduates and graduate students, 
while providing valuable reflections on research 
methods and themes in West African history that are 
of value to Africanist scholars as well.”— International 
Journal of African Historical Studies

INTRODUCTION by Emmanuel Kwaku Akyeampong 

CHAPTERS  The Holocene prehistory of West Africa: 
10,000–1000 BP by Susan Keech McIntosh) · Ecology 
& culture in West Africa by James L. A. Webb Jr. · 
Linguistics & history in West Africa by M. E. Kropp 
Dakubu · Oral tradition & perceptions of history 
from the Manding peoples of West Africa by David 
C. Conrad · Slavery & slave trade in West Africa, 
1450–1930 by Patrick Manning · Class, caste & social 
inequality in West African history by Ismail Rashid · 
Religious interactions in pre-twentieth-century West 
Africa by Pashington Obeng · Poverty in precolonial & 
colonial West Africa: Perception, causes & alleviation 
by Ogbu U. Kalu; Disease in West African history 
by Emmanuel Kwaku Akyeampong · Urbanization 
in colonial & postcolonial West Africa by Andreas 
Eckert · Commodities, Mercedes-Benz and structural 
adjustment: An episode in West African economic 
history by Célestin Monga) · Ethnicity, conflict & the 
state in contemporary West Africa by Cyril K. Daddieh 

· Pentecostalism, Islam & culture: New religious move-
ments in West Africa by Brian Larkin and Birgit Meyer 
Emmanuel

2006 · 288 pp · illus. · Western African Studies Series  
PB (978-0-8214-1641-9 · $29.95) · CL

Basil Davidson

The African Genius

“Mr. Davidson cuts through jungles of ignorance to 
reveal a very old, very sophisticated African culture. 
This is a lucid history of a society and culture shattered 
by the slave traders and the imperialists and only now 
painfully reconstructing itself.”— Newsday

“[The] most effective popularizer of African History and 
archaeology outside Africa.”—Roland Oliver in New 
York Review of Books

The African Genius presents the ideas, social systems, 
religions, moral values, arts, and metaphysics of 
a range of African peoples. Basil Davidson points 
toward the Africa that might emerge from an 
ancient civilization that was overlaid and battered 
by colonialism, then torn apart by the upheaval of 
colonialism’s dismantlement. Davidson disputes the 
notion that Africa gained under colonialism by entering 
the modern world. He sees, instead, an ancient order 
replaced by modern dysfunction. Davidson’s depiction 
of the sophisticated “native genius” that has carried 
Africans through centuries of change is vital to an 
understanding of modern Africa as well.

2005 · 277 pp
PB (978-0-8214-1605-1 · $26.95)
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Andrew Burton and Hélène Charton-Bigot, eds.

Generations Past
Youth in East African History

“This is a rich collection of essays about the concepts 
of generations and youth in East Africa from the 
nineteenth century until the present. The chronological 
reach, the originality of the sources, the clarity of 
presentation and excellent writing all make it an attrac-
tive college text.”—Lidwien Kapteijns, Kendall/Hodder 
Professor of History at Wellesley College 

CONTRIBUTORS: G. Thomas Burgess, Anthony Burton, 
Richard Reid, Dave Eaton, James L. Giblin, Hélène 
Charton-Bigot, Andrew Burton, Richard Waller, Carol 
Summers, James R. Brennan, G. Thomas Burgess, 
Shane Doyle, Joyce Nyairo, Eunice Kamaara, and Justin 
Willis

2010 · 432 pp · illus.
PB (978-0-8214-1924-3 · $32.95) · CL · E

Anthony Clayton and David Killingray

Khaki and Blue
Military and Police in British Colonial Africa

Drawing upon a survey of former police officers in the 
six British colonies of Ghana, Nigeria, Kenya, Uganda, 
Zambia, and Malawi, the authors examine the work 
of colonial law enforcement during the last years of 
British supremacy, offering a profile of the institution 
of colonial law enforcement and of the daily life of 
the village and the business activities which brought 
people into contact with the police.

1989 · 335 pp · RIS, Africa Series, N° 51  
PB (978-0-89680-147-9 · $32.95)

Gibril R. Cole

The Krio of West Africa
Islam, Culture, Creolization, and Colonialism 
in the Nineteenth Century

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 2

Alicia C. Decker

In Idi Amin’s Shadow
Women, Gender, and Militarism in Uganda

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 2

John de Gruchy, ed.

London Missionary Society in 
Southern Africa, 1799–1999
Historical Essays in Celebration of the 
Bicentenary of the LMS in Southern Africa

Compiled to mark the bicentenary of the London 
Missionary Society in Southern Africa, this volume 
provides an assessment of the work and legacy of 
the Society, which played a critical role in the politics 
and societies of the subcontinent and whose leading 
figures — like David Livingstone, Robert Moffat, and 
John Philip — were major historical actors in their day.

CONTRIBUTORS: Jean Comaroff, John Comaroff, 
Elizabeth Elbourne, Natasha Erlank, Norman 
Etherington, John de Gruchy, Steve de Gruchy, Helen 
Ludlow, Andrew Ross, Robert Ross, Christopher 
Saunders, Les Switzer

2000 · 240 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-1349-4 · $32.95)

Donald L. Donham and Wendy James, eds.

Southern Marches of Imperial Ethiopia
Essays in History and Social Anthropology

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 37

Raymond E. Dumett

El Dorado in West Africa
The Gold Mining Frontier, African 
Labor, and Colonial Capitalism

El Dorado in West Africa explores the first modern 
gold rush of Ghana in all of its dimensions—land, 
labor, capital, traditional African mining, technology, 
transport, management, the clash of cultures, and 
colonial rule.

1999 · 235 pp · photos · Western African Studies Series  
PB (978-0-8214-1198-8 · $32.95) · CL

Robert R. Edgar and Hilary Sapire

African Apocalypse
The Story of Nontetha Nkwenkwe, A 
Twentieth-Century South African Prophet

“This is a fascinating book, not only for its intriguing 
heroine and the sequel of the discovery of her grave 
by the authors and the subsequent re-burial of her 
remains. … The significance of this book is manifold. 
It is a most useful contribution to South African and 
Eastern Cape regional history as well as the history of 
religious movements, gender, and psychiatry in South 
Africa. The authors foreshadow new paths of research 
and illuminate the role of female independent Christian 
and prophetic movements in rural Africa.”— H-NET 
Reviews

1999 · 213 pp · RIS, Africa Series, N° 72 
PB (978-0-89680-208-7 · $26.95)

Øyvind M. Eide

Revolution and Religion in Ethiopia
The Growth and Persecution of the 
Mekane Yesus Church, 1974–85

In this important contribution to the literature on the 
Ethiopian revolution and on African church growth 
and development, Eide traces the journey of the 1974 
Ethiopian revolution from support by the church 
leaders and local members to their suspected alliance 
with opposition forces.

2000 · 314 pp · Eastern African Studies Series  
PB (978-0-8214-1366-1 · $32.95) · CL

Abosede A. George

Making Modern Girls
A History of Girlhood, Labor, and Social 
Development in Colonial Lagos

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 2

Jan-Bart Gewald

Herero Heroes
A Socio-Political History of the Herero 
of Namibia, 1890–1923

“This strikes me as an absolutely brilliant book. It is 
wonderfully readable, profoundly fascinating, and 
admirably scholarly.… To a reader who is not an 
expert on Namibia the book is elegantly illuminating.” 

— David Birmingham

1999 · 320 pp
PB (978-0-8214-1257-2 · $29.95)

DECOLONIZATION

David Birmingham

The Decolonization of Africa

This concise introductory text on postwar Africa exam-
ines the complex themes of nationalism, liberation, and 
independence with clarity and insight.

“The work is tightly written and must be closely read, 
but is an excellent introduction to the topic. … A readily 
accessible introduction to one of the major themes of 
twentieth-century world history.”— Historian

1996 · 117 pp
PB (978-0-8214-1153-7 · $14.95)

Elizabeth Schmidt

Cold War and Decolonization 
in Guinea, 1946–1958

WINNER OF THE AFRICAN POLITICS 
CONFERENCE GROUP’S BEST BOOK AWARD

“Supported by clear and strong historical evidence, 
(Elizabeth Schmidt) shows that political decision mak-
ing in Guinea was far more influenced by the bottom 
rather than the top … (Cold War and Decolonization 
in Africa) is rich with data and empirical examples that 
illustrate some of the major themes in the history of 
decolonization, African nationalism, and the rise of 
one-party states in Africa.”— International Journal of 
African Historical Studies

“A compelling narrative of the history of nation building 
in Guinea…Schmidt deftly portrays the events from an 
African perspective, using colonial archives, interviews 
with activists, the era’s popular political songs, and 
photographs.…What simultaneously emerges in this 
nuanced treatment is a richer understanding of the 
pragmatic rather than purely visionary leadership of the 
famous Sékou Touré.”—Choice

“By shifting the focus from elite to grassroot politics, 
Schmidt paints a picture of French decolonization in 
sub-Saharan Africa that is a welcome corrective to 
those earlier studies that appeared to view decolo-
nization as the outcome of an essentially linear and 
orderly process, rather than the product of political 
struggle.”— Journal of African History

2007 · 320 pp · Western African Studies Series
PB (978-0-8214-1764-5 · $29.95) · CL

SLAVERY         SEE ALSO PAGES 7 – 9

Robin Law

Ouidah
The Social History of a West African 
Slaving Port, 1727–1892

· MELVILLE J. HERSKOVITS AWARD FINALIST 
· FREDERICK DOUGLASS BOOK PRIZE FINALIST

“Robin Law’s social history of Ouidah during the 
period of the Dahomian overrule represents a major 
milestone in the historiography of the so-called Slave 
Coast…Within this narrative framework Robin Law has 
crafted an erudite, detailed account of eighteenth- and 
nineteenth-century Ouidah with an analytical focus rest-
ing firmly on the town’s middleman role in the Atlantic 
economy…an important book.” —African History

2005 · 320 pp · Western African Studies Series 
PB (978-0-8214-1572-6 · $32.95)
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James L. Giblin

A History of the Excluded
Making Family a Refuge from State 
in Twentieth-Century Tanzania

The twentieth-century history of Njombe, the Southern 
Highlands district of Tanzania, can aptly be summed 
up as exclusion within incorporation. Njombe was mar-
ginalized even as it was incorporated into the colonial 
economy. Njombe’s people came to see themselves as 
excluded from agricultural markers, access to medical 
services, schooling—in short, from all opportunity to 
escape the impoverishing trap of migrant labor.

2005 · 320 pp · Eastern African Studies Series  
PB (978-0-8214-1669-3 · $32.95) · CL

Erik Gilbert

Dhows and the Colonial Economy 
of Zanzibar, 1860–1970

“Clearly this volume is an excellent resource for scholars 
as well as a useful, thought provoking text for any 
graduate or undergraduate seminar.”— Itinerario

“Thoroughly researched, and beautifully writ-
ten.…Beautifully illustrated, with nearly twenty-five 
full pages devoted to photographs and maps, the book 
is essential reading for anyone interested in Indian 
Ocean trade or the limits of ‘modernization’ during the 
colonial era.”—The International History Review

2005 · 192 pp · Eastern African Studies Series 
PB (978-0-8214-1558-0 · $26.95) · CL

Patrick Harries

Butterflies & Barbarians
Swiss Missionaries and Systems of 
Knowledge in South-East Africa

“Harries points out in detail the intellectual heritage 
of the missionaries in terms of their anthropologi-
cal, religious, geographical, scientific, and linguistic 
beliefs … The book is deeply researched and gives the 
reader a strong sense of the ferment out of which 
missionaries tried to make sense of their vocations.” 

— International Journal of African Historical Studies

2007 · 304 pp · illus.
PB (978-0-8214-1777-5 · $32.95) · CL

Patricia Hayes, Jeremy Silvester, Marion 
Wallace, and Wolfram Hartmann, eds.

Namibia under South African Rule
Mobility and Containment, 1915–46

Namibia under South African Rule is a major contribu-
tion to Namibian historiography, exploring, in particular, 
many new themes in twentieth-century Namibian his-
tory. Here is exciting new work from a host of scholars 
and writers on a heretofore under-researched subject.

CONTRIBUTORS: Michael Bollig, Ben Fuller Jr., Robert J. 
Gordon, Patricia Hayes, Wolfram Hartmann, Dag 
Henrichsen, Gesine Krüger, Meredith McKittrick, Petrus 
Shatjohamba Ndongo, Harri Siiskonen, Jeremy Silvester, 
Randolph Vigne, and Marion Wallace

1998 · 312 pp
PB (978-0-8214-1245-9 · $29.95) · CL

Catherine Higgs

Chocolate Islands
Cocoa, Slavery, and Colonial Africa

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 11

Catherine Higgs

The Ghost of Equality
The Public Lives of D. D. T. Jabavu 
of South Africa, 1885–1959

“A vivid portrayal of D. D. T. Jabavu, a black leader 
who helped shape many South African worlds—black 
and white, rural and urban, secular and sacred—as 
the shadows of segregation lengthened over his land. 
With meticulous documentation and lucid prose, Higgs 
expounds the ideas and aspirations of this many-sided 
man, his liberalism, multiracialism, and Christianity 
in particular.”—Richard Elphick, Professor of History, 
Wesleyan University

1997 · 289 pp 
CL (978-0-8214-1169-8 · $32.95)

Catherine Higgs, Barbara A. Moss, 
and Earline Rae Ferguson, eds.

Stepping Forward
Black Women in Africa and the Americas

CONTRIBUTORS  Sylvia Ojukutu-Macauley, Valinda 
W. Littlefield, Nemata Blyden, Verene A. Shepherd, 
Catherine Higgs, Earline Rae Ferguson, Sean Redding, 
Rhonda Cobham, Cassandra R. Veney, Leslie Brown, 
Barbara A. Moss, Fayth M. Perks, Cora Presley, Emilye 
Crosby, Patricia Achieng Opondo, Andrea Benton 
Rushing, Teresa Barnes, and Deseriee Kennedy

2002 · 368 pp
PB (978-0-8214-1456-9 · $35) · CL

Alusine Jalloh

African Entrepreneurship
Muslim Fula Merchants in Sierra Leone

Between 1961 and 1978, Muslim Fula immigrants 
from different West African countries became one of 
the most successful mercantile groups in Freetown, 
the capital city of Sierra Leone. Departing from the 
prevailing scholarship, Jalloh characterizes the Fula 
businesses as independent, rather than appendages 
of Western expatriate commerce. He also explores 
the role of Islam in Fula commercial organizations and 
social relationships, as well as the connection between 
Fula merchants and politics.

1999 · 317 pp · illus. · RIS, Africa Series, N° 71  
PB (978-0-89680-207-0 · $29.95)

Rachel Jean-Baptiste

Conjugal Rights
Marriage, Sexuality, and Urban Life 
in Colonial Libreville, Gabon

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 3

Tabitha Kanogo

Squatters and the Roots of 
Mau Mau, 1905–1963

“A first-rate piece of research and analysis [and] also 
very exciting. It is a social history of the Kikuyu squat-
ters on the White Highlands, who became possibly the 
most important group in the composition of Mau Mau 
and, thereafter, a most significant pressure group in 
the politics of decolonization.”— John Lonsdale, Fellow 
of Trinity College, Cambridge

1987 · 206 pp) · Eastern African Studies Series 
PB (978-0-8214-0874-2 · $24.95)

Laura Fair

Pastimes and Politics
Culture, Community, and Identity in Post-
Abolition Urban Zanzibar, 1890–1945

MELVILLE J. HERSKOVITS AWARD FINALIST

“A masterpiece … If ever a work was tailor-made for 
graduate seminars to introduce recent trends in African 
cultural and colonial history, this is it … This book is 
excellent. Dazzling and joyful writing conveys the 
author’s love and enthusiasm for her subjects … You 
can show this book to those unfamiliar with 
colonial Africa and they will be captivated rather than 
daunted.”— African Studies Quarterly

“With exquisite detail, each…chapter demonstrates the 
manner in which this process was both thought and 
carried out. The overall result is a model of contempo-
rary relevant scholarship.”—Choice

Pastimes and Politics examines the ways in which 
various cultural practices, including taarab music, dress, 
football, ethnicity, and sexuality, changed during 
the early twentieth century in relation to islanders’ 
changing social and political identities. Fair argues 
that cultural changes were not merely reflections of 
social and political transformations. Rather, leisure 
and popular culture were critical practices through 
which the colonized and former slaves transformed 
themselves and the society in which they lived.

Methodologically innovative and clearly written, 
Pastimes and Politics is accessible to specialists and 
general readers alike. It is a book that should find wide 
use in courses on African history, urbanization, popular 
culture, gender studies, or emancipation.

2001 · 384 pp · Eastern African Studies Series  
PB (978-0-8214-1384-5 · $32.95) · CL · E
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Anton Muziwakhe Lembede
Edited by Robert R. Edgar and 
Luyanda ka Msumza

Freedom in Our Lifetime
Collected Writings of Anton Muziwakhe Lembede

“This volume…enhances our understanding of 
Lembede and his thought…This book will be 
valuable to scholars with research interests in the 
history of African nationalism.”—Nancy J. Jacobs, The 
International Journal of African Historical Studies

1996 · 224 pp · illus. 
CL (978-0-8214-1149-0 · $39.95)

I. M. Lewis

A Modern History of the Somali
Nation and State in the Horn of Africa
Fourth edition

“By far the most penetrating of the works on Somali 
history and contemporary events .” — Bernard Helander

2003 · 368 pp) · Eastern African Studies Series 
PB (978-0-8214-1495-8 · $29.95)

Joanna Lewis

Empire State-Building
War and Welfare in Kenya, 1925–1952

A revealing insight into the dynamics of rule in 
the late colonial period in Kenya, this history of 
administrative thought and practice in colonial Kenya 
looks at the ways in which white people tried to 
engineer social change.

2001 · 387 pp · photos, maps) · Eastern African 
Studies Series 
PB (978-0-8214-1399-9 · $29.95) · CL

Colin Leys and John S. Saul

Namibia’s Liberation Struggle
The Two-Edged Sword

It took twenty-three years of armed struggle before 
Namibia could gain its independence from South Africa 
in March 1990. How this came about, and at what 
cost, is the subject of this outstanding study based on 
unpublished documents and extensive interviews with 
a large range of the key activists in the struggle.

1995 · 224 pp · maps
PB (978-0-8214-1104-9 · $29.95) · CL

Gregory H. Maddox and James L. Giblin, eds.

In Search of a Nation
Histories of Authority Dissidence in Tanzania

CONTRIBUTORS: Gregory H. Maddox, James L. 
Giblin, Steven Feierman, Edward A. Alpers, Ralph A. 
Austen, Thomas Spear, Jamie Monson, by E.S. Atieno 
Odhiambo, Marcia Wright, John Iliffe, Lawrence E.Y. 
Mbogoni, Thomas Burgess, James R. Brennan, Susan 
Geiger, Yusuf Q. Lawi, and Kelly M. Askew

2005 · 320 pp · Eastern African Studies Series 
PB (978-0-8214-1671-6 · $29.95) · CL

David Maxwell

African Gifts of the Spirit
Pentecostalism and the Rise of a Zimbabwean 
Transnational Religious Movement

“Maxwell sets a new standard for studies of non-West-
ern Pentecostalism.... this brilliant study deserves to 
become a classic...scholars will long be in (Maxwell’s) 
debt.”—Books & Culture: A Christian Review

“In combining an ethnography of contemporary church 
life with the analysis of historical data, Maxwell 
presents a wide-ranging account of the history of 
Pentecostalism in southern Africa as well as a fascinat-
ing case study of an African Pentecostal movement 
involved in “recasting the shape and character of 
world Christianity.” This book is an excellent work and 
will be of special interest for scholars in the fields of 
religious studies, history, and anthropology as well as 
African studies.”— African Studies Review

2007 · 272 pp
PB (978-0-8214-1738-6 · $29.95) · CL

Tekaste Negash and Kjetil Tronvoll

Brothers at War
Making Sense of the Eritrean-Ethiopian War

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 34

Samuel H. Nelson

Colonialism in the Congo Basin, 1880–1940

“Nelson’s book follows in the tradition of … famous 
muckrakers who have denounced the colonial 
exploitation of central Africans … [but] differs 
from those impressionistic and anecdotal efforts by 
providing the reader access to the actual documents 
which outlined the methods to be utilized in extorting 
much more than a pound of flesh from a previously 
vibrant Mongo society … A superb, detailed focus 
on the colonial experience of a tiny region of the vast 
African continent.”— International Journal of African 
Historical Studies

1994 · 292 pp · maps · RIS, Africa Series, N° 64  
PB (978-0-89680-180-6 · $32.95)

David Newbury

The Land beyond the Mists
Essays on Identity & Authority in 
Precolonial Congo and Rwanda

Foreword by Jan Vansina 

The horrific tragedies of Central Africa in the 1990s 
did not occur in a historical vacuum. The case studies 
presented in The Land beyond the Mists illustrate 
the significant advances to have taken place since 
decolonization in our understanding of the precolonial 
histories of Rwanda, Burundi, and eastern Congo. 

“The Land Beyond the Mists serves as a fitting testa-
ment to a distinguished career of scholarship devoted 
to unearthing overlooked perspectives into the deep 
past of an often neglected area of the continent.” 

— Journal of African History 

2009 · 512 pp
PB (978-0-8214-1875-8 · $32.95) · CL · E

ISLAM IN AFRICA

Nehemia Levtzion and Randall L. Pouwels, eds.

The History of Islam in Africa

A CHOICE OUTSTANDING ACADEMIC TITLE

“Massive and marvelous synthesis…The editors and 
contributors deserve high praise for this achieve-
ment.”— CHOICE

INTRODUCTION Patterns of Islamization and Varieties 
of Religious Experience among Muslims of Africa by 
Nehemia Levtzion and Randall L. Pouwels

PART I Gateways to Africa Egypt and North Africa by 
Peter von Sivers · The Indian Ocean and the Red Sea by 
M.N. Pearson

PART II West Africa and the Sudan Islam in the Bilad 
al-Sudan to 1800 by Nehemia Levtzion · The Juula and 
the Expansion of Islam into the Forest by Ivor Wilks · 
Precolonial Islam in the Eastern Sudan by Jay Spaulding 

· Revolutions in the Western Sudan by David Robinson 
· The Eastern Sudan, 1822 to the Present by John O. 
Voll · Islam in Africa under French Colonial Rule by 
Jean-Louis Triaud · Islam in West Africa: Radicalism and 
the New Ethic of Disagreement, 1960–90 by Lansiné 
Kaba · Religious Pluralisms in Northern Nigeria by 
William F. S. Miles

PART III Eastern and Southern Africa, Ethiopia, and 
the Horn of Africa by Lidwien Kapteijns · The East 
African Coast , c. 780–1900 c.e. by Randall L. Pouwels 

· The Coastal Hinterland and Interior of East Africa by 
David C. Sperling, with additional material by Jose 
H. Kagabo) · East Central Africa by Edward A. Alpers · 
Islam in Southern Africa, 1652–1998 by Robert C-H. 
Shell · Radicalism and Reform in East Africa by Abdin 
Chande

PART IV General Themes Islamic Law in Africa by 
Allan Christelow · Muslim Women in African History 
by Roberta Ann Dunbar · Islamic Education and 
Scholarship in Sub-Saharan Africa by Stefan Reichmuth 

· Sufi Brotherhoods in Africa by Knut S. Vikør · Prayer, 
Amulets, and Healing by David Owusu-Ansah · Islamic 
Art and Material Culture in Africa by René A. Bravmann 

· Islamic Literature in Africa by Kenneth W. Harrow · 
Music and Islam in Sub-Saharan Africa by Eric Charry

2000 · 640 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-1297-8 · $34.95) · CL · E
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Paul Nugent

Smugglers, Secessionists, and Loyal 
Citizens on the Ghana-Togo Frontier
The Life of the Borderlands since 1914

“This book is a major contribution to Ghanaian 
historiography and African boundary studies, especially 
in its detailed study of land ownership and disputes 
across colonial boundaries. It presents one of the 
most fascinating discussions of smuggling that I have 
read.”— Journal of African History

“This book is an important contribution to our 
knowledge of the creation of African frontier zones 
and the role of frontiers in the evolution of border-
land communities, about which so little is known. 
Nugent’s conclusions are as striking as they are 
original.”— African Studies Review

2003 · 302 pp · Western African Studies Series
PB (978-0-8214-1482-8 · $32.95) · CL

E. S. Atieno Odhiambo and John Lonsdale, eds.

Mau Mau and Nationhood
Arms, Authority, and Narration

“A must read.” — American Historical Review

CONTRIBUTORS: John Lonsdale, E. S. Atieno Odhiambo, 
Bethwell A. Ogot, Derek Peterson, Christiana Pugliese, 
David A. Percox, David M. Anderson, Kennel Jackson, 
Jr., Caroline Elkins, Joanna Lewis, Marshall S. Clough, 
and James Ogude

2003 · 320 pp · Eastern African Studies Series 
PB (978-0-8214-1484-2 · $29.95) · CL

Timothy H. Parsons

Race, Resistance, and the Boy Scout 
Movement in British Colonial Africa

“Situating the Boy Scout Movement within the contra-
dictions of colonial rule in British east and southern 
Africa, Parsons argues that Africans embraced the Boy 
Scout Movement because it challenged colonial rulers 
to treat African scouts as equal to settler scouts, and 
because scouting lent ‘respectability and legitimacy’ to 
African boys…Parson’s book is an excellent introduc-
tion to colonial anxieties.”— International Journal of 
African Historical Studies

2004 · 424 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-1596-2 · $29.95) · CL · E

Nigel Penn

The Forgotten Frontier
Colonist and Khoisan on the Cape’s 
Northern Frontier in the 18th Century

A CHOICE OUTSTANDING ACADEMIC TITLE

“Penn’s study transforms our understanding of 
this region and in doing so adds considerably to 
our grasp of the dynamics that motored South 
African History…Scrupulously and meticulously 
researched…Well presented, well researched, well 
argued and very well written. He contributes 
significantly to our understanding of South African 
History.”—Stanley Trapido

2006 · 264 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-1682-2 · $29.95)

David Pool

From Guerrillas to Government
The Eritrean People’s Liberation Front

“In this analytically rich volume, Pool has done a 
commendable job of tracing the evolution of the 
Eritrean Liberation Front from its inception in the early 
1970s to its victory and ascension to state power in 
1991.…Highly recommended for scholars and students 
of African development, revolution, and Third World 
politics.”—Choice

“Pool offers one of the finest analyses of Eritrean 
prenationalist relations and postcolonial policies 
available. He deftly deconstructs the complexities of 
lowland communities in particular, and illustrates the 
shifting tensions between ethnolinguistic, religious, 
kinship, and regional identities in an illuminating and 
engaging manner.”— African Studies Review

2001 · 222 pp) · Eastern African Studies Series
PB (978-0-8214-1387-6 · $26.95) · CL

Richard Rathbone

Nkrumah & the Chiefs
The Politics of Chieftaincy in Ghana, 1951–1960

Kwame Nkrumah, who won independence for Ghana 
in 1957, was the first African statesman to achieve 
world recognition. His movement brought about the 
end of independent chieftaincy in the 1950s—one of 
the most fundamental changes in the history of Ghana.

2000 · 154 pp · Western African Studies Series 
PB (978-0-8214-1306-7 · $26.95) · CL

Sean Redding

Sorcery and Sovereignty
Taxation, Power, and Rebellion in 
South Africa, 1880–1963

“Original and hugely thought provoking.” 
— American Historical Review

“[A] richly detailed and long-awaited book.…Based on 
extensive archival research and written in clear and ac-
cessible prose, Redding’s work offers insight into how 
people have understood and contested colonial rule in 
South Africa. Where most authors have concentrated 
on particular regions during short periods of upheaval, 
Redding ranges over nearly a century of change and 
across the Transkei and Natal and Zululand.” — Journal 
of Southern African Studies

2006 · 304 pp · illus. 
PB (978-0-8214-1705-8 · $32.95) · CL

Richard Reid

Political Power in Pre-Colonial Buganda
Economy, Society, and Warfare 
in the Nineteenth Century

“An impressive study…. Reid marshals a wealth of 
evidence and original argument on material conditions 
in late nineteenth-century Buganda, and the ways that 
those conditions shaped the nature and workings of the 
Ganda state … Reid asks important questions and pro-
vides bold answers. His book breaks new ground that 
advances not only the study of precolonial Buganda, but 
also of precolonial Ugandan and East African History 
more generally.”— Journal of African History

2003 · 288 pp · Eastern African Studies Series
PB (978-0-8214-1478-1 · $32.95) · CL

Christopher J. Lee, ed.

Making a World after Empire
The Bandung Moment and Its Political Afterlives

· WINNER OF THE ALI SASTROAMIDJOJO AWARD
· AFRICAFOCUS NEW & NOTABLE BOOK
· A CHOICE SIGNIFICANT UNIVERSITY 
PRESS TITLE FOR UNDERGRADUATES

“This important collection of essays points to a phenom-
enon that has been lost in the common assumption 
of a worldwide movement from colonial empires to 
nation-states: the richer imagination of people in 
those empires and their quest for alternative modes of 
political connection.” 

— Frederick Cooper, author of Colonialism in Question: 
Theory, Knowledge, History

INTRODUCTION Between a Moment and an Era: The 
Origins and Afterlives of Bandung by Christopher J. Lee.

PART I The Legacies of Bandung: Decolonization 
and the Politics of Culture by Dipesh Chakrabarty · 
Contested Hegemony: The Great War and the 
Afro-Asian Assault on the Civilizing Mission by Michael 
Adas · Modeling States and Sovereignty: Postcolonial 
Constitutions in Asia and Africa by Julian Go 

PART II Feminism, Solidarity, and Identity in the Age 
of Bandung: Third World Women in the Egyptian 
Women’s Press by Laura Bier · Radio Cairo and the 
Decolonization of East Africa, 1953–64 by James R. 
Brennan · Mao in Zanzibar: Nationalism, Discipline, and 
the (De)Construction of Afro-Asian Solidarities by G. 
Thomas Burgess · Working Ahead of Time: Labor and 
Modernization during the Construction of the TAZARA 
Railway, 1968–86 by Jamie Monson · Tricontinentalism 
in Question: The Cold War Politics of Alex La Guma 
and the African National Congress by Christopher J. 
Lee

PART III China’s Engagement with Africa: Scope, 
Significance, and Consequences by Denis M. Tull · 
Superpower Osama: Symbolic Discourse in the Indian 
Ocean Region after the Cold War by Jeremy Prestholdt 

· The Sodalities of Bandung: Toward a Critical 21st-
century History by Antoinette Burton

2010 · 400 pp · illus.
RIS, Global and Comparative Studies, N° 11
PB (978-0-89680-277-3 · $29.95) · E
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David Robinson

Paths of Accommodation
Muslim Societies and French Colonial Authorities 
in Senegal and Mauritania, 1880–1920

“Robinson provides valuable insights into the relation-
ship between knowledge and power, the transferability 
of symbolic, economic and social capital, and the 
concepts of civil society and hegemony in Francophone 
West Africa…The book is not only well-researched, 
clearly illustrated, and well written, but it also gives 
a good example of the interdisciplinary approach to 
the reconstruction of African history. It represents a 
significant addition to our knowledge of Islamic West 
Africa and French colonialism, and deserves the widest 
possible circulation.”—H-NET Reviews

“Robinson deserves kudos for clarifying so effectively 
the muddled and complex process of transition that led 
to adjustment and compromise between the various 
parties. Written in clear and accessible prose, this 
work will be of enormous interest to historians of west 
Africa and other scholars of African colonialism and 
Islam.”— Religious Studies in Review

2000 · 377 pp · Western African Studies Series
PB (978-0-8214-1354-8 · $32.95) · CL

Lynda Schuster

A Burning Hunger
One Family’s Struggle Against Apartheid

“A compelling story of a South African family that 
became deeply involved in this deadly, seem-
ingly unending battle between black Africans and 
whites…the accounts impressively combine to form 
one intensely felt narrative of life in apartheid South 
Africa.”—The Historian

“A major contribution to the history of the struggle era, 
giving a human face to a family that was idolized by 
black South Africans and demonized in white South 
Africa.”— Business Day

2006 · 472 pp
PB (978-0-8214-1652-5 · $35) · CL

Jeremy Seekings

The UDF
A History of the United Democratic Front 
in South Africa, 1983–1991

“Jeremy Seekings’s history of the United Democratic 
Front (UDF) is a masterful compilation of information 
based on scores of interviews. Given the nature of the 
organization, record keeping was initially poor, while 
in later years files were often confiscated or destroyed. 
This has thus been a tedious job of reconstruc-
tion.”—African Studies Review

2000 · 400 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-1336-4 · $32.95)

Abdul Sheriff and Ed Ferguson, eds.

Zanzibar under Colonial Rule

This book follows on from the period covered in Abdul 
Sheriff’s acclaimed Slaves, Spices and Ivory in Zanzibar, 
starting from the abolition of the slave trade and 
continuing on to an analysis of social classes.

CONTRIBUTORS: Abdul Sheriff, Jacques Depelchin, Ed 
Ferguson, B.D. Bowles, J. R. Mlahagwa, A. J. Temu, 
Zinnat Bader, George Hadjivayanis, and A. M. Babu

1991 · 288 pp · illus. · Eastern African Studies Series 
PB (978-0-8214-0996-1 · $22.95) · CL

Ahmad Alawad Sikainga

The Western Bahr Al Ghazal under 
British Rule, 1898–1956

“Impressive in its use of archival sources in Arabic and 
English, this study looks at one of the least known re-
gions of Africa. The book is rich in detail on the chaotic 
and dreadful impact of the Arab slave trade.”—J. E. 
Flint, Choice

1990 · 195 pp · RIS, Africa Series, N° 57 
PB (978-0-89680-161-5 · $24.95)

Carol Summers

From Civilization to Segregation
Social Ideals and Social Control in 
Southern Rhodesia, 1890–1934

This study examines the social changes that took place 
in Southern Rhodesia after the arrival of the British 
South Africa Company in the 1890s. It focuses on 
interactions among settlers, the officials of the British 
South America Company and the administration, 
missionaries, humanitarian groups in Britain, and the 
most vocal or noticeable groups of Africans.

1994 · 326 pp
CL (978-0-8214-1074-5 · $45)

Meredith Terretta

Nation of Outlaws, State of Violence
Nationalism, Grassfields Tradition, and 
State Building in Cameroon

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 4

David Throup

Economic & Social Origins of 
Mau Mau, 1945–1953

This story of Kenya in the decade before the outbreak 
of the Mau Mau emergency presents an integrated 
view of imperial government as well as examining the 
social and economic causes of the Kikuyu revolt.

1987 · 304 pp · maps · Eastern African Studies Series 
PB (978-0-8214-0884-1 · $32.95)

David Throup and Charles Hornsby

Multi-Party Politics in Kenya
The Kenyatta & Moi States & the Triumph 
of the System in the 1992 Election

In an analysis of the construction of the Moi state since 
1978, the authors show how the marginalization of 
Kikuyu interests and mounting Kikuyu dissatisfaction led 
to the growth of demands for multi-party democracy.

1997 · 290 pp · Eastern African Studies Series
CL (978-0-8214-1206-0 · $79.95)

Michael Twaddle

Kakungulu & the Creation of 
Uganda: 1868–1928

“Kakangulu’s story…has been strikingly told before. But 
on nothing like this scale. Dr. Twaddle’s book has been 
thirty years in the making, and is as ample an account 
as is likely to be produced. Indeed as a biography 
of a nineteenth century African it is all but without 
peer.”—Anthony Low, African Affairs

1993 · 320 pp · illus. · Eastern African Studies Series 
PB (978-0-8214-1059-2 · $29.95) · CL

P. J. van der Merwe

The Migrant Farmer in the History 
of Cape Colony, 1657–1842

“This fine translation of P. J. van der Merwe’s classic 
study on the trekboers makes available to English 
readers a major study of European frontier expansion 
in South Africa. …This study of the trekboers still 
provides valuable insights into the process of settler 
expansion in frontier South Africa in the seventeenth 
and eighteenth centuries.”—Leonard Guelke, Professor 
of Geography at Waterloo University, Ontario

1994 · 333 pp · illustrations 
CL (978-0-8214-1090-5 · $60)

Joseph L. Venosa

Paths toward the Nation
Islam, Community, and Early Nationalist 
Mobilization in Eritrea, 1941–1961

“Very well written and organized … Venosa makes 
excellent use of primary documents to reconstruct a 
history of activism and sociopolitical transformations 
taking place among Eritrean Muslim populations 
during the period under analysis.”— Tricia Redeker 
Hepner, Associate Professor of Anthropology, 
University of Tennessee”

“An excellent scholarly work that tells the story of 
the evolution and struggle for survival of Eritrean 
nationalism.…Venosa’s work represents a significant 
contribution to the study of Eritrea’s national struggle 
for independence”—Bereket Habte Selassie, professor 
of African Studies and Law, University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill

Paths toward the Nation is the first study to focus 
exclusively on Eritrea’s nationalist movement before the 
start of the armed struggle in 1961.

2014 · 312 pp · RIS, Africa Series, N° 92
PB (978-0-89680-289-6 · $29.95) · E

Daniel Joseph Walther

Creating Germans Abroad
Cultural Policies and National Identity in Namibia

Walther examines the issue of Germanness after WWI 
ended German colonial rule. He provides striking new 
insights into the character of the German populace in 
both Germany and its former colony, Southwest Africa, 
known today as Namibia.

2002 · 296 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-1459-0 · $26.95) · CL

Ruth Watson

“Civil Disorder Is the Disease of Ibadan”
Chieftaincy and Civic Culture in a Yoruba City

“Civil Disorder is a path-breaking book that re-interprets 
Ibadan and its influence will transcend Yoruba studies. 
It is, in the metaphor of the author’s subject, a 

‘model of historical writing’ for subsequent interpre-
tive studies. … Watson is at her interdisciplinary best 
drawing data and analytical tools from history and 
other disciplines. The literary style is lucid and most 
engaging.”— Modern African Studies

“A brilliant and original reinterpretation of Ibadan’s 
political past…. A really beautifully crafted and lucidly 
written book.”—Karin Barber

2003 · 256 pp · Western African Studies Series 
PB (978-0-8214-1451-4 · $29.95) · CL
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Ivor Wilks

Forests of Gold
Essays on the Akan and the Kingdom of Asante

“Wilks is willing to take risks, and even make mistakes, 
for the sake of opening discussion and expanding 
knowledge. … Forests of Gold is impressive history. 
One comes away awed at the level of historical 
reconstruction Wilks has accomplished, demonstrating 
a level of analysis that has not been achieved regarding 
almost any other precolonial African state, and which 
has been achieved here because of Wilks’s forty years 
of commitment, sensitivity, integrity, and belief in 
the profession of history and the history of African 
peoples.”— Donna J.E. Maier, International Journal of 
African Historical Studies

“Wilks’ contribution to our understanding of the history 
of Asante and that of other Akan-speaking peoples 
is incalculable. It is evident not only in his own work 
but in that of the published research of the many 
talented students he has directed during a long, fruitful 
career.”— Richard Rathbone, Journal of African History

1995 · 405 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-1135-3 · $32.95)

Justin Willis

Potent Brews
A Social History of Alcohol in East Africa, 1850–1999

“Potent Brews breaks new ground in analyzing the very 
different functions of alcohol in precolonial, colonial, 
and postcolonial contexts. Willis focuses particularly on 
alcohol’s role in the making of authority, contending 
that “for people across East Africa, talking about 

‘proper’ drinking and contrasting past drinking with 
present drinking, have been ways of arguing about 
proper behavior within their own societies.”— African 
Studies Review

2002 · 288 pp · Eastern African Studies Series 
PB (978-0-8214-1476-7 · $26.95) · CL

Dan Wylie

Myth of Iron
Shaka in History

“Wylie locates what we can know or reasonably surmise 
about Shaka in the broader context of local and global 
historical factors, which is immensely valuable. That, 
combined with his detailed unweaving of the Shaka 
myth, makes for a deeply fascinating volume.”— Shaun 
de Waal, Mail & Guardian

Myth of Iron is the first book-length scholarly study 
of the famous Zulu leader Shaka to be published. 
It lays out, as far as possible, all the available 
evidence — mainly hitherto underutilized Zulu oral 
testimonies, supported by other documentary 
sources — and decides, item by item, legend by legend, 
what exactly we can know about Shaka’s reign.

2008 · 640 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-1848-2 · $29.95)

Bahru Zewde

A History of Modern Ethiopia, 1855–1991
Second Edition

Bounded by Sudan to the west and north, Kenya to 
the south, Somalia to the southeast, and Eritrea and 
Djibouti to the northeast, Ethiopia is a pivotal country 
in the geopolitics of the region. Yet it is important to 
understand this ancient and often splintered country in 
its own right. In A History of Modern Ethiopia, Bahru 
Zewde, one of Ethiopia’s leading historians, provides 
a compact and comprehensive history of his country, 
particularly the last two centuries. A History of Modern 
Ethiopia, now with additional material taking it up 
to the last decade, is the preeminent overview of 
present-day Ethiopia.

2002 · 254 pp · Eastern African Studies Series 
PB (978-0-8214-1440-8 · $24.95)

Bahru Zewde

Pioneers of Change in Ethiopia
The Reformist Intellectuals of the 
Early Twentieth Century

A collective biography of a remarkable group of 
Ethiopians who studied in universities around the 
world and returned to establish a new literature and 
political philosophy, compiled by one of the foremost 
historians of Ethiopia.

“A major work by a distinguished Ethiopian historian as 
well as a pioneer of present-day scholars writing about 
African History … impressive study.”— Africa Today

2002 · 288 pp · Eastern African Studies Series 
PB (978-0-8214-1446-0 · $32.95) · CL

CAMBRIDGE 
CENTRE OF 
AFRICAN 
STUDIES SERIES
OHIO UNIVERSITY PRESS SERIES

Ruth J. Prince and Rebecca Marsland, eds.

Making and Unmaking Public Health in Africa
Ethnographical and Historical Perspectives

“Any medical anthropologist who works in Africa 
will want this book in a nearby library.” — Medical 
Anthropology Quarterly

This volume explores how medical professionals and 
patients, government officials, and ordinary citizens 
approach questions of public health as they navigate 
contemporary landscapes of NGOs and transnational 
projects, faltering state services, and expanding priva-
tization. Its contributors analyze the relations between 
the public and the private providers of public health, 
from the state to new global biopolitical formations 
of political institutions, markets, human populations, 
and health. Tensions and ambiguities animate these 
complex relationships, suggesting that the question 
of what public health actually is in Africa cannot be 
taken for granted. Offering historical and ethnographic 
analyses, the volume develops an anthropology of 
public health in Africa.

INTRODUCTION  Situating Health and the Public in 
Africa: Historical and Anthropological Perspectives by 
Ruth J. Prince

PART I: Whose Public Health? ·The Peculiarly Political 
Problem behind Nigeria’s Primary Health Care 
Provision by Murray Last · Who Are the “Public” in 

Public Health? Debating Crowds, Populations, and 
Publics in Tanzania by Rebecca Marsland · The 
Qualities of Citizenship: Private Pharmacists and the 
State in Senegal after Independence and Alternance by 
Noémi Tousignant

PART II: Regimes and Relations of Care · Regimes of 
Homework in AIDS Care: Questions of Responsibility 
and the Imagination of Lives in Uganda by Lotte Meinert 

· “Home-Based Care Is Not a New Thing”: Legacies of 
Domestic Governmentality in Western Kenya by Hannah 
Brown · Technologies of Hope: Managing Cancer in a 
Kenyan Hospital by Benson A. Mulemi

PART III: Emerging Landscapes of Public Health · The 
Publics of the New Public Health: Life Conditions and 

“Lifestyle Diseases” in Uganda by Susan Reynolds Whyte 
· Navigating “Global Health” in an East African City 
by Ruth J. Prince · The Archipelago of Public Health: 
Comments on the Landscape of Medical Research in 
Twenty-First-Century Africa by P. Wenzel Geissler

2013 · 260 pp
PB (978-0-8214-2058-4 · $32.95) · CL · E
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Devon Curtis and Gwinyayi A. Dzinesa, eds.

Peacebuilding, Power, and Politics in Africa

Foreword by Adekeye Adebajo

“Highly recommended for college, university, and larger 
public libraries, and collections specializing in Africana 
and international studies.”—Choice

“This volume is a must for anyone interested in develop-
ing further understanding of security, peacebuilding 
and the politics of Africa.” 

— South African Journal of International Affairs

INTRODUCTION The Contested Politics of 
Peacebuilding in Africa by Devon Curtis

PART I Peace as an Incentive for War by David Keen · 
Statebuilding and Governance: The Conundrums of 
Legitimacy and Local Ownership by Dominik Zaum · 
Security Sector Governance and Peacebuilding Eboe 
Hutchful · The Limits of Disarmament, Demobilization, 
and Reintegration by Paul Omach

PART II The Role of the African Union, New Partnership 
for Africa’s Development, and African Development 
Bank in Postconflict Reconstruction and Peacebuilding 
by Gilbert M. Khadiagala · Peacebuilding as 
Governance: The Case of the Pan-African Ministers 
Conference for Public and Civil Service by Chris 
Landsberg · The United Nations Peacebuilding 
Commission: Problems and Prospects ’Funmi 
Olonisakin and Eka Ikpe · Financing Peace?: The World 
Bank, Reconstruction, and Liberal Peacebuilding by 
Graham Harrison · The International Criminal Court: A 
Peacebuilder in Africa? by Sarah Nouwen

PART III The Politics of Negotiating Peace in Sudan by 
Sharath Srinivasan · Peacebuilding in the Great Lakes 
Region of Africa by René Lemarchand · Peacebuilding 
through Statebuilding in West Africa?: The Cases 
of Sierra Leone and Liberia by Comfort Ero · Oil and 
Peacebuilding in the Niger Delta by Aderoju Oyefusi · 
Disarmament, Demobilization, and Reintegration in 
Southern Africa: Namibia, Angola, and Mozambique by 
Gwinyayi A. Dzinesa · Peacebuilding without a State: 
The Somali Experience by Christopher Clapham

2012 · 360 pp
PB (978-0-8214-2013-3 · $32.95) · E

Harri Englund, ed.

Christianity and Public Culture in Africa

“(Christianity and Public Culture) is a timely and 
engaging contribution to an important and growing 
debate on religion’s role in public life, offering a range 
of fascinating perspectives.”— The Journal of Modern 
African Studies

“(T)his study is a creative and inspiring work that should 
be read by researchers interested in new directions in 
the study of African Christianity.”

—African Studies Quarterly

INTRODUCTION Rethinking African Christianities: 
Beyond the Religion-Politics Conundrum by 
Harri Englund

PART I Missionary and Nationalist Encounters Christian 
Mission Stations in South-Central Africa: Eddies in 
the Flow of Global Culture by James A. Pritchett · 
Debating the Secular in Zambia: The Response of the 
Catholic Church to Scientific Socialism and Christian 
Nation, 1976–2006 by Marja Hinfelaar · Rejection or 
Reappropriation?: Christian Allegory and the Critique 
of Postcolonial Public Culture in the Early Novels of 
Ngugi wa Thiong’o by Nicholas Kamau-Goro

PART II Patriarchy and Public Culture The Implications 
of Reproductive Politics for Religious Competition in 
Niger by Barbara M. Cooper · Public Debates about 
Luo Widow Inheritance: Christianity, Tradition, and 
AIDS in Western Kenya by Ruth Prince · “Arise, Oh 
Ye Daughters of Faith”: Women, Pentecostalism, and 
Public Culture in Kenya by Damaris Parsitau

PART III A Plurality of Pentecostal Publics Going and 
Making Public: Pentecostalism as Public Religion in 
Ghana by Birgit Meyer · From Spiritual Warfare to 
Spiritual Kinship: Islamophobia and Evangelical Radio 
in Malawi by Harri Englund · Believing Practically and 
Trusting Socially in Africa: The Contrary Case of the 
Universal Church of the Kingdom of God in Durban, 
South Africa by Ilana Van Wyk · The Gospel of Public 
Image in Ghana by Michael Perry Kweku Okyerefo

2011 · 240 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-2022-5 · $28.95) · CL · E

Derek R. Peterson, ed.

Abolitionism and Imperialism in 
Britain, Africa, and the Atlantic

“Both the introduction and the final essay by Glassman 
are fitting bookends to a volume that will serve as an 
excellent classroom text. They both summarize the 
existing literature while offering new insights into the 
legacy of abolitionist rhetoric more than a century 
after it was successfully deployed to help end the slave 
trade.”— African Studies Review

“Drawing together impressive contributions by 
established scholars, the essays reframe the study of 
African actors in African slavery and Britain’s imperialist 
agenda couched in the language of abolition.…The 
virtue of such a collection is two-fold and can easily be 
incorporated into either an introductory course or an 
advanced course in the field.”— International Journal 
of African Historical Studies

CONTRIBUTORS: Derek R. Peterson, John Thornton, 
Boyd Hilton, Christopher Leslie Brown, Philip 
D. Morgan, Seymour Drescher, Robin Law, and 
Jonathon Glassman

2010 · 280 pp
PB (978-0-8214-1902-1 · $28.95) · CL · E

ABOUT CAMBRIDGE CENTRE 
OF AFRICAN STUDIES SERIES

Cambridge Centre of African Studies Series introduces 
edited collections that are both thematically coherent 
and methodologically exciting, highlighting fresh and 
cutting-edge research by African scholars as well as 
prominent British and American Africanists.

Contributors to the collections have participated in a 
year-long Collaborative Research Programme at the 
Cambridge African Studies Center, one of the world’s 
leading centers of African Studies, on topics that have 
been chosen to draw readers’ interest and generate a 
depth of engagement.

Each collection in the series includes an introductory 
essay that introduces undergraduate and graduate 
students to the scholarly field.

General Editors: Derek R. Peterson, Harri Englund, and 
Christopher Warnes
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GLOBAL AND 
COMPARATIVE 
STUDIES

NEW

Erin E. Stiles and Katrina Daly Thompson, eds.

Gendered Lives in the Western Indian Ocean
Islam, Marriage, and Sexuality on the Swahili Coast

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 8

A. L. Beier and Paul R. Ocobock

Cast Out
A History of Vagrancy and Homelessness 
in Global Perspective

“This impressive collection of essays on vagrancy, 
homelessness, and poverty has truly global his-
torical dimensions. It covers seven centuries and five 
continents, has a superb introductory overview, and 
is comparative social history at its best. It deserves to 
have a wide readership.”— Robert Tignor, author of 
Worlds Together, Worlds Apart

CONTRIBUTORS: Paul Ocobock, A.L. Beier, Linda 
Woodbridge, David Arnold, Richard B. Allen, Thomas 
H. Holloway, Andrew A. Gentes, Vincent DiGirolamo, 
Frank Tobias Higbie, Andrew Burton, Aminda M. Smith, 
Robert Gordon, and Abby Margolis

2008 · 408 pp · illus. · RIS, Global and Comparative 
Studies, N° 8  
PB (978-0-89680-262-9 · $30.95)

Tamara Giles-Vernick and 
James L.A. Webb, Jr., eds.

Global Health in Africa
Historical Perspectives on Disease Control

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 29

François Manchuelle

Willing Migrants
Soninke Labor Diasporas, 1848–1960

In the first major study of the Soninke labor migration 
within Africa and to France, Manchuelle shows that 
these migrations were driven by a search for improved 
economic conditions and that these labor movements 
have a great deal in common with European and 
American migrations.

1997 · 340 pp · Western African Studies Series
PB (978-0-8214-1202-2 · $29.95) · CL

Preben Kaarsholm, ed.

Violence, Political Culture, and 
Development in Africa

“The notion of a “collapsed state” has much vogue 
in Western appraisals of Africa … These examples 
should prompt a re-examination of what is meant by 
a “failed state” [and] raise many questions about what 
motivates and drives the politicians and power brokers 
of Africa.”— North-South

“Many of these contributions demonstrate the immense 
value of careful fieldwork and meticulous micropolitical 
understanding in the study of violence—methods and 
approaches all too often neglected in favor of theories 
that may appear parsimonious and appealing, but 
which often lack empirical foundations.”—African 
Studies Review 

CONTRIBUTORS: Preben Kaarsholm, William Reno, 
Koen Vlassenroot, Nigel Eltringham, Douglas H. 
Johnson, Jocelyn Alexander, Alessandro Triulzi, Preben 
Kaarsholm, Mats Utas, and Paul Richards

2006 · 224 pp
PB (978-0-89680-251-3 · $26.95)

David Simon, ed.

South Africa in Southern Africa
Reconfiguring the Region

Fourteen contributors examine in great depth — and 
from diverse disciplinary perspectives — the relation-
ships between South Africa and its neighbors.

CONTRIBUTORS: David Simon, Susan Willett, Alex 
Vines, Eddie Koch, Greg Mills, Colin Stoneman, Steve 
Atkins, Alan Terry, Tore Horvei, James Sidaway, Richard 
Gibb, Sally Peberdy, Kavita Datta, and Douglas Webb

1999 · 260 pp
PB (978-0-8214-1264-0 · $26.95) · CL

William G. Moseley and Leslie C. Gray, eds.

Hanging by a Thread
Cotton, Globalization, and Poverty in Africa

“Moseley and Gray have assembled a uniquely 
comprehensive picture of the way cotton connects 
poor farmers, wealthy consumers, activist organiza-
tions, industrial giants, and agronomic laboratories. 
Contributors use commodity chain analysis, national 
case histories, community scale studies, household pro-
duction research, and examples of both successes and 
failures to point to ongoing changes among people, 
soil, crops, and companies in the global economy. This 
is more than a book for specialists on Africa; it provides 
a kaleidoscopic window into the pressing complexities 
of environment and development.”— Paul Robbins, 
University of Arizona 

CONTRIBUTORS: William G. Moseley, Leslie C. Gray, 
Thomas J. Bassett, Marnus Gouse, Bhavani Shankar, 
Colin Thirtle, David Tschirely, Colin Poulton, Duncan 
Boughton, Corinne Siaens, Quentin Wodon, Dolores 
Koenig, Scott M. Lacy, Jim Bingen, and Brian M. Dowd

2008 · 304 pp · illus. 
PB (978-0-89680-260-5 · $26.95) · E

Paul Tiyambe Zeleza

Barack Obama and African Diasporas
Dialogues and Dissensions

“Zeleza’s important and insightful collection of essays 
is essential reading for those seeking a more nuanced 
understanding of the global Pan-African significance of 
the election of Barack Obama.... This is precisely what 
we expect from a provocative and wisely engaged 
African, Pan-African, African American and Diaspora 
scholar.”— Darlene Clark Hine, Northwestern University 

An active blogger on The Zeleza Post, from which 
these essays are drawn, Paul Tiyambe Zeleza provides 
a genuinely critical engagement with Africa’s multiple 
worlds. With a blend of erudition and lively style, 
Zeleza writes about the role of Africa and Africans in 
the world and the interaction of the world with Africa.

2009 · 240 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-1896-3 · $28)
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Howard Phillips

Epidemics
The Story of South Africa’s Five Most 
Lethal Human Diseases

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 14

Ruth J. Prince and Rebecca Marsland, eds.

Making and Unmaking Public Health in Africa
Ethnographical and Historical Perspectives

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 27

Pamela Reynolds

Traditional Healers and 
Childhood in Zimbabwe

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 38

Arvind Singhal and W. Stephen Howard, eds.

The Children of Africa Confront AIDS
From Vulnerability to Possibility 

CONTRIBUTORS: Farid Esack, W. Stephen Howard, 
Amy S Patterson, Marda Mustapha, Aiah A. Gbakima, 
Prisca Nemapare, D. Dow Tang, Michael J. Kelly, Alicia 
Skinner Cook, Janet Julia Fritz, Rose Mwonya, Yegan 
Pillay, Susan Fox, Warren Parker, Kiragu Wambuii, 
Kwardua Vanderpuye, Janet Amegatcher, Gladys 
Mutangadura, Neill McKee, Mira Aghi, Rachel 
Carnegie, Nuzhat Shahzadi, Sue Goldstein, Shereen 
Usdin, Esca Scheepers, Aadielah Anderson, Garth 
Japhet, Tanja Bosch, Michael Bamidele Adeyemi, and 
Arvind Singhal

2003 · 296 pp · RIS, Africa Series, N° 80 
PB (978-0-89680-232-2 · $29.95) · E

Gill Straker

Faces in the Revolution
The Psychological Effects of Violence on 
Township Youth in South Africa

“The book’s major and unique strength is the psychologi-
cal depth with which individual youths are portrayed…
The book provides a layered, multifaceted and textured 
perception of this group of our society and refuses 
to allow us to unwittingly or willfully relate to them 
in an undifferentiated blanket fashion.”— Kedibone 
Letlaka-Rennert, African Studies Review

1992 · 168 pp
PB (978-0-8214-1040-0 · $16.95)

Sandra Wallman

Kampala Women Getting By
Wellbeing in the Time of AIDS

“Kampala Women Getting By…contains a rich 
combination of detailed field data and incisive 
analysis…This book is an important contribution to our 
understanding of the experience of health and health 
care.”—Leeds African Studies Bulletin

1996 · 256 pp · photos, maps · Eastern African 
Studies Series  
PB (978-0-8214-1159-9 · $26.95) · CL

John Iliffe

The African AIDS Epidemic
A History

A CHOICE SIGNIFICANT UNIVERSITY PRESS 
TITLES FOR UNDERGRADUATES

“Iliffe masterfully distills medical, social, economic, 
and geographic studies in an essay that reads like a 
detective story. This aspect makes the book accessible 
to a much wider audience than the scholarly academic 
community alone.”— African Studies Review

“I hope this book will become a staple in schools of 
public health, business, and medicine in addition to 
being read by undergraduates and non-academics. 
The African AIDS Epidemic: A History is a well-crafted 
and carefully researched book. It is impressive that 
more than twenty-five years of AIDS history in 
Africa has been condensed into 160 extremely 
readable pages.”— International Journal of African 
Historical Studies

“A splendid social history that is both comprehensive 
and authoritative; it should be widely read.”  

— Foreign Affairs

This history of the African AIDS epidemic is a much-
needed, accessibly written historical account of the 
most serious epidemiological catastrophe of modern 
times. The African AIDS Epidemic: A History answers 
President Thabo Mbeki’s provocative question as to 
why Africa has suffered this terrible epidemic.

While Mbeki attributed the causes to poverty and 
exploitation, others have looked to distinctive sexual 
systems practiced in African cultures and communities. 
John Iliffe stresses historical sequence. He argues that 
Africa has had the worst epidemic because the disease 
was established in the general population before 
anyone knew the disease existed. HIV evolved with 
extraordinary speed and complexity, and because that 
evolution took place under the eyes of modern medical 
research scientists, Iliffe has been able to write a 
history of the virus itself that is probably unique among 
accounts of human epidemic diseases. In giving the 
African experience a historical shape, Iliffe has written 
one of the most important books of our time.

2005 · 210 pp
PB (978-0-8214-1689-1 · $24.95)

PUBLIC HEALTH

Glen S. Elder

Hostels, Sexuality, and the Apartheid Legacy
Malevolent Geographies

“An excellent example of anti-racist and anti-sexist 
works with strong, practical policy implications for 
development.”—Rosemary Jolly, Southern African 
Research Centre, Queen’s University, Kingston, Ontario

2003 · 192 pp · illus. 
PB (978-0-8214-1492-7 · $24.95) · CL

Marc Epprecht

Heterosexual Africa?
The History of an Idea from the Age of 
Exploration to the Age of AIDS

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 4

Toyin Falola and Dennis Ityavyar, eds.

The Political Economy of Health in Africa

This book treats health as an integral aspect of the 
deepening crisis in Africa’s underdevelopment. It theo-
rizes that Western delivery systems have made health 
care less accessible for most people, which implies there 
can be no solution to the health crisis in Africa until the 
linkage between health and poverty is recognized.

CONTRIBUTORS: Charles Anyinam, S. Kofi Bonsi, 
Toyin Falola, U. Igun, D. A. Ityavyar, F. M. Mburu, Leo 
O. Ogba, Tola Pearce, R. Stock, P. A. Twumasi, and 
I. S. Ubot

1992 · 258 pp · RIS, Africa Series, N° 60 
PB (978-0-89680-168-4 · $34.95)

Matthew M. Heaton

Black Skin, White Coats
Nigerian Psychiatrists, Decolonization, and 
the Globalization of Psychiatry

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 2

M. Akin Makinde

African Philosophy, Culture, and 
Traditional Medicine

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 38
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PERSPECTIVES 
ON GLOBAL 
HEALTH
OHIO UNIVERSITY PRESS SERIES

NEW

Lydia Boyd

Preaching Prevention
Born-Again Christianity and the Moral 
Politics of AIDS in Uganda

“Boyd places Christian concerns about HIV/AIDS 
transmission and same-sex unions in Uganda in an 
ethnographic and historical perspective that will 
richly enhance discussions of rights and accountabil-
ity.”— Frederick Klaits, author of Death in a Church of 
Life: Moral Passion during Botswana’s Time of AIDS

Preaching Prevention examines the controversial U.S. 
President’s Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief (PEPFAR) 
initiative to “abstain and be faithful” as a primary 
prevention strategy in Africa. This ethnography of the 
born-again Christians who led the new anti-AIDS push 
in Uganda provides insight into both what it means for 
foreign governments to “export” approaches to care 
and treatment and the ways communities respond to 
and repurpose such projects.

2015 · 250 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-2170-3 · $32.95) · CL · E

NEW

Melissa Graboyes

The Experiment Must Continue
Medical Research and Ethics in East Africa, 1940–2014

“Scrupulously researched, innovatively organized, en-
gagingly written, and passionately argued.… A superb 
example of how rigorous historical research opens 
up reflections on the unresolved ethical problems of 
contemporary global health research.”— Tamara Giles-
Vernick, Director of Research, Institut Pasteur

The Experiment Must Continue is a beautifully articu-
lated ethnographic history of medical experimentation 
in East Africa from 1940 through 2014. In it, Melissa 
Graboyes combines her training in public health and in 
history to treat her subject with the dual sensitivities of 
a medical ethicist and a fine historian. Historical case 
studies highlight failed attempts to eliminate tropical 
diseases, while modern examples delve into ongoing 
malaria and HIV/AIDS research. Collectively, these show 
how East Africans have perceived research differently 
than researchers do and that the active participation of 
subjects led to the creation of a hybrid ethical form.

2015 · 350 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-2173-4 · $34.95) · CL · E

William H. Schneider

The History of Blood Transfusion 
in Sub-Saharan Africa

“An important contribution to the history of 
global health as it intersects with the African past.” 

— International Journal of African Historical Studies

“An impressive work.… The reader feels comfortable in 
the hands of a mature and competent expert who has 
followed the history of blood transfusion for years, and 
has indeed already contributed important articles on 
the subject.” — Myron Echenberg, McGill University

This first extensive study of the practice of blood 
transfusion in Africa traces the history of one of the 
most important therapies in modern medicine from the 
period of colonial rule to independence and the AIDS 
epidemic. The introduction of new practices such as 
transfusion held great promise for improving health, 
but like all practices, transfusion needed to be adapted 
to the needs of sub-Saharan Africa, for which there was 
no analogous treatment in traditional African medicine.

Drawing on research from colonial-era governments, 
European Red Cross societies, independent African 
governments, and directly from health officers 
themselves, this is the first detailed analysis of the 
history of a well focused, major medical procedure that 
was adopted over the entire African continent in the 
last two-thirds of the 20th century.

2013 · 244 pp · illus.
PB (978-0-8214-2037-9 · $32.95) · E

Tamara Giles-Vernick and
James L.A. Webb, Jr., eds.

Global Health in Africa
Historical Perspectives on Disease Control

“For anyone looking for a book to assign to undergradu-
ates, or to recommend to students who are interested 
in the field of global health, the collection edited by 
Giles-Vernick and Webb, Global Health in Africa, is [an] 
obvious choice.” —African Studies Review

INTRODUCTION by James L. A. Webb, Jr. and Tamara 
Giles-Vernick

PART I. Looking Back · The Long History of Smallpox 
Eradication: Lessons for Global Health in Africa by 
William H. Schneider · The First Large-Scale Use of 
Synthetic Insecticide for Malaria Control in Tropical 
Africa: Lessons from Liberia, 1945–62 by James L. A. 
Webb, Jr. · A Genealogy of Treatment as Prevention 
(TasP): Prevention, Therapy, and the Tensions of Public 
Health in African History by Guillaume Lachenal · The 
True Fiasco: The Treatment and Prevention of Severe 
Acute Malnutrition in Uganda, 1950–74 by Jennifer 
Tappan

PART II. The Past in the Present · People, Great Apes, 
Disease, and Global Health in the Northern Forests 
of Equatorial Africa by Tamara Giles-Vernick and 
Stephanie Rupp · Defenseless Bodies and Violent 
Afflictions in a Global World: Blood, Iatrogenesis, and 
Hepatitis C Transmission in Egypt by Anne Marie 
Moulin · “Snake in the Belly”: Africa’s Unhappy 
Experience with Cholera during the Seventh Pandemic, 
1971 to the Present by Myron Echenberg

PART III. The Past in the Future · Male Circumcision 
and HIV Control in Africa: Questioning Scientific 
Evidence and the Decision-Making Process by Michel 
Garenne, Alain Giami, and Christophe Perrey · Heroin 
Use, Trafficking, and Intervention Approaches in Sub-
Saharan Africa: Local and Global Contexts by Sheryl 
McCurdy and Haruka Maruyama

2013 · 264 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-2068-3 · $32.95) · CL · E

ABOUT PERSPECTIVES 
ON GLOBAL HEALTH

This series publishes innovative studies that draw upon 
perspectives from the natural sciences and social sci-
ences to shed light on important issues in global public 
health. The books in Perspectives on Global Health 
interest students and practitioners and are appropriate 
for adoption in undergraduate and graduate courses in 
global public health.

Series Editor: James L. A. Webb, Jr.
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LAND AND 
DEVELOPMENT

NEW

Todd Cleveland

Diamonds in the Rough
Corporate Paternalism and African Professionalism 
on the Mines of Colonial Angola, 1917–1975

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 1

David M. Anderson and Vigdis Broch-Due, eds.

The Poor Are Not Us
Poverty and Pastoralism in Eastern Africa

“Anderson and Broch–Due have assembled an insightful 
collection on the causes of poverty among pastoral-
ists, its history and extent in East Africa, the cultural 
meanings and conceptualizations of poverty, and the 
complex relationships among poverty, livelihood, and 
ethnic identity. It is essential reading for students of 
East African pastoralist societies.” —Roderick Neumann, 
Florida International University, in African Affairs

CONTRIBUTORS: Vigdis Broch-Due, David M. Anderson, 
Richard D. Waller, Bernhard Helander, Aud Talle, Ole 
Bjørn Rekdal, Astrid Blystad, Elliot Fratkin, Martha 
A. Nathan, Eric Abella Roth, Fred Zaal, Ton Dietz, 
Tomasz Potkanski, Dorothy L. Hodgson, and David M. 
Anderson

2000 · 288 pp · maps · Eastern African Studies Series
PB (978-0-8214-1313-5 · $28.95) · CL

Christina Folke Ax, Niels Brinmes, Niklas 
Thode Jensen, and Karen Oslund, eds.

Cultivating the Colonies
Colonial States and their Environmental Legacies

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 18

Lene Buchert

Education in the Development 
of Tanzania, 1919–1990

“Buchert’s sensitivity to the importance of language is…
[a] strength as this has been largely ignored in many 
discussions of education in Tanzania … [This book] is 
an important contribution to the debate on educational 
transformation from a historical perspective. It also 
provides an insightful historical analysis of education in 
Tanzania.”—Zaline M. Roy-Campbell, The International 
Journal of African Historical Studies

1994 · 208 pp · maps · Eastern African Studies Series 
CL (978-0-8214-1083-7 · $59.95)

Grace Carswell

Cultivating Success in Uganda
Kigezi Farmers and Colonial Policies

“(A) synthetic and meticulous study of colonial and 
postcolonial agrarian change.”— International Journal 
of African Historical Studies

Kigezi, a district in southwestern Uganda, is exception-
al in many ways. In contrast to many other parts of the 
colonial world, this district did not adopt cash crops. 
Soil conservation practices were successfully adopted, 
and the region maintained a remarkably developed 
and individualized land market from the early colonial 
period. Grace Carswell presents a comprehensive 
study of livelihoods in Kigezi. Following the lead of 
groundbreaking studies by Tiffen, Fairhead, and Leach, 
her case study confirms recent research suggesting 
that the usual assumptions about population pressure, 
environment, and long-term land-use change need to 
be questioned. Her findings are particularly exciting for 
all those involved in the ongoing key debates in natural 
resource management, development studies, and 
environmental history.

2007 · 272 pp · Eastern African Studies Series
PB (978-0-8214-1780-5 · $32.95) · CL

Aninka Claassens and Ben Cousins, eds.

Land, Power, and Custom
Controversies Generated by South 
Africa’s Communal Land Rights 

“Land, Power & Custom brings together a rich 
combination of critical reflection and historical and 
ethnographic evidence to elucidate the challenges of 
securing land rights in post-apartheid South Africa. The 
authors … make clear the relevance of South Africa’s 
experiments and dilemmas for land rights reform in 
sub-Saharan Africa as a whole.”—Sara Berry, Johns 
Hopkins University

Land tenure rights are a burning issue in South 
Africa, as in Africa more widely. Land, Power, and 
Custom explores the implications of the controversial 
2004 Communal Land Rights Act (CLRA), criticized 
for reinforcing the apartheid power structure and 
ignoring the interests of the common people. A DVD 
accompanying the book contains the affidavits of four 
communities challenging the Act, pleadings, hearings, 
and submissions as well as the entire body of South 
African legislation involved in this challenge, dating 
back to the late nineteenth century.

2009 · 408 pp
PB (978-0-8214-1873-4 · $39.95)

Dorothy L. Hodgson, ed.

Rethinking Pastoralism in Africa
Gender, Culture, and the Myth of 
the Patriarchal Pastoralist

CONTRIBUTORS: Dorothy L. Hodgson, Barbara Bianco, 
Corinne Kratz, Donna Pido, Andrew B. Smith, Lita 
Webley, Dorothy L. Hodgson, Asha Hagi Elmi, Dekha 
Ibrahim, Janice Jenner, Sian Sullivan, Vigdis Broch-Due, 
Susan Rasmussen, Solveig Buhl, Katherine Homewood, 
Bilinda Straight, and Mario I. Aguilar

2001 · 270 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-1370-8 · $32.95) · CL

Cherryl Walker

Landmarked
Land Claims and Restitution in South Africa

“A highly readable and deeply reflective personal 
assessment.…Landmarked is most certainly not a dry, 
academic text and this reviewer would recommend this 
book to anyone who wants to approach the study of 
land restitution without any prior, detailed knowledge 
of South Africa’s recent history or the politics and 
economics of loss and restoration of land.”

— Journal of Southern African History

“Interested outsiders have often reflected on why 
South Africa’s complex land reform programme failed 
to meet the high expectations of the early 1990s. 
Landmarked provides by far and away the most insight-
ful explanation for this. It is a profound, subtle and 
nuanced study—and because of that might well irritate 
those, on both left and right, who prefer to remain in 
their blinkered comfort zones.”— African Affairs

“(Landmarked) juxtaposes and interrelates the three 
elements and perspectives: emotive personal memories 
and indelible images of dispossession; a planner’s 
account of the mechanisms and frustrations of restitu-
tion; and the evaluation of the record.”

— African Studies Review

Land reform (and land restitution within that) remains 
a highly charged issue in South Africa, one that 
deserves more in–depth analysis. Drawing on her 
experience as Rural Land Claims Commissioner in 
KwaZulu–Natal from 1995 to 2000, Professor Cherryl 
Walker provides a multilayered account of land 
reform in South Africa, one that covers general critical 
commentary, detailed case material, and personal 
narrative. She explores the master narrative of loss and 
restoration, which has been fundamental in shaping 
the restitution program; offers a critical overview of 
the achievements of the program as a whole; and 
discusses what she calls the “non–programmatic limits 
to land reform,” including urbanization, environmental 
constraints and the impact of HIV/AIDS.

2008 · 288 pp
PB (978-0-8214-1870-3 · $26.95)
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Allen F. Isaacman and Barbara S. Isaacman

Dams, Displacement, and the 
Delusion of Development
Cahora Bassa and Its Legacies in 
Mozambique, 1965–2007

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 2

Sandra Joireman

Property Rights & Political 
Development in Ethiopia & Eritrea

Development economists and policy makers often work 
on the assumption that property rights evolve from 
collective to more specified systems. Joireman set out 
to test this theory by using the evidence available in 
the special cases of Ethiopia and Eritrea.

2000 · 192 pp · Eastern African Studies Series 
PB (978-0-8214-1364-7 · $22.95) · CL

Isaria N. Kimambo

Penetration & Protest in Tanzania
Impact of World Economy on the Pare, 1860–1960

“[Penetration and Protest in Tanzania] is a conscien-
tiously written and highly readable book about the Pare 
mountains, which have received far less attention than 
other highland areas in Tanzania such as Kilimanjaro or 
the Usambaras.”— Jan Kees Van Donge, The Journal of 
Commonwealth and Comparative Politics

1991 · 200 pp · illus., maps · Eastern African 
Studies Series
PB (978-0-8214-0997-8 · $19.95) · CL

Kenneth King

Jua Kali Kenya
Change and Development in an 
Informal Economy, 1970–1995

“Jua Kali Kenya offers a uniquely historical and 
exceptionally well informed perspective on the best 
understood ‘informal sector’ in Africa and perhaps 
world-wide.”—John P. Grierson, SKAT, Switzerland

1996 · 256 pp · illus, maps · Eastern African 
Studies Series 
PB (978-0-8214-1157-5 · $26.95) · CL

Tedros Kiros

Moral Philosophy and Development
The Human Condition in Africa

Kiros looks to European ideas of moral philosophy 
to explain the underdevelopment of Africa and the 
persistent African food crisis.

1992 · 199 pp · RIS, Africa Series, N° 61
PB (978-0-89680-171-4 · $24.95)

Gregory H. Maddox, James L. Giblin, 
and Isaria N. Kimambo, eds.

Custodians of the Land 
Ecology and Culture in the History of Tanzania

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 19

T. L. Maliyamkono and Mboya S. D. Bagachwa

Second Economy in Tanzania

“A wide variety of consequences is explored in these 
books, ranging from impoverished workers and peas-
ants to the rise of the second economy. Maliyamkono 
and Bagachwa probe the latter to provide some of 
the most significant data on Tanzania published in 
many years. Their pioneering study makes available in 
the scholarly literature an aspect of Tanzanian life of 
great practical and theoretical importance.”—Dean E. 
McHenry, Jr., African Studies Review

1990 · 216 pp · illus. · Eastern African Studies Series 
CL (978-0-8214-0949-7 · $39.95)

Edward I. Steinhart

Black Poachers, White Hunters
A Social History of Hunting in Colonial Kenya 

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 19

Cherryl Walker, Anna Bohlin, Ruth 
Hall and Thembela Kepe, eds. 

Land, Memory, Reconstruction, and Justice
Perspectives on Land Claims in South Africa

“An outstanding and timely collection, Land, Memory, 
Reconstruction, and Justice is the most comprehensive 
treatment of land restitution in South Africa. It brings 
together a wealth of thematic and case study material 
from across the country and provides a rounded view 
of the multiple meanings of land restitution in post-
apartheid South Africa.”— Ben Cousins, Institute for 
Poverty, Land and Agrarian Studies (PLAAS), University 
of the Western Cape

CONTRIBUTORS: Anna Bohlin, Cherryl Walker, Ruth 
Hall, Thembela Kepe, Derick Fay, Deborah James, Hanri 
Mostert, Uma Dhupelia-Mesthrie, Marc Wegerif, Anna 
Bohlin, Angela Conway, Tim Xipu, Christiaan Beyers, 
Steven Robins, Kees van der Waal, William Ellis, Chris 
de Wet, Eric Mgujulwa, Chizuko Sato, Thembela Kepe, 
Cherryl Walker, Alan Dodson, Michael Aliber, Themba 
Malukeke, Mpfariseni Thagwana, Tshililo Manenzhe, 
Bill Derman, Edward Lahiff, and Epsen Sjaastad

2010 · 352 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-1927-4 · $32.95) · E

Mats Widgren and John E.G. Sutton, eds.

Islands of Intensive Agriculture 
in Eastern Africa

This collection continues the advance in the under-
standing of African agricultural practices through 
the combination of geographical, ethnographic, and 
archaeological research, concentrating on actual fields, 
farming strategies, and cultivation techniques.

CONTRIBUTORS: William M. Adams, Lowe Börjeson, 
Vesa-Matti Loiske, Wilhelm Östberg, John E. G. Sutton, 
Elizabeth E. Watson, and Mats Widgren

2004 · 176 pp · illus. · Eastern African Studies Series 
PB (978-0-8214-1562-7 · $26.95) · CL

WAR AND PEACE

FORTHCOMING MAY 2016

Giacomo Macola

The Gun in Central Africa
A History of Politics and Technology

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 3

Peter Alexander

Workers, War and the Origins of Apartheid
Labour and Politics in South Africa, 1939–48

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 40

Heike Behrend

Alice Lakwena and the Holy Spirits
War in Northern Uganda, 1985–97

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 37

Janet Cherry

Spear of the Nation: Umkhonto weSizwe
South Africa’s Liberation Army, 1960s–1980s

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 13

Devon Curtis and Gwinyayi A. Dzinesa, eds.

Peacebuilding, Power, and Politics in Africa

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 28

Greg Cuthbertson, Albert Grundlingh, 
and Mary-Lynn Suttie, eds.

Writing a Wider War
Rethinking Gender, Race, and Identity in 
the South African War, 1899–1902

Writing a Wider War presents a dramatically new 
interpretation of the role of Boer women in the South 
African War (1899-1902) and profoundly changes how 
we look at the making of Afrikaner nationalism.

CONTRIBUTORS: Bill Nasson, Albert Grundlingh, 
Helen Bradford, Fransjohan Pretorius, Bernard 
Mbenga, John Lambert, Manelisi Genge, Shula Marks, 
Elizabeth Van Heyningen, Keith Surridge, Alan Jeeves, 
Richard Mendelsohn, David Nash, Andrew Porter, and 
Andrew Thompson

2002 · 376 pp
PB (978-0-8214-1463-7 · $29.95) · CL
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Frank Furedi

Mau Mau War in Perspective

Written from an interdisciplinary perspective, Furedi 
considers how the radicalization of rural protest in the 
so-called White Highlands led to the Mau Mau explo-
sion and how it was sustained during the subsequent 
fifteen years.

1989 · 256 pp · maps · Eastern African Studies Series 
PB (978-0-8214-0941-1 · $32.95) · CL

S. A. Giannakos, ed.

Ethnic Conflict
Religion, Identity, and Politics

Giannakos presents an interdisciplinary and compara-
tive effort to explain the root causes of ethnic conflicts 
in terms of political, economic, and social common 
denominators that characterize all such conflicts.

CONTRIBUTORS: S. A. Giannakos, Walker Connor, 
Paula Worby, Steven Miner, Neil MacFarlane, George 
Khutsishvili, Muna Ndulo, Michael Malley, Chetan 
Kumar, and Albrecht Schnabel

2002 · 272 pp 
PB (978-0-89680-222-3 · $29.95)

Suzette Heald

Controlling Anger
The Anthropology of Gisu Violence

Following Uganda’s independence from Britain in 1962, 
the Bagisu men of Southeastern Uganda developed 
a reputation for extreme violence. Drawing on a 
wide range of historical sources, Heald portrays and 
analyzes the civil violence that grew out of intense land 
shortage, the marginalization of the Gisu under British 
rule, and the construction of male gender identity 
among the Gisu.

1998 · 310 pp · photos, map, figures · Eastern African 
Studies Series 
PB (978-0-8214-1215-2 · $29.95)

Eisei Kurimoto and Simon Simonse, eds.

Conflict, Age and Power in North East Africa
Age Systems in Transition

In postcolonial North East Africa, with its recent history 
of national political conflict and civil and regional wars, 
the time has come to reemphasize the military and 
political relevance of age systems.

CONTRIBUTORS: Kaori Kawai, Toru Komma, Eisei 
Kurimoto, John Lamphear, Nobuhiro Nagashima, Shun 
Sato, Günther Schlee, Simon Simonse, Paul Spencer, 
and Serge Tornay

1998 · 284 pp · Eastern African Studies Series
PB (978-0-8214-1241-1 · $26.95) · CL

Nancy Ellen Lawler

Soldiers of Misfortune
lvoirien Tirailleurs of World War II

This is a story of men from the Côte d’Ivoire, many 
of whom had seldom traveled more than a few miles 
from their villages, who served France as tirailleurs 
(riflemen) during World War II.

1992 · 281 pp · illus., maps 
CL (978-0-8214-1012-7 · $45)

Nancy Ellen Lawler

Soldiers, Airmen, Spies, and Whisperers
The Gold Coast in World War II

The Gold Coast became important to the Allied war 
effort in WWII, necessitating the creation of elaborate 
propaganda and espionage networks, the activities of 
which ranged from rumor-mongering to smuggling 
and sabotage.

2002 · 352 pp 
CL (978-0-8214-1430-9 · $55)

Michelle R. Moyd

Violent Intermediaries
African Soldiers, Conquest, and Everyday 
Colonialism in German East Africa

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 4

Tekaste Negash and Kjetil Tronvoll

Brothers at War
Making Sense of the Eritrean-Ethiopian War

“The authors have succinctly presented a fuller inside 
view of the political and economic dynamics in 
both countries than any other study, paying specific 
attention to their leadership elites . … Innovative and 
perceptive approach. … This book is essential reading 
and very helpful in elucidating much of the back-
ground to this tragic conflict and the peculiar autocratic 
leaderships that led to it.”— African Affairs

2001 · 192 pp · Eastern African Studies Series
PB (978-0-8214-1372-2 · $26.95)

Alfred Nhema and Paul Tiyambe Zeleza, eds.

The Resolution of African Conflicts
The Management of Conflict Resolution 
and Post-conflict Reconstruction

“(The Resolution of African Conflicts’s) contribution 
to the current debate on conflict in Africa cannot be 
overemphasized. It is a must-read for all professors 
and graduate students of African conflicts, researchers, 
policymakers, statesman, elites, and all those interested 
in peace on the continent.”—The Historian

CONTRIBUTORS: Alfred Nhema, Victor A.O. Adetula, 
P. Godfrey Okoth, Jakkie Cilliers, Kasaija Philip Apuuli, 
Ursula Scheidegger, Christof Hartmann, Idris Salim El 
Hassan, Khabele Matlosa, Kizito Sabala, Aisha Ahmad, 
Edwin Rutto, Brazáo Mazula, Eduardo Sitoe, Obede 
Baloi, Guilherme Mbilana, and Charles Manga Fombad 

2008 · 224 pp
PB (978-0-8214-1808-6 · $24.95)

Alfred Nhema and Paul Tiyambe Zeleza, eds.

The Roots of African Conflicts 
The Causes and Costs

“One of the major achievements of the book is pointing 
without complacency to the African causes of the con-
flicts, while not precluding the colonial legacy as ‘the 
most powerful precipitant’ of wars in Africa.”—The 
International Journal of African Historical Studies

CONTRIBUTORS: Paul Tiyambe Zeleza, Ali A. Mazrui, 
Errol A. Henderson, Abdel Ghaffar M. Ahmed, John 
Akokpari, Thandika Mkandawire, Aaronette M. White, 
Sandra J. Maclean, Cephas Lumina, Fondo Sikod, 
Timothy M. Shaw, and Pamela K. Mbabaz

2008 · 288 pp
PB (978-0-8214-1809-3 · $26.95)

Richard Reid

War in Pre-Colonial Eastern Africa
The Patterns and Meanings of State-Level 
Conflict in the 19th Century

“An important and thoughtful overview that reminds us 
that African military history is worth studying in its own 
right, and that it illuminates much else about ‘state and 
society.’”—African Studies Review

This work examines the nature and objectives of vio-
lence in the region in the 19th century. It is particularly 
concerned with highland Ethiopia and the Great Lakes.

2007 · 256 pp · Eastern African Studies Series
PB (978-0-8214-1795-9 · $29.95) · CL

Paul Richards, ed.

No Peace, No War
An Anthropology of Contemporary Armed Conflicts

CONTRIBUTORS: Ioan Lewis, Paul Richards, Jan 
Ovesen, Sten Hagberg, Ivana Macek, Staffan Löfving, 
Sverker Finnström, Casper Fithen, Paul Richards, Mats 
Utas, Björn Lindgren, Asa Tiljander Dahlström, and 
Bernhard Helander

2004 · 288 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-1576-4 · $29.95)

Kumar Rupesinghe, ed.

Conflict Resolution in Uganda

This collection reflects the Ugandan hope to end a 
bitter history of internal conflict. They are realistic but 
determined, and Uganda’s drive gives hope to other 
violence-wracked areas of the world.

1989 · 316 pp
CL (978-0-8214-0929-9 · $49.95)

Helen Yanacopulos and Joseph Hanlon, eds.

Civil War, Civil Peace

More than two hundred wars have been fought in the 
past half century. Nearly all have been civil wars. The 

“rules” of interstate war do not apply; each atrocity 
provokes retribution, and civil war takes on a brutal 
dynamic of its own. Prepared as a textbook, Civil War, 
Civil Peace challenges common simplistic explanations 
of war, including greed, gender, and long-standing 
religious or ethnic hatreds, which ignore that these 
groups have lived together in peace for centuries.

CONTRIBUTORS: Joseph Hanlon, Helen Yanacopulos, 
Tony Addison, S. Mansoob Murshed, Christopher 
Cramer, Alan Thomas, Judy El-Bushra, and 
Jonathan Goodhand

2005 · 321 pp
PB (978-0-89680-249-0 · $32.95)
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WOMEN’S 
AND GENDER 
STUDIES

NEW

Emily S. Burrill

States of Marriage
Gender, Justice, and Rights in Colonial Mali

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 1

NEW

Carina E. Ray

Crossing the Color Line
Race, Sex, and the Contested Politics 
of Colonialism in Ghana

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 1

NEW

Erin E. Stiles and Katrina Daly Thompson, eds.

Gendered Lives in the Western Indian Ocean
Islam, Marriage, and Sexuality on the Swahili Coast

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 8

NEW

Wendy Urban-Mead

The Gender of Piety
Family, Faith, and Colonial Rule in 
Matabeleland, Zimbabwe

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 35

FORTHCOMING JUNE 2016

Annie Bunting, Benjamin N. Lawrance, 
and Richard L. Roberts, eds.

Marriage by Force?
Contestation over Consent and Coercion in Africa

Despite international human rights decrees condemn-
ing it, marriage by force persists to this day. In this 
volume, the editors bring together legal scholars, 
anthropologists, historians, and development workers 
to explore the range of forced marriage practices in 
sub-Saharan Africa. The result is a masterful presenta-
tion of new perspectives on the practice.

2016 · 320 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-2200-7 · $34.95) · CL · E

Tuzyline Jita Allan

Womanist and Feminist Aesthetics
A Comparative Review

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 46

Emily S. Burrill, Richard L. Roberts, 
and Elizabeth Thornberry, eds. 

Domestic Violence and the Law in 
Colonial and Postcolonial Africa

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 4

Gwyn Campbell, Suzanne Miers 
and Joseph C. Miller, eds.

Child Slaves in the Modern World

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 10

Gwyn Campbell, Suzanne Miers 
and Joseph C. Miller, eds.

Children in Slavery through the Ages

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 10

Gwyn Campbell, Suzanne Miers, 
and Joseph C. Miller, eds.

Women and Slavery

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 10

Andrée Chedid

From Sleep Unbound

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 44

Alicia C. Decker

In Idi Amin’s Shadow
Women, Gender, and Militarism in Uganda

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 2

Robert R. Edgar and Hilary Sapire

African Apocalypse
The Story of Nontetha Nkwenkwe, A 
Twentieth-Century South African Prophet

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 22

NEW

Wendy Urban-Mead

The Gender of Piety
Family, Faith, and Colonial Rule in 
Matabeleland, Zimbabwe

“A major contribution to studies of family, church, and 
gender history in Africa.”—Kathleen Sheldon, UCLA 
Center for the Study of Women

The Gender of Piety is an intimate history of the 
Brethren in Christ Church in Zimbabwe, as related 
through six individual life histories that extend from 
the early colonial years through the first decade after 
independence. The study is based on more than fifteen 
years of extensive oral history research supported by 
archival work in Zimbabwe, the United Kingdom, and 
the United States. The oral accounts make it clear, 
official versions to the contrary, that the church was 
led by spiritually powerful women and that maleness 
and mission-church notions of piety were often 
incompatible. The Gender of Piety is the first study 
to use a gendered interpretive lens to analyze the 
complex relationship between the church and broader 
social change in this region of southern Africa.

PB (978-0-8214-2158-1 · $32.95) · CL · E
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Abosede A. George

Making Modern Girls
A History of Girlhood, Labor, and Social 
Development in Colonial Lagos

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 2

Catherine Higgs, Barbara A. Moss, 
and Earline Rae Ferguson, eds.

Stepping Forward
Black Women in Africa and the Americas

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 23

Rachel Jean-Baptiste

Conjugal Rights
Marriage, Sexuality, and Urban Life 
in Colonial Libreville, Gabon

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 3

Tabitha Kanogo

African Womanhood in Colonial 
Kenya, 1900–1950

“Kanogo uses archival research and oral interviews 
to explore the debates over clitoridectomy and 
bridewealth; the changing nature of childbirth and 
motherhood; the impact of mission education; the 
evolution of women’s legal status; and the struggle for 
control of African women by African men, European 
missionaries, and the colonial administration..…This 
is an important contribution to Kenyan historiography 
and women’s studies as a whole. Highly recom-
mended.”—Choice

2000 · 288 pp · Eastern African Studies Series 
PB (978-0-8214-1568-9 · $29.95) · CL

Grace Bantebya Kyomuhendo and 
Marjorie Keniston McIntosh, eds.

Women, Work & Domestic Virtue 
in Uganda, 1900–2003

AIDOO-SNYDER SCHOLARLY BOOK PRIZE

“A pioneering work in its field in Eastern Africa. The 
benefits of this study lie in its sound recommendation 
of strategies that will improve women’s circumstances.” 

— Journal of Colonialism and Colonial History

“A model of scholarly cooperation between a western 
historian (McIntosh) and an African anthropologist 
(Kyomuhendo).”— International Journal of African 
Historical Studies

This book offers a complete historical picture of women 
and their work in Uganda, tracing developments from 
precolonial times to the present and into the future. 
Setting women’s economic activities into a broader 
political, social, and cultural context, it provides the 
first general account of their experiences amid the 
changes that shaped the country. Women, Work & 
Domestic Virtue in Uganda, 1900–2003 describes 
the origins of the current situation, highlighting the 
challenges working women now face and recommend-
ing strategies that will improve their circumstances in 
the future.

2007 · 308 pp · Eastern African Studies Series 
PB (978-0-8214-1734-8 · $29.95) · CL

Makuchi

Your Madness, Not Mine
Stories of Cameroon

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 47

Chikwenye Okonjo Ogunyemi 
and Tuzyline Jita Allan, eds.

Twelve Best Books by African Women
Critical Readings

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 48

Philomina E. Okeke-Ihejirika

Negotiating Power and Privilege
Career Igbo Women in Contemporary Nigeria

“This is an invaluable contribution to the growing 
corpus of studies of African women in all their splendid 
diversities. Critiquing standard theoretical and policy 
frameworks through which African women have been 
analyzed and approached, this book offers a refreshing, 
highly focused, nuanced, insightful, and reflexive 
portrait of African professional women ignored in 
much of the literature preoccupied with rural and poor 
women.”—Paul Tiyambe Zeleza

2004 · 280 pp · RIS, Africa Series, N° 82 
PB (978-0-89680-241-4 · $28.95)

Valérie K. Orlando

Nomadic Voices of Exile
Feminine Identity in the Francophone 
Literature of the Maghreb

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 48

Emily Lynn Osborn

Our New Husbands Are Here
Households, Gender, and Politics in a West African 
State from the Slave Trade to Colonial Rule

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 5

Henry Trotter

Sugar Girls & Seamen
A Journey into the World of Dockside 
Prostitution in South Africa

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 39

Chika Unigwe

On Black Sisters Street
A Novel

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 45

Sandra Wallman

Kampala Women Getting By
Wellbeing in the Time of AIDS

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 30

Benjamin N. Lawrance and Richard L. Roberts, eds.

Trafficking in Slavery’s Wake
Law and the Experience of Women 
and Children in Africa

“A paradigm-shifting volume…a ground-breaking book 
with potential to change not only academic theory but 
also legal practice on the enslavement and trafficking 
of African women and children.”—Benedetta Rossi, 
Slavery & Abolition

“Highly recommended.”— CHOICE

INTRODUCTION  Contextualizing Trafficking in Women 
and Children in Africa by Benjamin N. Lawrance and 
Richard L. Roberts

PART I  Trafficking in Colonial Africa · Trafficking and 
Reenslavement: The Social Vulnerability of Women 
and Children in Nineteenth-Century East Africa by 
Elisabeth McMahon · “Without the Slave Trade, 
No Recruitment”: From Slave Trading to “Migrant 
Recruitment” in the Lower Congo, 1830–90 by Jelmer 
Vos · The End of Slavery, “Crises” over Trafficking, 
and the Colonial State in the French Soudan by 
Richard L. Roberts · “Under the Guise of Guardianship 
and Marriage”: Mobilizing Juvenile and Female 
Labor in the Aftermath of Slavery in Kayes, French 
Soudan, 1900–1939 by Marie Rodet · Sex Trafficking, 
Prostitution, and the Law in Colonial British West 
Africa, 1911–43 by Carina Ray · Islamic Law and 
Trafficking in Women and Children in the Indian Ocean 
World by Bernard K. Freamon

PART II  Contemporary Antitrafficking in Africa and 
Beyond · Trafficking and Human Exploitation in 
International Law, with Special Reference to Women 
and Children in Africa by Jean Allain · Documenting 
Child Slavery with Personal Testimony: The Origins 
of Antitrafficking NGOs and Contemporary Neo-
abolitionism by Benjamin N. Lawrance · Child-
Trafficking Policymaking between Africa and Europe 
by Margaret Akullo · The Story of Elsie: A Case Study 
of Trafficking in Contemporary South Africa by Susan 
Kreston · Ranking States: Tracking the State Effect in 
West African Antitrafficking Campaigns by Liza Stuart 
Buchbinder

AFTERWORD  The Paradox of Women, Children, and 
Slavery by Kevin Bales and Jody Sarich

2012 · 264 pp · New African Histories
PB (978-0-8214-2002-7 · $32.95) · E
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ANTHROPOLOGY 
AND SOCIOLOGY 

NEW

Lydia Boyd

Preaching Prevention
Born-Again Christianity and the Moral 
Politics of AIDS in Uganda

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 31

NEW

Melissa Graboyes

The Experiment Must Continue
Medical Research and Ethics in East Africa, 1940–2014

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 37

NEW

Erin E. Stiles and Katrina Daly Thompson, eds.

Gendered Lives in the Western Indian Ocean
Islam, Marriage, and Sexuality on the Swahili Coast

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 8

NEW

Wendy Wilson-Fall

Memories of Madagascar and 
Slavery in the Black Atlantic

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 9

David M. Anderson and Douglas H. Johnson, eds.

Revealing Prophets
Prophecy In Eastern African History

This book examines the richly textured histories of 
prophets and prophecies within East Africa. It gives an 
analytical account of the significantly different forms 
prophecy has taken over the past century across the 
country, and each of the chapters takes a new look 
at the active dialogue between prophets and the 
communities whom they addressed.

CONTRIBUTORS: Douglas H. Johnson, David M. 
Anderson, Richard M. Waller, Iris Berger, David 
Sperling, Margaret Buckner, Marcia Wrigth, Holger 
Bernt Hansen, David M. Anderson, Charles Ambler, 
and John Lonsdale

1995 · 320 pp · maps · Eastern African Studies Series
PB (978-0-8214-1089-9 · $32.95) · CL

Heike Behrend

Alice Lakwena and the Holy Spirits
War in Northern Uganda, 1985–97

In August 1986, Alice Auma, a young woman in 
Northern Uganda, proclaiming herself under the orders 
of a Christian spirit named Lakwena, raised an army 
called Holy Spirit Mobile Forces. With it she waged 
a war against perceived evil, not only an external 
enemy, represented by the National Resistance Army 
of the government, but internal enemies in the form 
of “impure” soldiers, witches, and sorcerers. She came 
very close to overthrowing the government and fled 
to Kenya. This remarkable book concludes with an 
account of the successor movements into which Alice’s 
forces fragmented, including the Lord’s Resistance 
Army, actively involved in the civil wars of the Sudan 
and Uganda.

2000 · 224 pp · Eastern African Studies Series 
PB (978-0-8214-1311-1 · $26.95) · CL

George Clement Bond and Diane M. Ciekawy, eds.

Witchcraft Dialogues
Anthropological and Philosophical Exchanges

“[The editors] provide a sharp-edged introduction that 
interrogates concepts of witchcraft and the interdis-
ciplinary perspectives available for its analysis, and 
brilliant case studies provide the grist.”— Choice

CONTRIBUTORS: George Clement Bond, Diane M. 
Ciekawy, Elias Bongmba, Barry Hallen, René Devisch, 
Richard Werbner, Wim van Binsbergen, E. C. Eze, and 
Karen E. Fields

2001 · 344 pp · RIS, Africa Series, N° 76 
PB (978-0-89680-220-9 · $29.95)

Emile Boonzaier, Candy Malherbe, 
Penny Berens, and Andy Smith

The Cape Herders
A History of the Khoikhoi of Southern Africa

The Cape Herders provides the first comprehensive 
picture of the Khoikhoi people. Combining the 
insights of archaeology, history, and anthropology, 
this account ranges from the origins of the Khoikhoi 
in Southern Africa to the contemporary politics of the 
Namaqualand “reserves.”

1997 · 155 pp · illus.
PB (978-0-8214-1174-2 · $19.95)

Duncan Brown, ed.

Oral Literature and Performance 
in Southern Africa

This book examines the continuing role of orality in 
modern society, the adaptation of oral models to 
printed forms, and the ability of oral forms to ‘talk 
back’ to the technology of print.

CONTRIBUTORS: Karin Barber, Megan Biesele, Keith 
Breckenridge, Duncan Brown, Michael Chapman, 
Judith Lütge Coullie, Liz Gunner, Isabel Hofmeyr, 
Deborah James, Craig MacKenzie, Carol Muller, 
Thengani H Ngwenya, and Jeff Opland

2000 · 256 pp
PB (978-0-8214-1309-8 · $26.95) · CL

Ralph Bunche
Edited by Robert R. Edgar

African American in South Africa
The Travel Notes of Ralph J. Bunche 28 
September 1937–1 January 1938

“A firsthand account of South Africa as experienced 
by a black American in the 1930s in itself merits 
interest. But it becomes even more important when 
written by such a key figure in 20th-century history as 
Bunche.…This fascinating, well-edited work belongs in 
all collections on the history of South Africa or African 
Americans.”—Library Journal

1992 · 413 pp · illus. 
PB (978-0-8214-1394-4 · $32.95)

Peter Carstens

In the Company of Diamonds
De Beers, Kleinzee, and the Control of a Town

Carstens draws a stark and startling portrait of the 
diamond mining town of Kleinzee, South Africa, one 
that analyzes the power and hegemonic techniques 
used to acquire that power and maintain it.

2001 · 272 pp · photos
PB (978-0-8214-1378-4 · $32.95) · CL

David William Cohen and E. S. Atieno Odhiambo

Siaya
The Historical Anthropology of an African Landscape

“This is a highly innovative book…It offers a new 
approach to ethnography, melding history, anthropol-
ogy and sociology with a range of concerns from 
the domain of popular culture that are not normally 
treated by the Africanist academic…a hugely enjoy-
able success.”—Africa

1989 · 160 pp · Eastern African Studies Series 
PB (978-0-8214-0902-2 · $22.95)

James de Vere Allen

Swahili Origins
Swahili Culture and The Shungwaya Phenomenon

Kiswahili has become the lingua franca of eastern 
Africa, yet there can be few historic peoples whose 
identity is as elusive as that of the Swahili. This book is 
the late James de Vere Allen’s major study of the origin 
of the Swahili and of their cultural identity.

1993 · 288 pp · illus. · Eastern African Studies Series
PB (978-0-8214-1044-8 · $28.95)

Donald L. Donham and Wendy James, eds.

Southern Marches of Imperial Ethiopia
Essays in History and Social Anthropology

“This book…remains the standard by which to measure 
analyses of social history in Greater Ethiopia.”—Africa 
Today

CONTRIBUTORS: Donald Donham, Alessandro Triulzi, 
Uri Almagor, Wendy James, David Turton, Charles W. 
McClellan, Peter P. Garretson, and Douglas H. Johnson

2002 · 320 pp · Eastern African Studies Series
PB (978-0-8214-1449-1 · $32.95)
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Robert J. Gordon

Picturing Bushmen
The Denver African Expedition of 1925

The Denver Expedition played a key role in romanticiz-
ing Heikum bushmen to be the archetypal “other” 
to Western intellectual and popular thought. While 
suggesting how “ethnographic photographs” might 
be appreciated, Picturing Bushmen is also a subtle 
analysis of the perennial issues that haunt field work-
ers—especially what and how they “see” and how 
their perception is influenced by the mundane in their 
own societies.

1997 · 325 pp · photos 
PB (978-0-8214-1188-9 · $24.95) · CL

Harri Englund, ed.

Christianity and Public Culture in Africa

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 28

Suzette Heald

Controlling Anger
The Anthropology of Gisu Violence

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 34

Greet Kershaw

Mau Mau from Below

“This is the oral evidence of the Kikuyu villagers with 
whom Greet Kershaw lived as an aid worker during 
the Mau Mau ‘Emergency’ in the 1950s, and which is 
now totally irrecoverable in any form save in her own 
field notes.”— John Lonsdale, foreword for Mau Mau 
from Below 

1997 · 383 pp) · Eastern African Studies Series
PB (978-0-8214-1155-1 · $29.95) · CL

M. Akin Makinde

African Philosophy, Culture, and 
Traditional Medicine

For over two centuries, Western scholars have 
discussed African philosophy and culture, often in 
disparaging, condescending terms, and always from 
an alien European perspective. Makinde argues that 
traditional African practices should be taken seriously, 
both medically and scientifically.

1988 · 176 pp · RIS, Africa Series, N° 53 
PB (978-0-89680-152-3 · $25.95)

Wade C. Pendleton

Katutura: A Place Where We Stay
Life in a Post-Apartheid Township in Namibia

Katutura, located in Namibia’s major urban center 
and capital, Windhoek, was a township created by 
apartheid, and administered in the past by the most 
rigid machinery of the apartheid era. Pendleton’s re-
cent visits provide a rich comparison of life in Katutura 
township during the peak of the apartheid years and in 
the post-independence period.

1996 · 238 pp · maps, photos · RIS, Africa Series, N° 65
PB (978-0-89680-188-2 · $24.95)

Ruth J. Prince and Rebecca Marsland, eds.

Making and Unmaking Public Health in Africa
Ethnographical and Historical Perspectives

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 27

Mamphela Ramphele

A Bed Called Home
Life in the Migrant Labour Hostels of Cape Town

“This is an excellent book: it is easy to read and provides 
a deep analysis of apartheid and its consequences 
by homing in on one particular kind of institution. It 
provides a means to self-examination for both black 
and white readers which is so much needed in South 
African writing now…A work which is among the best 
recent South African publications.”—Sarah Nuttall, 
Journal of Southern African Studies

1993 · 159 pp · illus. 
PB (978-0-8214-1063-9 · $22.95)

Pamela Reynolds

Dance Civet Cat
Tonga Children and Labour in the Zambezi Valley

In the first comprehensive study of the Tonga people 
in Zimbabwe, Reynolds focuses on children’s work in a 
subsistence agricultural system. This is a study of social 
differentiation, particularly the impact of gender and 
age, and of the individual as a social agent.

1991 · 208 pp · maps
PB (978-0-8214-0947-3 · $24.95)

Pamela Reynolds

Traditional Healers and 
Childhood in Zimbabwe

”In Traditional Healers and Childhood in Zimbabwe, the 
South African anthropologist and child development 
expert Pamela Reynolds has written a fascinating and 
important account of traditional healing as it relates to 
children and childhood in Zimbabwe. This lens brings 
powerful insights to the study of traditional healing 
practices applied to and through children. This book 
will find a special place in the new wave of ethnogra-
phies in medical anthropology—there is nothing else 
quite like it.”—Arthur Kleinman, Harvard University

1995 · 224 pp · illus., glossary 
PB (978-0-8214-1122-3 · $26.95)

Nick Shepherd and Steven L. Robins, eds.

New South African Keywords

“New South African Keywords is not just an invaluable 
handbook that will be mined by commentators, schol-
ars, policy analysts and thinkers of all kinds probing the 
complexity of important contemporary terms. The es-
says and the thoughtful editors’ introduction combine 
to provide a much-needed overview of contemporary 
public discourse and its critique.” — Carolyn Hamilton, 
University of Witwatersrand

CONTRIBUTORS: Nick Shepherd, Steven Robins, 
Deborah Posel, Jonny Steinberg, Harry Garuba, Sam 
Raditlhalo, Bettina von Lieres, Kees van der Waal, 
Edgar Pieterse, Jean Comaroff, John L. Comaroff, 
Helen Moffett, Kai Horsthemke, Leslie J.F. Green, 
Thembela Kepe, Ruth Hall, Ben Cousins, Thomas 
Koelble, Zimitri Erasmus, Emile Boonzaier, Andrew 
D. Spiegel, Thiven Reddy, Christopher J. Colvin, Fiona 
Ross, and Owen Sichone 

2009 · 278 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-1868-0 · $28.95)

Mahir Şaul and Patrick Royer

West African Challenge to Empire
Culture and History in the Volta-Bani Anticolonial War

WINNER OF THE AMAURY TALBOT PRIZE 
FOR AFRICAN ANTHROPOLOGY

MAHIR ŞAUL WAS AWARDED THE DISTINGUISHED 
AFRICANIST AWARD BY THE ASSOCIATION 
FOR AFRICANIST ANTHROPOLOGY

“This book is an outstanding example of how two 
scholars from the distinct disciplines of history and 
anthropology can join talents to produce an excellent 
study, one that adequately combines dense narratives 
with insightful theories…[It] presents us with not only 
a dense political narrative about men and motives, but 
also a cultural history, with the magic and supernatural 
dimensions of war.”—Historian

“A must-read for any scholar interested in the 
military and social history of colonial rule in 
Africa.”— International Journal of African 
Historical Studies

West African Challenge to Empire examines the 
anticolonial war in the Volta and Bani region in 
1915–16. It was the largest challenge that the French 
ever faced in their West African colonial empire, and 
one of the largest armed oppositions to colonialism 
anywhere in Africa. How such a movement could 
be organized in the face of European technological 
superiority despite the fact that this region is generally 
described as having consisted of rival villages and 
descent groups is a puzzle. In this jointly written book 
the two authors provide a detailed political and military 
history of this event based on archival research and 
ethnographic fieldwork. Using cultural and sociological 
analysis, it probes the origins of the movement, its 
internal organization, its strategy, and the reasons for 
its initial success and why it spread.

2002 · 440 pp · Western African Studies Series 
PB (978-0-8214-1414-9 · $35) · CL
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Pippa Skotnes

Claim to the Country
The Archive of Wilhelm Bleek and Lucy Lloyd

· CHOICE OUTSTANDING ACADEMIC TITLE
· LIBRARY JOURNAL “EDITOR’S PICK”

“Skotnes has created a hauntingly beautiful, deeply 
informed, and poignantly moving book on this ar-
chive … This remarkable book and accompanying DVD 
is a treasure well worth its surprisingly modest price. 
Highly recommended.”— Choice

2007 · 392 pp
CL (978-0-8214-1778-2 · $60)

Pippa Skotnes

Unconquerable Spirit
George Stow’s History Paintings of the San

“When you reach the end you want to page 
through the pictures again and again.”—Azania: 
Archaeological Research in Africa

Unconquerable Spirit reveals the scope and the beauty 
of the labors of George Stow, a Victorian man of many 
parts — geologist, poet, historian, ethnographer, artist, 
cartographer, and prolific writer — who explored and 
interpreted the extraordinary wealth of rock paintings 
in the caves and shelters of the South African interior 
created by the San.

2008 · 216 pp · illus.
CL (978-0-8214-1869-7 · $60)

Thomas Spear and Richard Waller, eds.

Being Maasai
Ethnicity and Identity In East Africa

“The editors have succeeded in assembling a remarkably 
integrated set of essays that is at once the most histori-
cal study of the Maasai yet published and a significant 
contribution to the growing volume of literature on 
ethnicity and identity in Africa.”—Charles Ambler, 
University of Texas, El Paso

CONTRIBUTORS: Gabriele Sommer, Rainer Vossen, J. 
E. G. Sutton, John G. Galaty, John Lamphear, Neal 
Sobania, Thomas Spear, Telelia Chieni, Paul Spencer, 
Donna Klumpp, Corinne Kratz, Richard Waller, David J. 
Campbell, and Elliot Fratkin

1993 · 336 pp · illus, maps · Eastern African 
Studies Series
PB (978-0-8214-1045-5 · $32.95)

Thomas Spear and Isaria N. Kimambo, eds.

East African Expressions of Christianity

Christianity in Africa is the story of peoples seizing 
control of their own spiritual destinies—rather than 
the commonplace notion that the continent’s Christian 
churches represent colonial and capitalist powers that 
helped subdue Africans to European domination.

CONTRIBUTORS: Thomas Spear, Anza A. Lema, Isaria 
N. Kimambo, Richard Waller, Kathleen R. Smythe, 
Gregory H. Maddox, David Sandgren, C. K. Omari, 
Ernest Wamba-Dia-Wamba, Francis Kimani Githieya, 
Ronald Kassimir, Christopher Comoro, John Sivalon, 
Josiah R. Mlahagwa, and James Giblin

1999 · 362 pp · Eastern African Studies Series
PB (978-0-8214-1274-9 · $32.95) · CL

Henry Trotter

Sugar Girls & Seamen
A Journey into the World of Dockside 
Prostitution in South Africa

“Sugar Girls and Seamen is simultaneously racy and 
light, critical and profound. Trotter shines a light on 
this shadowy world, helping readers understand the 
role that sex workers and sailors play in the social, 
economic and cultural realities of South African port 
cities, possibly even illuminating how their activities 
connect us all with each other and to the rest of the 
world.”—SirReadalot.org

Sugar Girls & Seamen illuminates the shadowy world 
of dockside prostitution in South Africa, focusing on 
the women of Cape Town and Durban who sell their 
hospitality to foreign sailors. Based on fifteen months 
of research at the seamen’s nightclubs, plus countless 
interviews with sugar girls, sailors, club owners, 
cabbies, bouncers and barmaids, this book provides a 
comprehensive account of dockside sex work at the 
southern tip of Africa. Through stories, analysis and 
first-hand experiences, it reveals this gritty world in all 
its raw vitality and fragile humanity, simultaneously 
racy and light, critical and profound.

2011 · 242 pp
PB (978-0-8214-1963-2 · $28.95)

Rijk van Dijk, Ria Reis, and Maja Spierenburg, eds.

The Quest for Fruition through Ngoma
The Political Aspects of Healing in Southern Africa

In the southern African region, ngoma, an indigenous 
ritual of healing, dance, rhythm, and rhyme, is at the 
heart of the social effort of turning the tables for 
individuals and communities so that their well-being is 
restored. This volume investigates ngoma in its many 
culturally diverse manifestations.

2000 · 320 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-1304-3 · $24.95) · CL

Louis E. Wilson

Krobo People of Ghana to 1892
A Political and Social History

The Krobo are the most numerous of the Adangme-
speaking peoples, and, after the middle of the 
nineteenth century, they became economically and 
politically one of the most important groups in Ghana.

1991 · 285 pp · RIS, Africa Series, N° 58
PB (978-0-89680-164-6 · $26.95)

Evan M. Zuesse

Ritual Cosmos
The Sanctification of Life in African Religions

African religions are devoted to the sanctification 
and constant renewal of life. They are dedicated to 
Becoming rather than to Being, and seek to sustain a 
flourishing divine order rather than save the isolated 
self from it. This book analyzes the logic and inner 
meaning of African religious ritual structures and calls 
into question basic scholarly assumptions.

1985 · 266 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-0814-8 · $24.95)

Peter Alexander, Thapelo Lekgowa, Botsang 
Mmope, Luke Sinwell, and Bongani Xezwi

Marikana
Voices fom South Africa’s Mining Massacre

“Part investigative report, part oral history, part 
polemical pamphlet, Marikana illustrates what can 
be achieved when academics work closely with activ-
ists.”—Alex Lichtenstein, Los Angeles Review of Books

“A moment in South African history that…may come 
to be seen as having been as significant as ‘Sharpeville’ 
and ‘Soweto.’… Well written, extremely scrupulous in 
its research and forceful in its argument.” — John Saul, 
Professor Emeritus of Politics, York University, Toronto

“Written by both academics and political activists, the 
book captured my interest from the first page…The 
raw data provided by the book makes it not only 
recommendable for labor scholars and African studies, 
but also a thrilling read for social movement activists. 
Marikana leaves room for more inquiries, which should 
contribute to conceptual debates.”— Esther Uzar, 
African Studies Quarterly

“A monumental work, of which the first and not least 
merit is to have demonstrated with journalistic timeli-
ness how much the sociological gaze—an embedded 
sociology here—may even shortly after the event bring 
so much to our understanding of it.”— Politique af-
ricaine

The Marikana Massacre of August 16, 2012, was the 
single most lethal use of force by South African security 
forces against civilians since the end of apartheid. 
Those killed were mineworkers in support of a pay 
raise.

Through a series of interviews conducted with workers 
who survived the attack, this account documents and 
examines the controversial shootings in great detail, 
beginning with a valuable history of the events leading 
up to the killing of workers, and including eyewitness 
accounts of the violence and interviews with family 
members of those who perished.

2013 · 228 pp · illus., maps
PB (978-0-8214-2071-3 · $26.95) · CL · E
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RELIGION, 
LAW, AND 
LABOR

NEW

Emily S. Burrill

States of Marriage
Gender, Justice, and Rights in Colonial Mali

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 1

NEW

Matthew Carotenuto and Katherine Luongo

Obama and Kenya
Contested Histories and the Politics of Belonging

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 20

NEW

Todd Cleveland

Diamonds in the Rough
Corporate Paternalism and African Professionalism 
on the Mines of Colonial Angola, 1917–1975

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 1

NEW

Wendy Urban-Mead

The Gender of Piety
Family, Faith, and Colonial Rule in 
Matabeleland, Zimbabwe

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 35

Jocelyn Alexander

The Unsettled Land
State-making & the Politics of Land 
in Zimbabwe, 1893–2003

“Anglo-American scholars have produced a spate 
of books on Zimbabwe, but none dissects the 
state and makes sense of its transformation more 
competently and completely than Alexander’s The 
Unsettled Land…This careful treatment is sure to 
set a new standard for histories of state-making in 
Africa.”—African Studies Review

“A well-researched book which makes a significant 
contribution to the scholarship.”— Zimbabwe Review

2007 · 230 pp
PB (978-0-8214-1736-2 · $29.95) · CL

Peter Alexander

Workers, War and the Origins of Apartheid
Labour and Politics in South Africa, 1939–48

Using a range of untapped sources, this book shows 
that there was far more strike action in South Africa 
during World War II than has been officially acknowl-
edged. A new working class, sometimes organized into 
multiracial unions, won improved wages and softened 
racial prejudice among white workers.

2000 · 220 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-1315-9 · $26.95) · CL

James Barber

Mandela’s World
The International Dimension of South 
Africa’s Political Revolution, 1990–99

“In this meticulously crafted book, James Barber adds 
a rich vein to the analytical coalface of South Africa’s 
transitional dynamics … This is a very satisfying work: it 
is well written, cogently argued, neatly structured and 
thematically coherent … It should be of abiding interest 
to students of South African politics and international 
affairs.”— South African Historical Journal

2004 · 224 pp
PB (978-0-8214-1566-5 · $32.95) · CL

Gretchen Bauer

Labor and Democracy in Namibia, 1971–1996

A vibrant and autonomous civil society is crucial to the 
consolidation of new democracies, and trade unions, 
in particular, are especially important organizations 
of civil society. In Namibia, however, trade unions are 
weakened, and Bauer suggests that there are many 
within the nationalist movement who would rather not 
see a strong trade union movement.

1998 · 180 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-1217-6 · $26.95) · CL

Bruce Berman, Dickson Eyoh, and 
Will Kymlicka, eds.

Ethnicity and Democracy in Africa

CONTRIBUTORS: Peter Ekeh, Bruce Berman, Will 
Kymlicka, John Lonsdale, Dickson Eyoh, Cheryl 
Hendricks, Jacqueline S. Solway, Toyin Falola, E.S. 
Atieno Odhiambo, Shula Marks, Githu Muigai, 
Bogumil Jewsiewicki, Leonard N’Sanda Buleli, A. 
Raufu Mustapha, Richard Simeon, Christina Murray, 
John Boye Ejobowah, Bruce Berman, Dickson Eyoh, 
and Will Kymlicka

2004 · 352 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-1570-2 · $32.95) · CL

Bruce Berman and John Lonsdale

Unhappy Valley
Conflict in Kenya & Africa

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 21

David Birmingham

Kwame Nkrumah
The Father of African Nationalism

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 21

Kenneth S. Broun

Black Lawyers, White Courts
The Soul of South African Law

Black Lawyers, White Courts is the story, recounted in a 
series of interviews, of black South African lawyers and 
their struggle against apartheid.

1999 · 310 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-1286-2 · $32.95) · CL

James Cochrane, John de Gruchy, 
and Stephen Martin, eds.

Facing the Truth
South African Faith Communities and the 
Truth and Reconciliation Commission

The unique desire of South Africa’s Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission (TRC) to turn its back on 
revenge and to create a space where deeper processes 
of “forgiveness, confession, repentance, reparation, 
and reconciliation can take place” reflects the spirit of 
some churches and faith communities in South Africa.

1999 · 252 pp
PB (978-0-8214-1307-4 · $22.95)

Nicholas M. Creary, ed.

African Intellectuals and Decolonization

African Intellectuals and Decolonization addresses the 
enduring intellectual legacies of European colonialism 
in Africa while providing scholarly tools to assist in the 
ongoing processes of decolonizing the Academy and 
the African continent more broadly. 

2013 · 160 pp · RIS, Africa Series, N° 90 
PB (978-0-89680-283-4 · $26.95) · E

J. E. Davies

Constructive Engagement?
Chester Crocker & American Policy in South 
Africa, Namibia & Angola, 1981–1988

“Davies contends that constructive engagement was 
a failure because Cold War concerns overrode the 
explicit goal of ending apartheid in South Africa.... A 
well-written, thoroughly documented case study of US 
foreign policy.”— Choice

Davies offers a critique of one of the best-known 
examples of constructive engagement—the Reagan 
administration’s policy toward South Africa.

2007 · 256 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-1782-9 · $26.95) · CL

Harri Englund, ed.

Christianity and Public Culture in Africa

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 28

Joshua B. Forrest

Lineages of State Fragility
Rural Civil Society in Guinea-Bissau

“Demonstrates an amazing grasp of Guinea-Bissau, 
African statecraft, and resistance.”— Walter 
Hawthorne, Michigan State University

2003 · 336 pp · Western African Studies Series
CL (978-0-8214-1490-3 · $55)
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Adam Habib

South Africa’s Suspended Revolution
Hopes and Prospects

“This is a readable, well-informed and perceptive 
account of the political economy of contemporary 
South Africa. Although he is clear-eyed about the 
inequality and poverty that mar the social terrain and 
the factionalism, corruption and greed that currently 
affect elite politics, Habib makes a case for specific 
forms of political leadership, for an active citizenry, and 
for the possibility of social pacts as paths towards an 
alternative political agenda.”—Colin Bundy, Honorary 
Fellow, Green Templeton College, University of Oxford

“Adam Habib’s Suspended Revolution provides a first-
rate introduction to South African politics and it will be 
a point of reference for future debate. His approach 
is refreshing and his style is accessible to a range of 
audiences.”— The Journal of Modern African Studies

2013 · 304 pp
PB (978-0-8214-2072-0 · $26.95) · CL · E

Margaret Hall and Tom Young

Confronting Leviathan
Mozambique Since Independence

“This excellent book will provide an important 
contribution to understanding the last twenty years in 
Mozambique. It is thoughtful and reflective as well as 
being soundly researched.”—Malyn Newitt, author of 
A History of Mozambique

1997 · 273 pp 
CL (978-0-8214-1190-2 · $44.95)

Hölger Bernt Hansen and Michael Twaddle, eds.

Changing Uganda
Dilemmas of Structural Adjustment

“Changing Uganda is one component of the diversity 
in Ugandan society. In a profound sense, the book 
exposes how little has changed since the days of Lloyd 
Fallers, David Apter, and James Coleman. In this sense, 
the book is part of the present silencing narrative 
with respect to the majority of Ugandan produc-
ers.”— Horace Campbell, Syracuse University, The 
International Journal of African Historical Studies

CONTRIBUTORS: K. Sarwar Lateef, E. O. Ochieng, 
Joshua B. Mugyengi, Vali Jamal, Christine Obbo, 
George C. Bond, Joan Vincent, Susan Reynolds 
Whyte, Tim Allen, Heike Behrend, Peter Woodward, 
David Throup, M. Louise Pirouet, Sam K. Njuba, E. 
Khiddu-Makubuya, A. G. G. Gingyera-Pinycwa, Dan 
Mudoola, Nelson Kasfir, Apolo R. Nsibambi, E. A. Brett, 
W. Kisamba-Mugerwa, W. Senteza Kajubi, Ruth G. 
Mukama, and Ali A. Mazrui

1992 · 414 pp · maps · Eastern African Studies Series 
PB (978-0-8214-1005-9 · $32.95) · CL

Hölger Bernt Hansen and Michael Twaddle, eds.

Christian Missionaries and the 
State in the Third World

CONTRIBUTORS: Michael Twaddle, Mary Turner, 
Donald Wood, Daniel Antwi, Paul Jenkins, John 
Rowe, Doug Stuart, Roger B. Beck, Torstein Jorgensen, 
Deborah Gaitskell, Jonathan Miran, Niels Kastfelt, Jarle 
Simensen, Holger Bernt Hansen, John McCracken, John 
Lonsdale, Harry Langworthy, James Campbell, Michael 
O. West, Leslie Griffiths, Christopher Abel, and Andrew 
C. Wheeler

2002 · 320 pp
PB (978-0-8214-1426-2 · $24.95) · CL

Hölger Bernt Hansen and Michael Twaddle, eds.

Developing Uganda

Uganda’s recovery since Museveni came to power in 
1986 has been one of the heartening achievements 
in a continent where the media have given intense 
coverage to disasters. What has actually happened?

CONTRIBUTORS: Paul Collier, Sanjay Pradhan, Ian 
Livingstone, Geoffrey B. Tukahebwa, Vali Jamal, Daniel 
G. Maxwell, Goran Hyden, Aili Mari Tripp, Mary R. 
Mugyenyi, Susan Dicklich, Anthony J. Regan, Mark A. 
Marquardt, Abby Sabina-Zziwa, Edward K. Kirumira, 
Maryinez Lyons, Christine Obbo, Philip Amis, Susan 
Reynolds Whyte, Michael A. Whyte, Keike Behrend, 
Aidan Southall, and Rose Mbowa

1998 · 384 pp · Eastern African Studies Series
PB (978-0-8214-1209-1 · $29.95) · CL

Hölger Bernt Hansen and Michael Twaddle, eds.

Religion & Politics in East Africa
The Period since Independence

Religious activities have been of continuing importance 
in the rise of protest against postcolonial governments 
in Eastern Africa, and this book considers a variety of 
responses to domestic and foreign religious move-
ments.

CONTRIBUTORS: François Constantin, R. S. O’Fahey, 
Omari H. Kokole, Heike Behrend, Kevin Ward, John 
Mary Waliggo, Ronald Kassimir, David Throup, G. P. 
Benson, Donal B. Cruise O’Brien, A. B. K. Kasozi, M. 
Louise Pirouet, and Martin Doornbos

1995 · 320 pp · Eastern African Studies Series
PB (978-0-8214-1086-8 · $29.95) · CL

Hölger Bernt Hansen and Michael Twaddle, eds.

Uganda Now
Between Decay & Development

This collection of assessments by both Ugandan and 
non-Ugandan academics seeks to make sense of 
Uganda’s future and current state of development.

CONTRIBUTORS: Christopher Wrigley, D. A. Low, 
Aidan Southall, George Kanyeihamba, Anthony 
O’Connor, Keith Edmonds, Deryke Belshaw, Michael 
Whyte, Apolo Nsibambi, Nelson Kasfir, Oliver Furley, 
Hugh Dinwiddy, Christine Obbo, Peter Woodward, 
Louise Pirouet, Martin Doornbos, John A. Rowe, Dan 
Mudoola, Dani Wadada Nabudere, and Ali A. Mazrui

1988 · 376 pp · maps · Eastern African Studies Series
PB (978-0-8214-0897-1 · $29.95) · CL

John Hatchard

Individual Freedoms and State Security
In The African Context

“Interesting and informative piece of work, soundly 
researched, well-documented, and representing a 
mature and scrupulously fair assessment of how 
Zimbabwean law has functioned during the first years 
of independence when the state has been faced with 
serious threats to its security.”—M. Louise Pirouet, 
formerly Homerton College, Cambridge

1993 · 288 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-1043-1 · $26.95) · CL

NEW

Iris Berger, Tricia Redeker Hepner, 
Benjamin N. Lawrance, Joanna T. Tague, 
and Meredith Terretta, eds.

African Asylum at a Crossroads
Activism, Expert Testimony, and Refugee Rights

“This is a first-rate collection of original essays focused 
on asylum jurisprudence involving African refugees…. 
These essays are provocative, well documented, and 
eloquent. The authors examine a subject that has 
been largely overlooked: the extraordinarily significant 
role of experts in legal processes…. The impressive 
contributors are anthropologists, historians, and 
legal scholars who offer provocative remarks about 
cases including many in which they served as expert 
witnesses.”— Alison Dundes Renteln, professor of 
political science and anthropology at the School of 
Policy, Planning, and Development and Law, University 
of Southern California

African Asylum at a Crossroads: Activism, Expert 
Testimony, and Refugee Rights examines the emerging 
trend of requests for expert opinions in asylum hear-
ings or refugee status determinations. This is the first 
book to explore the role of court-based expertise in 
relation to African asylum cases and the first to estab-
lish a rigorous analytical framework for interpreting the 
effects of this new reliance on expert testimony.

CONTRIBUTORS: Iris Berger, Carol Bohmer, John 
Campbell, Katherine Luongo, E. Ann McDougall, Karen 
Musalo, Tricia Redeker Hepner, Amy Shuman, Joanna 
T. Tague, Meredith Terretta, and Charlotte Walker-Said.

2015 · 280 pp
CL (978-0-8214-2138-3 · $45) · E
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Paulin J. Hountondji
Translated by John Conteh-Morgan
Foreword by K. Anthony Appiah

The Struggle for Meaning
Reflections on Philosophy, Culture, 
and Democracy in Africa

“A vivid portrayal of the author’s intellectual develop-
ment…[it] is lucidly written and with great narrative 
quality. It is thought provoking. A tour de force 
that pushes the right buttons on issues surrounding 
the nature of ethnophilosophy, culture, and the 
problematics of social science research in Africa, it 
raises the debate on (African) philosophy and its 
role in aggressively addressing the African condition 
to new levels…Hountondji is…one of the most 
important figures in both the history and definition of 
African philosophy.”— International Journal of African 
Historical Studies

2002 · 368 pp · RIS, Africa Series, N° 78 
PB (978-0-89680-225-4 · $35.95)

Robert A. Hill and Edmond J. Keller, eds.

Trustee for the Human Community
Ralph J. Bunche, the United Nations, and 
the Decolonization of Africa

“The essays collectively situate Bunche as a 
pioneering scholar of Africa, a tireless advocate of 
self-determination, and an engaged and determined 
peace-seeker … whose analysis of how international 
oversight can assist disadvantaged peoples achieve real 
self-determination is still applicable today.”— H-Human 
Rights

CONTRIBUTORS: Robert A. Hill, Edmond J. Keller, 
Abena P. A. Busia, Martin Kilson, David Anthony, 
Robert Edgar, Elliott P. Skinner, Pearl T. Robinson, 
Neta C. Crawford, John Oliver, Crawford Young, 
Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja, Ralph A. Austen, and 
Charles P. Henry

2010 · 264 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-1910-6 · $29.95) · CL · E

Simeon O. Ilesanmi

Religious Pluralism & the Nigerian State

“In Religious Pluralism and the Nigerian State, Simeon 
Ilesanmi brings historical, socio-ethical perspectives 
to the relationship between religion and the State in 
Nigeria. In this well-researched and in-depth study, 
Ilesanmi prescribes certain remedies to the perennial 
problems of religious violence and conflict, formulating 
a united public ethic to deal with Nigeria’s diverse 
political situation. The book is a significant addition 
to the existing literature on religion, state, and society 
in Africa.”— Jacob K. Olupona, Professor, History of 
Religions, African and African-American Studies, Wake 
Forest University

1996 · 332 pp · RIS, Africa Series, N° 66
PB (978-0-89680-194-3 · $34.95)

Wilmot James and Linda van de Vijver, eds.

After the TRC
Reflections on Truth and Reconciliation 

CONTRIBUTORS: Wilmot James, Linda van de Vijver, 
Colin Bundy, Charles Villa-Vicencio, Heribert Adams, 
Kanya Adam, Patricia Valdez, Frederik Van Zyl Slabbert, 
Jan van Eck, Kaizer Nyatsumba, Albie Sachs, Dumisa 
Ntsebeza, Mary Burton, Ciraj Rassool, Lesle Witz, Gary 
Minkley, Linda van de Vijver, by Njabulo Ndebele, 
Willem Heath, John de Gruchy, Mamphela Ramphele, 
Francis Wilson, Grace Naledi Pandor, Jeffrey Lever, and 
Wilmot James

2001 · 238 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-1385-2 · $26.95)

Wendy James, Eisei Kurimoto, Donald 
L. Donham, and Alessandro Triulzi, eds.

Remapping Ethiopia
Socialism & After

James takes the story of the Ethiopia forward through 
the major changes effected by the socialist regime from 
the revolution of 1974 to its overthrow in 1991, and 
then into the current period that has been marked by 
moves toward local democracy and political devolution.

2002 · 320 pp · illus., maps
Eastern African Studies Series
PB (978-0-8214-1448-4 · $29.95) · CL

David Keen

The Benefits of Famine
A Political Economy of Famine & Relief 
in Southwestern Sudan, 1983–89

“This thoroughly researched and well-written book is 
essential reading not only for all who deal with famine 
relief and disaster management but also for students of 
public health, the social sciences, and rural develop-
ment.”—Lancet

The conflict in Darfur had a precursor in Sudan’s 
famines of the 1980s and 1990s. The Benefits of 
Famine presents a new and chilling interpretation of 
the causes of war-induced famine. 

2008 · 320 pp
PB (978-0-8214-1822-2 · $28.95)

Christopher J. Lee, ed.

Making a World after Empire
The Bandung Moment and Its Political Afterlives

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 25

Gregory H. Maddox and James L. Giblin, eds.

In Search of a Nation
Histories of Authority Dissidence in Tanzania

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 24

François Manchuelle

Willing Migrants
Soninke Labor Diasporas, 1848–1960

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 29

Govan Mbeki
Introduction by Colin Bundy

Learning from Robben Island
Govan Mbeki’s Prison Writings

“Learning From Robben Island is an extraordinary 
selection of Mbeki’s essays written, for the most part, 
between the late 1970s and mid 1980s…[It] bears 
testimony to the endurance of the human spirit, and, 
in Colin Bundy’s words, ‘marks a victory in the continu-
ing contest between the pen and the sword.’”—Philip 
Steenkamp, The International Journal of African 
Historical Studies

1991 · 232 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-1007-3 · $22.95) · CL

David A. McDonald, ed.

Environmental Justice in South Africa

Written by leading activists and academics in the 
field as a systematic overview of the first ten years of 
postapartheid environmental politics, this edited collec-
tion offers the first critical perspective of environmental 
justice theory and practice in South Africa.

CONTRIBUTORS: David A. McDonald, Farieda Khan, 
David Hallowes, Mark Butler, Belinda Dodson, Greg 
Ruiters, Jacklyn Cock, David Fig, Thabo Madihlaba, Jan 
Glazewski, S. (Bobby) Peek, Patrick Bond, Peter Lukey, 
and David A. McDonald

2002 · 312 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-1416-3 · $29.95) · CL

William A. Munro

The Moral Economy of the State
Conservation, Community Development, 
and State-Making in Zimbabwe

Munro develops a theory of “moral economy” that 
explores negotiations between rural citizens and state 
agents over legitimate state incursions in social life, 
referencing state formation in Zimbabwe from the 
colonial period through the first decade of indepen-
dence.

1998 · 350 pp · RIS, Africa Series, N° 68
PB (978-0-89680-202-5 · $40)

Muna Ndulo, ed.

Democratic Reform in Africa
Its Impact on Governance & Poverty Alleviation

CONTRIBUTORS: Muna Ndulo, Johann Kriegler, Joel 
Barkan, Ann Seidman, Robert Seidman, Penelope 
Andrews, Peter Takirambudde, Kate Fletcher, Muna 
Ndulo, Tsatsu Tsikata, John Hatchard, Brian Levy, 
Colleen Lowe-Morna, Daniel Manning, Thomas 
Lansner, Reginald Austin, and Douglas Anglin

2006 · 311 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-1722-5 · $29.95) · CL

Tekaste Negash and Kjetil Tronvoll

Brothers at War
Making Sense of the Eritrean-Ethiopian War

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 24
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B. A. Ogot and W. R. Ochieng, eds.

Decolonization & Independence 
in Kenya, 1940–1993

This is a sharply observed assessment of the history 
of the last half century by a distinguished group of 
historians of Kenya. At the same time the book is 
a courageous reflection in the dilemmas of African 
nationhood.

CONTRIBUTORS: Bethwell A. Ogot, William R. Ochieng’, 
E. S. Atieno-Odhiambo, Robert M. Maxon, Peter 
Odhiambo Ndege, and Wunyabari O. Maloba

1995 · 288 pp · photos, maps
Eastern African Studies Series
PB (978-0-8214-1051-6 · $32.95)

Jack Parson, ed.

Succession to High Office in Botswana
Three Case Studies

Three case studies explore the relationship between 
the British colonial authorities and the tribal leaders 
in affirming the legitimacy of the tribal chiefs of 
the Bangwato tribe in the former Bechuanaland 
protectorate.

CONTRIBUTORS Jack Parson, Neil Parsons, and 
Michael Crowder

1990 · 455 pp · RIS, Africa Series, N° 54
PB (978-0-89680-157-8 · $36.95)

Sol T. Plaatje

Native Life in South Africa
Before and Since the European 
War and the Boer Rebellion

First published in 1916 and one of South Africa’s great 
political books, Native Life in South Africa was first 
and foremost a response to the Native’s Land Act of 
1913. It discusses the origins of this crucially important 
piece of legislation and a devastating description of its 
immediate effects.

1991 · 450 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-0986-2 · $29.95)

Sol T. Plaatje 
Edited by Brian Willan

Sol Plaatje
Selected Writings

“In bringing together, and gently commenting upon, 
little known published and unpublished work by Sol 
Plaatje, Willan has produced something which both 
honours Plaatje’s memory and provides readers and 
researchers with a material basis on which independent 
judgments can be made about Plaatje both as a 
politician and a writer. For this he deserves our 
thanks.”— Willie Henderson, African Affairs

1997 · 480 pp
PB (978-0-8214-1186-5 · $39.95)

Steven L. Robins, ed. 

Limits to Liberation after Apartheid
Citizenship, Governance, & Culture

CONTRIBUTORS: Steven L. Robins, Bettina von Lieres, 
John Comaroff, Jean Comaroff, Suren Pillay, Thomas A. 
Koelble, Ed Lipuma, Clifford Shearing, Jennifer Wood, 
John Cartwright, Madeline Jenneker, Edgar Pieterse, 
Ivor Chipklin, Sean Jacobs, Ron Krabill, Elaine Salo, 
Andrew Spiegel, Shannon Jackson, and Rafael Marks

2005 · 320 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-1666-2 · $32.95) · CL

Jeremy Sarkin, ed.

Human Rights in African Prisons

“(T)his is a lucid, well-informed and compelling 
overview of the critical issues in African correctional in-
stitutions … essential reading for African scholars, legal 
experts, human rights workers, and even informed, 
socially-conscious general readers, and thus is a must 
for any academic library.” — African Studies Quarterly

CONTRIBUTORS: Jeremy Sarkin, Stephen Peté, Chris 
Tapscott, Victor Dankwa, Martin Schönteich, Julia 
Sloth-Nielsen, Lisa Vetten, Amanda Dissel, Lukas 
Muntingh, and Rachel Murray

2008 · 256 pp 
PB (978-0-89680-265-0 · $28.95)

Elizabeth Schmidt

Cold War and Decolonization 
in Guinea, 1946–1958

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 22

Jeremy Seekings

The UDF
A History of the United Democratic Front 
in South Africa, 1983–1991

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 26

Les Switzer and Mohamed Adhikari, eds.

South Africa’s Resistance Press
Alternative Voices in the Last 
Generation under Apartheid

South Africa’s Resistance Press is a collection of essays 
celebrating the contributions of scores of newspapers, 
newsletters, and magazines in the generation after 
1960 that would eventually and finally bring an end to 
apartheid.

CONTRIBUTORS: Les Switzer, Peter Limb,
James Zug, Mbulelo Vizikhungo Mzamane,
David R. Howarth, Jeremy Seekings, Franz Krüger, 
Ineke van Kessel, Mohamed Adhikari, Keyan G. 
Tomaselli, George Claassen, Christopher Merrett, and 
Christopher Saunders

2000 · 472 pp · RIS, Africa Series, N° 74 
PB (978-0-89680-213-1 · $39.95)

David Turton, ed.

Ethnic Federalism
The Ethiopian Experience in Comparative Perspective

CONTRIBUTORS: David Turton, Will Kymlicka, Rotimi 
Suberu, Rajeev Bhargava, Merera Gudina, Assefa 
Fisheha, Gideon Cohen, Sarah Vaughn, Dereje Feyissa, 
and Christopher Clapham 

2006 · 320 pp · Eastern African Studies Series 
PB (978-0-8214-1697-6 · $26.95) · CL
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NEW

Tendai Huchu

The Hairdresser of Harare

“A fresh and moving account of contemporary 
Zimbabwe…. The Hairdresser of Harare ultimately wins 
us over with the vividness of its setting and characters, 
and with its reminder of the multitude of rich stories to 
be found in their daily lives.”— The New York Times 
Book Review

“This glorious book defies classification with its astute 
sociopolitical commentary nestling inside the appealing, 
often comic story of a young woman who will not 
accept defeat. With a light touch and real skill, Huchu 
takes us through the life-sapping economic realities of 
contemporary Harare.”— The Guardian

In this delicious and devastating first novel, which The 
Guardian named one of its ten best contemporary 
African books, Caine Prize finalist Tendai Huchu (The 
Maestro, the Magistrate, and the Mathematician) 
portrays the heart of contemporary Zimbabwean 
society with humor and grace. 

Vimbai is the best hairdresser in Mrs. Khumalo’s salon, 
and she is secure in her status until the handsome, 
smooth-talking Dumisani shows up one day for work. 
Despite her resistance, the two become friends, and 
eventually, Vimbai becomes Dumisani’s landlady. He is 
as charming as he is deft with the scissors, and Vimbai 
finds that he means more and more to her. Yet, by 
novel’s end, the pair’s deepening friendship—used 
or embraced by Dumisani and Vimbai with different 
futures in mind—collapses in unexpected brutality.

2015 · 200 pp
PB (978-0-8214-2163-5 · $16.95) · CL · E

NEW

Mukoma wa Ngugi

Mrs. Shaw
A Novel

“Mukoma wa Ngugi is a deft, poised storyteller who has 
mastered the art of sweeping up the reader. From the 
first page of Mrs. Shaw I found myself hooked, in awe, 
riveted. Here’s a sad, gripping and highly entertaining 
romp of a novel.”—Okey Ndibe, author of Foreign 
Gods, Inc. and Arrows of Rain

In Kenya of the 1990s, the dictatorship is about to fall, 
and the nation’s exiles are preparing to return. One of 
these exiles, a young man named Kalumba, is a gradu-
ate student at the University of Wisconsin, where he 
encounters Mrs. Shaw, a professor emerita and former 
British settler who fled Kenya’s postcolonial political 
and social turmoil. Kalumba’s girlfriend, too, is an exile 
of sorts: a Puerto Rican nationalist like her imprisoned 
father, she is an outcast from the island.

Brought together by a history of violence and betrayals 
of various kinds, all three are seeking a way of regain-
ing their humanity, connecting with each other, and 
learning to make a life in a new land.

2015 · 200 pp 
CL (978-0-8214-2143-7 · $29.95) · E

FORTHCOMING FEBRUARY 2016

Tendai Huchu

The Maestro, the Magistrate, 
and the Mathematician
A Novel

2016 · 312 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-2206-9 · $18.95) · CL · E

Syl Cheney-Coker

Sacred River
A Novel

“The promise and problems of postcolonial Africa 
mix with a rich tradition of mythology and magic in 
this sequel to The Last Harmattan of Alusine Dunbar 
(1990)…. Readers of this work, part of the publisher’s 
Modern African Writing series, will be reminded of 
writers such as Gabriel García Márquez and Salman 
Rushdie.”— Booklist

Sacred River deals with the extraordinary lives, hopes, 
powerful myths, stories, and tragedies of the people of 
a modern West African nation. It is also the compelling 
love story of an idealistic philosophy professor and an 
ex-courtesan of incomparable beauty.

Ambitious in scope, Sacred River is a diaspora-inspired 
novel, in which Cheney-Coker has tackled the major 
themes of politics, social strife, crime and punishment, 
and human frailty and redemption in Malagueta, the 
fictional, magical town and its surroundings first 
created by the author in The Last Harmattan of Alusine 
Dunbar, for which he was awarded the coveted 
Commonwealth Writers’ Prize. Sacred River is equally 
about love and politics, and marks the return to fiction 
of one of Africa’s major writers.

2013 · 456 pp
PB (978-0-8214-2137-6 · $18.95) · CL · E

Andrée Chedid

From Sleep Unbound

From Sleep Unbound portrays the life of Samya, an 
Egyptian woman, taken at age 15 from her Catholic 
boarding school and forced into a loveless and 
humiliating marriage.

1983 · 157 pp · Modern African Writing 
PB (978-0-8040-0837-2 · $16.95) · E

Gebreyesus Hailu

The Conscript
A Novel of Libya’s Anticolonial War

“Ghirmai Negash’s superb translation brings back to 
world literature an Eritrean literary jewel of global and 
timeless relevance.”— Alemseged Tesfai, author of 
Two Weeks in the Trenches

The Conscript depicts, with irony and controlled anger, 
the staggering experiences of the Eritrean ascari, sol-
diers conscripted to fight in Libya by the Italian colonial 
army against the nationalist Libyan forces fighting for 
their freedom from Italy’s colonial rule. Anticipating 
midcentury thinkers Frantz Fanon and Aimé Césaire, 
Hailu paints a devastating portrait of Italian colonialism.

2012 · 64 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-2023-2 · $14.95) · E

ABOUT MODERN 
AFRICAN WRITING

The Modern African Writing series brings the best 
African writing to an international audience. These 
groundbreaking novels, memoirs, and other literary 
works showcase the most talented writers of the 
African continent.

General Editor: Ghirmai Negash
Series Editor: Laura T. Murphy
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Ufrieda Ho

Paper Sons and Daughters
Growing up Chinese in South Africa

Ho’s memoir tells the story of a stowaway, Ho Sing 
Kee, who hid for long weeks aboard a ship crossing 
the Indian Ocean. Leaving behind his village, he 
looked at the “mountain of gold” in Johannesburg 
as an escape from his bleak life in devastated 1950s 
China. In South Africa he became a “paper son,” a 
literal translation of the phrase used to refer to illegal 
immigrants who bought or borrowed identities from 
more established Chinese families to avoid detection by 
the authorities.

“Paper Sons echoes the domestic realism in Amy Tan’s 
best-selling The Joy Luck Club; we taste the food and 
we are educated in all things Chinese such as the 
observance of rituals. For the Ho family, the strong 
adherence to ancient traditions gives meaning and 
comfort when the silence of stigma proves too oppres-
sive.”— Words Etc

2012 · 248 pp · illus.
PB (978-0-8214-2020-1 · $18.95) · E

Winnie Madikizela-Mandela
Foreword by Ahmed Kathrada

491 Days
Prisoner Number 1323 /  69 

On a freezing winter night, a few hours before dawn 
on May 12, 1969, South African security police 
stormed the Soweto home of Winnie Madikizela-
Mandela, activist and wife of the imprisoned Nelson 
Mandela, and arrested her in the presence of her two 
young daughters, then aged nine and ten.

Rounded up in a group of other antiapartheid activists 
under Section 6 of the Terrorism Act, designed for the 
security police to hold and interrogate people for as 
long as they wanted, she was taken away. She had 
no idea where they were taking her or what would 
happen to her children. For Winnie Mandela, this was 
the start of 491 days of detention and two trials.

491 Days: Prisoner Number 1323/69 shares with the 
world Winnie Mandela’s moving and compelling 
journal along with some of the letters written between 
several affected parties at the time, including Winnie 
and Nelson Mandela, himself then a prisoner on 
Robben Island for nearly seven years.

Readers will gain insight into the brutality she 
experienced and her depths of despair, as well as her 
resilience and defiance under extreme pressure. This 
young wife and mother emerged after 491 days in 
detention unbowed and determined to continue the 
struggle for freedom.

2014 · 264 pp · Modern African Writing
PB (978-0-8214-2101-7 · $21.95) · CL · E

Niq Mhlongo

After Tears

“Niq Mhlongo is one of the most high-spirited and 
irreverent new voices of South Africa’s postapartheid 
literary scene.”—Rachel Donadio, New York Times

“A uniquely South African story, told in a fast, hip, 
and happening style that is synonymous with 
Soweto, where the author’s witty, dodgy, plain and 
simple characters play out their daily drama.” — Lucas 
Ledwaba, City Press

2011 · 224 pp
PB (978-0-8214-1984-7 · $18.95) · E

Niq Mhlongo

Dog Eat Dog
A Novel

“Mhlongo uses his witty, gritty and vibrant style to 
address issues such as AIDS, xenophobia, poverty and 
the challenges young people continue to face in the 
new South Africa.”—Ido Lekota, Sowetan

Dog Eat Dog is a remarkable record of being young in 
a nation undergoing tremendous turmoil, and provides 
a glimpse into South Africa’s pivotal kwaito (South 
African hip-hop) generation and life in Soweto. Set in 
1994, just as South Africa is making its postapartheid 
transition, Dog Eat Dog captures the hopes — and 
crushing disappointments — that characterize such 
moments in a nation’s history.

2012 · 224 pp
PB (978-0-8214-1994-6 · $18.95) · E

Phaswane Mpe
Introduction by Ghirmai Negash

Welcome to Our Hillbrow
A Novel of Postapartheid South Africa 

“This book was one of the first looks at what it meant 
to be young and black and relatively hip in the 
post-apartheid period. It’s a great book.”—Imraan 
Coovadia, FiveBooks

Welcome To our Hillbrow is an exhilarating and 
disturbing ride through the chaotic and hyper-real zone 
of Hillbrow — microcosm of all that is contradictory, 
alluring and painful in the changing South African 
psyche. Infused with the rhythms of the inner city 
pulsebeat, this courageous novel is compelling in its 
honesty and its broad vision, which links Hillbrow, 
rural Tiragalong and Oxford. It spills out the guts of 
Hillbrow — living with the same energy and intimate 
knowledge, with which the Drum writers wrote 
Sophiatown into being.

2011 · 150 pp
PB (978-0-8214-1962-5 · $16.95) · E

Chika Unigwe

On Black Sisters Street
A Novel

WINNER OF THE 2012 NIGERIA PRIZE FOR LITERATURE

“Boiling with a sly, generous humor. …On Black Sisters 
Street marks the arrival of a latter-day Thackeray, an 
Afro-Belgian writer who probes with passion, grace 
and comic verve the underbelly of our globalized new 
world economy.”— New York Times Book Review

On Black Sisters Street tells the haunting story of four 
very different women who have left their African 
homeland for the riches of Europe—and who are 
thrown together by bad luck and big dreams into 
a sisterhood that will change their lives. This first 
paperback edition of On Black Sisters Street celebrates 
the U.S. publication debut of Chika Unigwe, a brilliant 
new writer and a standout voice among contemporary 
African authors.

2012 · 272 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-1992-2 · $18.95)

K. Sello Duiker
With an introduction by Shaun Viljoen

Thirteen Cents
A Novel

WINNER OF THE COMMONWEALTH WRITERS’ PRIZE

“Thirteen Cents is simultaneously gruesome, violent, 
deeply disturbing, whimsical, and beautiful…. Told 
from the Azure’s perspective, Duiker weaves a narra-
tive that lays bare the violence, exploitation, racial and 
sexual politics found just under the surface of South 
African society.” — Africa Is a Country

“Duiker is to literature what Steve Biko is to 
politics, both having died at the tender age of 30 
but leaving indelible footprints in our collective 
memory.”—Siphiwo Mahala, Mail & Guardian

“With lucid imagery fluctuating between dreams 
and rationalized escapism, Duiker — through 
genuine insight, a captivating voice, and candid 
child-narration — explores a world ruled by primary 
instinct.”— Publishers Weekly

Every city has an unspoken side. Cape Town, between 
the picture postcard mountain and sea, has its own 
shadow: a place of dislocation and uncertainty, 
dependence and desperation, destruction and survival, 
gangsters, pimps, pedophiles, hunger, hope, and mo-
ments of happiness. Living in this shadow is Azure, a 
thirteen-year-old who makes his living on the streets, a 
black teenager sought out by white men, beholden to 
gang leaders but determined to create some measure 
of independence in this dangerous world. Thirteen 
Cents is an extraordinary and unsparing account of a 
coming of age in Cape Town.

Based on personal experiences, Thirteen Cents is 
Duiker’s debut novel, originally published in 2000 
This first edition to be published outside South Africa 
includes an introduction by Shaun Viljoen and a 
glossary of South African words and phrases from the 
text translated into English.

2013 · 200 pp
PB (978-0-8214-2036-2 · $16.95) · E
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LITERATURE 
AND LITERARY 
STUDIES

Tuzyline Jita Allan

Womanist and Feminist Aesthetics
A Comparative Review

This critical appraisal of Alice Walker’s womanist theory 
is an analysis of black feminist identity, as well as white 
liberal feminism, through texts.

1995 · 162 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-1152-0 · $19.95) · CL

David Attwell

Rewriting Modernity
Studies in Black South African Literary History

A CHOICE OUTSTANDING ACADEMIC TITLE

“For those of us who often teach aspects of South 
African literature, this is the book we have been 
waiting for.”—Zakes Mda

“David Attwell gives a strikingly fresh and illuminating 
reading of a century of black South African writing. 
Lively, probing, theoretically sure-footed, generous 
in spirit, this book represents the very best of the 
new wave of South African scholarship and criti-
cism.”— J. M. Coetzee

2006 · 248 pp
PB (978-0-8214-1712-6 · $28.95) · CL

Jacques Bourgeacq and Liliane Ramarosoa, eds.

Voices from Madagascar/Voix de Madagascar
An Anthology of Contemporary Francophone 
Literature/ Anthologie de Littérature 
Francophone Contemporaine

“This anthology is a clear testimony to the vitality of 
the literary culture of Madagascar…. The quality of 
the English translations, by a variety of authors is 
excellent…. This is a rich, varied and most welcome 
anthology.”—Modern and Contemporary France

CONTRIBUTORS: Jean-Joseph Rabeariveol, Jacques 
Rabemananjara, Flavien Ranaivo, Dox, L.-X.M. 
Andrianarahinjaka, David Jaomanoro, Jean-Luc 
Raharimanana, Christine Ramanantsoa, Narcisse 
Randriamirado, Serge Henri Rodin, Bao Ralambo, Jean-
Claude Fota, Lila Ratsifandriamanana, Alice Ravoson, 
Ester Nirina, Henri Rahaingoson, Lila, and Rado

2003 · 339 pp · RIS, Africa Series, N° 75
PB (978-0-89680-218-6 · $34.95)

Duncan Brown, ed.

Oral Literature and Performance 
in Southern Africa

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 37

Donald Burness, ed.

Echoes of the Sunbird
An Anthology of Contemporary African Poetry

This volume presents a broad overview of the work of 
seven of Africa’s leading poets and concerns political, 
personal, and social themes.

1993 · 224 pp · illus. · RIS, Africa Series, N° 62 
PB (978-0-89680-173-8 · $19.95)

Donald Burness, ed.

Wanasema
Conversations with African Writers

“The best of Wanasema’s conversations … illuminate 
the Burness approach, in which what we get is … a 
sense of immediacy and engagement, a feeling of 
the liveliness of the social and artistic energies that 
come together to make the writer and his or her work 
become what they do become.” 
— L.A. Johnson, Choice

1985 · 103 pp · RIS, Africa Series, N° 46
PB (978-0-89680-129-5 · $19.95)

James Currey

Africa Writes Back
The African Writers Series & the 
Launch of African Literature

“[The book] is full of the drama of that enterprise, the 
drama of dealing with the mother house, the drama of 
dealing with the often intractable political constraints 
dominating the intellectual space across Africa, and not 
least of all dealing with the writers themselves—with 
their ambitions, their temperaments, their financial 
needs and, at times, their perception of a colonial 
relationship between themselves and a European 
publishing house.” —Clive Wake, Emeritus Professor of 
Modern Languages, University of Kent at Canterbury

2008 · 320 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-1843-7 · $29.95) · CL

Philip D. Curtin

On the Fringes of History
A Memoir

“It is one of the most successful memoirs to present the 
social background of a historian.… It is now possible 
to see how family and social upbringing shape not 
only the trajectories of historians but the subjects they 
choose to write about.”— African History

2005 · 216 pp · illus.
CL (978-0-8214-1645-7 · $39.95)

Byron Caminero-Santangelo and Garth Myers, eds.

Environment at the Margins
Literary and Environmental Studies in Africa

“A groundbreaking intervention into African, postcolo-
nial, literary, and environmental studies.”— Research in 
African Literatures

“Ecocritical studies have long neglected the postcolonial 
regions of the world, so it’s refreshing and timely to 
see a collection of essays focused entirely on Africa. 
This collection is the first of its kind and as such is 
positioned to make a vital intervention in postco-
lonial, ecocritical, and African studies.” — Elizabeth 
DeLoughrey, author of Postcolonial Ecologies: 
Literatures of the Environment

INTRODUCTION by Byron Caminero-Santangelo and 
Garth A. Myers

CHAPTERS  “A Beautiful Country Badly Disfigured:” 
Enframing and Reframing Eric Dutton’s The Basuto 
of Basutoland by Garth A. Myers · “Through the 
Pleistocene:” Nature and Race in Theodore Roosevelt’s 
African Game Trails by Roderick P. Neumann · “Hunter 
of Elephants, Take your Bow!” A Historical Analysis 
of Nonfiction Writing about Elephant Hunting in 
Southern Africa by Jane Carruthers · Keeping the 
Rhythm, Encouraging Dialogue, and Renegotiating 
Environmental Truths: Writing in the Oral Tradition of 
a Maasai Enkiguena by Mara Goldman · Sleepwalking 
Lands: Literature and Landscapes of Transformation 
in Encounters with Mia Couto by Amanda Hammar · 
No Longer Praying on Borrowed Wine: Agroforestry 
and Food Sovereignty in Ben Okri’s Famished Road 
Trilogy by Jonathan Highfield · Whites Lost and Found: 
Immigration and Imagination in Savanna Africa by 
David McDermott Hughes · Waste and Postcolonial 
History: An Ecocritical Reading of J.M. Coetzee’s 
Age of Iron by Anthony Vital · Never a Final Solution: 
Nadine Gordimer and the Environmental Unconscious 
by Byron Caminero-Santangelo · Inventing Tradition 
and Colonizing the Plants: Ngugi wa Thiong’o’s Petals 
of Blood and Zakes Mda’s The Heart of Redness 
by Laura Wright · Slow Violence, Gender, and the 
Environmentalism of the Poor by Rob Nixon

2011 · 304 pp
PB (978-0-8214-1978-6 · $34.95) · E

Gail Fincham

Dance of Life
The Novels of Zakes Mda in Post-apartheid South Africa

“This book is intense, but it reads easily. Fincham 
educates through a progressive process of utilizing 

‘known‘ literary territories. She draws the reader into 
her critical space by linking Edward Said, Ngugi wa 
Thiong’O, Frantz Fanon, and others to the writings of 
Mda.”—Examiner.com

In recent years, the work of Zakes Mda — novelist, 
painter, composer, theater director and film-
maker — has attracted worldwide critical attention. 
Gail Fincham’s book examines the five novels Mda has 
written since South Africa’s transition to democracy: 
Ways of Dying (1995), The Heart of Redness (2000), 
The Madonna of Excelsior (2002), The Whale Caller 
(2005), and Cion (2007).

2012 · 224 pp · illus
PB (978-0-8214-1993-9 · $28.95) · E
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Eugene Fromentin
Edited by Blake Robinson

Between Sea and Sahara
An Algerian Journal

Written in the 1850s by the gifted painter and 
extraordinary writer Eugene Fromentin, the many-
faceted work is travelogue, fiction, stylized memoir, 
and essay on art. Fromentin paints a compelling word 
picture of Algeria in the third decade of colonization 
and its people, questioning France’s — and his own — 
role there.

2000 · 224 pp · map, glossary 
CL (978-0-8214-1272-5 · $35)

Rosemary Jane Jolly

Colonization, Violence, and Narration 
in White South African Writing
André Brink, Breyten Breytenbach, and J. M. Coetzee

The representation of pain and suffering in narrative 
form is an ongoing ethical issue in contemporary South 
African literature. Jolly looks at three primary South 
African authors to consider violence in the context of 
apartheid and colonialism and their inherent patriarchies.

1996 · 198 pp
PB (978-0-8214-1131-5 · $26.95)

Anthonia C. Kalu
Foreword by Emmanuel Obiechina

Broken Lives and Other Stories

“An important contribution to the rich literature of the 
Nigerian civil war.…Kalu invites us to see a blueprint 
for Nigeria’s future. Embedded in those blue-prints are 
equal measures of hope and angst.”— International 
Journal of African Historical Studies

2003 · 212 pp · RIS, Africa Series, N° 79 
PB (978-0-89680-229-2 · $19.95)

James Kilgore

We Are All Zimbabweans Now
A Novel of Postapartheid South Africa 

“Too few writers have Kilgore’s wide-angle vision. This 
promising first book, vividly rooted in his own experi-
ence, leaves me eager to read more by him.”– Adam 
Hochschild, author of King Leopold’s Ghost: A Story of 
Greed, Terror, and Heroism in Colonial Africa 

“In We Are All Zimbabweans Now, James Kilgore has 
given us an intimate view of one man’s journey into 
Zimbabwe’s often horrific recent past. I’m so pleased 
the book will now be available to American readers. 
Not only is the novel an essential contribution to our 
understanding of what went so wrong in Zimbabwe 
(as well as allowing us to see what went right in the 
early days), We Are All Zimbabweans Now is wonder-
fully written, humane, and mysterious from start to 
finish.”—Peter Orner, author of The Second Coming of 
Mavala Shikongo

2011 · 272 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-1985-4 · $26.95)

Makuchi
Foreword by Isidore Okpewho

The Sacred Door and Other Stories
Cameroon Folktales of the Beba

“A collection that draws readers into the world 
of African everyday life and then keeps us there, 
maintaining a level of excitement while seamlessly 
providing an enchanting cultural education.”— Journal 
of Folklore Research

The Sacred Door and Other Stories: Cameroon 
Folktales of the Beba offers readers a selection of 
folktales infused with riddles, proverbs, songs, myths, 
and legends, using various narrative techniques that 
capture the vibrancy of Beba oral traditions.

The collection of thirty-four folk-tales of the Beba 
showcases a wide variety of stories that capture the 
richness and complexities of an agrarian society’s oral 
literature and traditions.

2007 · 176 pp · RIS, Africa Series, N° 86 
PB (978-0-89680-256-8 · $18.95) · E

Makuchi 
Introduction by Eloise Brière 

Your Madness, Not Mine
Stories of Cameroon

“In a span of nine short stories, Makuchi guides 
us through the contours of her native African 
land … Superb pieces of fiction.”— Nilofar Khan

“Makuchi’s stories ebb and flow like waves, gradually 
building up to the massive tides of feeling that is one 
of their enduring attributes. Makuchi is definitely a 
significant new voice in African literature who will 
provide engaging reading to all those who are 
interested in serious, but enjoyable, fiction.”—South 
African Historical Journal

“A rich, beautifully written collection of stories about 
real human drama.”— Choice

1999 · 181 pp · RIS, Africa Series, N° 70
PB (978-0-89680-206-3 · $18.95) · E

Alamin Mazrui

Swahili beyond the Boundaries
Literature, Language, and Identity

CHOICE OUTSTANDING ACADEMIC TITLE

“Confidently traversing a vast territory and deftly com-
bining sociolinguistics with postcolonial theory … Highly 
recommended.”— Choice

“Mazrui challenges the longstanding claim of Swahili 
identity as dependent on ethnicity and historical 
specificity; instead, he shows the hybrid, multicultural, 
and transnational nature of Swahili identity.”—African 
Studies Review

2007 · 216 pp · RIS Africa Series, N° 85 
PB (978-0-89680-252-0 · $24)

Stephanie Newell

Ghanaian Popular Fiction
Thrilling Discoveries in Conjugal Life and Other Tales

This is a study of the ‘unofficial’ side of African fiction—
the largely undocumented writing, publishing, and 
reading of pamphlets and paperbacks — which exists 
outside the grid of mass production.

2001 · 192 pp · Western African Studies Series
PB (978-0-8214-1368-5 · $26.95) · CL

Laura T. Murphy

Metaphor and the Slave Trade 
in West African Literature

2014 WINNER OF THE AFRICAN LITERATURE 
ASSOCIATION FIRST BOOK AWARD

“A book that is long overdue in African literary studies. 
Using many of the literary canon’s most read texts, the 
author has presented a new perspective in the reading 
of these and other texts of African literature, opening 
the way forward for readers to nuance each and every 
African text for the subtle metaphors that point to a 
people’s memory of the slave trade.” 

— African Studies Quarterly

“A timely and highly innovative work.”
—Ato Quayson, editor of the Cambridge History of 
Postcolonial Literature

“Original and challenging … (Murphy) argues that while 
it has been acknowledged that the oral tradition 
registers the traumatic effect of the slave trade, 
scholars have been slow to recognize its deep imprint 
on the collective imaginary and the way in which it has 
been reflected in the modern literature in English.” 

— F. Abiola Irele, author of The African Imagination: 
Literature in Africa and the Black Diaspora

Metaphor and the Slave Trade provides compelling 
evidence of the hidden but unmistakable traces of the 
transatlantic slave trade that persist in West African 
discourse. Through an examination of metaphors that 
describe the trauma, loss, and suffering associated 
with the commerce in human lives, this book shows 
how the horrors of slavery are communicated from 
generation to generation.

Laura T. Murphy’s insightful new readings of canonical 
West African fiction, autobiography, drama, and 
poetry explore the relationship between memory and 
metaphor and emphasize how repressed or otherwise 
marginalized memories can be transmitted through 
images, tropes, rumors, and fears. By analyzing the 
unique codes through which West Africans have repre-
sented the slave trade, this work foregrounds African 
literary contributions to Black Atlantic discourse and 
draws attention to the archive that metaphor unlocks 
for scholars of all disciplines and fields of study.

2012 · 26t4 pp · illus.
PB (978-0-8214-1995-3 · $34.95) · E
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Ruth Obee

Es’kia Mphahlele
Themes of Alienation and African Humanism

“If you really want to understand South Africa, read 
black African writers. Read Es’kia Mphahlele,” is the 
advice proffered to diplomats and scholars by professor 
and publisher Donald Herdeck.

1999 · 288 pp · photos 
PB (978-0-8214-1249-7 · $24.95) · CL

Ode Ogede

Ayi Kwei Armah, Radical Iconoclast
Pitting the Imaginary Worlds against the Actual

Ogede situates Ghanaian novelist, essayist and 
short-story writer Armah’s writing within its cultural, 
historical, and political contexts and examines Armah’s 
ability to create new literary forms based on his master-
ful manipulation of African oral traditions.

2000 · 221 pp
CL (978-0-8214-1352-4 · $60)

Chikwenye Okonjo Ogunyemi 
and Tuzyline Jita Allan, eds.

Twelve Best Books by African Women
Critical Readings

“This is an important work for those interested in 
gender studies and literature, specifically those who 
wish to learn more about African women’s representa-
tion of themselves and their realities.”—African Studies 
Quarterly

CONTRIBUTORS: Chikwenye Okonjo Ogunyemi, 
Nana Wilson-Tagoe, Nada Halloway, Amira Nowaira, 
Nobantu L. Rasebotsa, Tuzyline Jita Allan, V.M. (Sisi) 
Maqagi, Chikwenye Okonjo Ogunyemi, Chioma Opara, 
Modupe Olaogun, Helen Nabasuta Mugambi, M.J. 
Diamond, Aissata Sidikou, and Tuzyline Jita Allan

2008 · 304 pp · RIS, Africa Series, N° 88
PB (978-0-89680-266-7 · $29.95)

Valérie K. Orlando

Nomadic Voices of Exile
Feminine Identity in the Francophone 
Literature of the Maghreb

Nomadic Voices of Exile demonstrates how contem-
porary postmodern sentiment has altered perceptions 
concerning Maghrebian feminine identity since the end 
of the French-colonial era.

1999 · 256 pp 
CL (978-0-8214-1262-6 · $60)

Sol T. Plaatje 
Edited by Brian Willan

Sol Plaatje
Selected Writings

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 43

Jane Poyner, ed.

J. M. Coetzee and the Idea of 
the Public Intellectual

CHOICE OUTSTANDING ACADEMIC TITLE

“Poyner succinctly situates Coetzee in biographical, 
socio-cultural, and literary contexts, and her brief inter-
view with him effectively dramatizes the challenges of 
trying to pin him down.”— Choice

CONTRIBUTORS: Jane Poyner, David Attwell, Peter D. 
McDonald, Derek Attridge, Michael Marais, Dominic 
Head, Sam Durrant, Elleke Boehmer, Rosemary Jolly, 
Michael Bell, Laura Wright, and Lucy Graham

2006 · 264 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-1687-7 · $29.95) · CL

Harold Scheub

The Uncoiling Python
South African Storytellers and Resistance

“An innovative and original blend of broad-based hu-
manistic scholarship with a sharply focused treatment 
of how a people’s oral narrative tradition addresses the 
traumas of their history.”— Isidore Okpewho, State 
University of New York Distinguished Professor of 
Africana Studies, English, and Comparative Literature 
at Binghamton University

The Uncoiling Python is the first in-depth study of how 
Africans used oral traditions as a means of survival 
against European colonialism. They participated in 
open insurrections and other subversive activities in 
order to withstand the daily humiliations of colonial 
rule. Perhaps the most effective and least apparent 
expression of subversion was through indigenous 
storytelling and poetic traditions. Scheub has collected 
the stories and poetry of the Xhosa, Zulu, Swati, and 
Ndebele peoples to present a fascinating analysis.

2010 · 216 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-1922-9 · $28.95) · CL · E

Martin Trump

Rendering Things Visible
Essays on South African Literary Culture

“Essays cover all genres of South African writing 
from 1970 to the present — novels, black and white 
poetry, theater, and writing in Afrikaans. Each essay 
has extensive notes and references. The information 
conveyed constitutes a comprehensive survey of the 
major critics’ ideas and authors’ themes.”— Choice

1990 · 415 pp
PB (978-0-8214-0993-0 · $32.95) · CL

Louise Viljoen

Ingrid Jonker
Poet under Apartheid

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 14

Vivian Bickford-Smith and 
Richard Mendelsohn, eds.

Black and White in Colour
African History on Screen

“For those who wish to use film in their classes on 
the continent, Black and White in Colour is close to 
required reading. Some of the topics that are touched 
upon as the contributors cover the continent from 
Algeria to South Africa include representations of 
colonialism, sexualities, settler societies, memory, 
resistance, independence, genocide, and the southern 
African experience of the Truth and Reconciliation 
Commission.”— African Studies Review

INTRODUCTION by Vivian Bickford-Smith and 
Richard Mendelsohn.

CHAPTERS  History as cultural redemption in Gaston 
Kabore’s precolonial-era films by Mahir S¸aul · Beyond 

‘history’: two films of the deep Mande past by Ralph 
A. Austen · Tradition and resistance in Ousmane 
Sembene’s films Emitai and Ceddo by Robert Baum · 
The transatlantic slave trade in cinema by Robert Harms 

· ‘What are we?’: Proteus and the problematising of 
history by Nigel Worden · The public lives of historical 
films: the case of Zulu and Zulu Dawn by Carolyn 
Hamilton and Litheko Modisane · Breaker Morant: 
an African war through an Australian lens by Richard 
Mendelsohn · From Khartoum to Kufrah: filmic 
narratives of conquest and resistance by Shamil Jeppie · 
Cheap is not always cheerful: French West Africa in the 
world wars in Black and White in Colour and Le Camp 
de Thiaroye by Bill Nasson · Whites in Africa: Kenya’s 
colonists in the films Out of Africa, Nowhere in Africa 
and White Mischief by Nigel Penn · Beholding the 
colonial past in Claire Denis’s Chocolat by Ruth Watson 

· The Battle of Algiers: between fiction, memory and 
history by Patrick Harries · Raoul Peck’s Lumumba: 
history or hagiography? by David Moore · Flame and 
the historiography of armed struggle in Zimbabwe by 
Teresa Barnes · Picturing apartheid: with a particular 
focus on ‘Hollywood’ histories of the 1970s by Vivian 
Bickford-Smith · Hotel Rwanda: too much heroism, 
too little history-or horror? By Mohamed Adhikari · 
Looking the beast in the (fictional) eye: The Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission on film by David Phillips

2007 · 400 pp 
PB (978-0-8214-1747-8 · $32.95)
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FILM AND 
MEDIA

Carmela Garritano

African Video Movies and Global Desires
A Ghanaian History

A CHOICE OUTSTANDING ACADEMIC TITLE

2015 AFRICAN LITERATURE ASSOCIATION 
FIRST BOOK AWARD

“An extremely important contribution to the field of 
African media studies. Garritano’s work is not only the 
first monograph to focus on Ghanaian video movies, it 
also adds to ongoing conversations about postcolonial 
visual cultures, globalization, consumerism, and African 
gender dynamics…. Garritano has written what might 
easily be the first feminist monograph on popular 
African screen media.” —Black Camera

“An excellent book: admirably sophisti cated, solid, 
cogent, purposeful, and fine-grained. It is built on an 
enormous amount of careful research … and fieldwork 
of a depth that only a very few other researchers on 
African film can match.” — Jonathan Haynes, Long 
Island University (Brooklyn)

“[This book] makes an extremely important contribution 
to African film, media, and cultural studies more 
generally with the way in which it focuses its close film 
analyses through the lens of gender.” —Lindiwe Dovey, 
University of London

African Video Movies and Global Desires is the first 
full-length scholarly study of Ghana’s commercial video 
industry, an industry that has produced thousands of 
movies over the last twenty years and has grown into 
an influential source of cultural production. Produced 
and consumed under circumstances of dire shortage 
and scarcity, African video movies narrate the desires 
and anxieties created by Africa’s incorporation into the 
global cultural economy.

2013 · 284 pp · RIS, Africa Series, N° 91
PB (978-0-89680-286-5 · $28.95) · E

Stephanie Newell

The Power to Name
A History of Anonymity in Colonial West Africa

FULL DESCRIPTION ON PAGE 5

MaryEllen Higgins, ed.

Hollywood’s Africa after 1994

“Scholars and advanced students in African studies, 
media studies, postcolonial studies, and international 
studies will find a lot to learn from (Hollywood’s 
Africa).… Most valuable…is how it illustrates an 
underlying tension in human rights films set in Africa: 
the way they seem to take on, even challenge, the 
messy politics of the day, yet almost always fall back to 
the standard tropes about Africa….”—H-Net (H-Diplo)

Hollywood’s Africa after 1994 investigates 
Hollywood’s colonial film legacy in the postapartheid 
era, and contemplates what has changed in the 
West’s representations of Africa. How do we read 
twenty-first-century projections of human rights 
issues — child soldiers, genocide, the exploitation of 
the poor by multinational corporations, dictatorial rule, 
truth and reconciliation — within the contexts of celeb-
rity humanitarianism, “new” military humanitarianism, 
and Western support for regime change in Africa and 
beyond? A number of films after 1994, such as Black 
Hawk Down, Hotel Rwanda, Blood Diamond, The 
Last King of Scotland, The Constant Gardener, Shake 
Hands with the Devil, Tears of the Sun, and District 
9, construct explicit and implicit arguments about the 
effects of Western intervention in Africa. The volume 
provides analyses by academics and activists in the 
fields of African studies, English, film and media 
studies, international relations, and sociology across 
continents. This thoughtful and highly engaging book 
is a valuable resource for those who seek new and 
varied approaches to films about Africa.

INTRODUCTION  African Blood, Hollywood’s 
Diamonds? Hollywood’s Africa after 1994 by 
MaryEllen Higgins

CHAPTERS  The Cited and the Uncited: Toward an 
Emancipatory Reading of Representations of Africa 
by Harry Garuba and Natasha Himmelman · The 
Troubled Terrain of Human Rights Films: Blood 
Diamond, The Last King of Scotland, and The Devil 
Came on Horseback by Margaret R. Higonnet, with 
Ethel R. Higonnet · Hollywood’s Representations of 
Human Rights: The Case of Terry George’s Hotel 
Rwanda by Joyce B. Ashuntantang · Hollywood’s 
Cowboy Humanitarianism in Black Hawk Down and 
Tears of the Sun by MaryEllen Higgins · Again, the 
Darkness: Shake Hands with the Devil by Kenneth W. 
Harrow · Ambiguities and Paradoxes: Framing Northern 
Intervention in The Constant Gardener by Christopher 
Odhiambo Joseph · Minstrelsy and Mythic Appetites: 
The Last King of Scotland’s Heart of Darkness in the 
Jubilee Year of African Independence by Ricardo 
Guthrie · “An Image of Africa”: Representations of 
Modern Colonialism in Africa in Peter Jackson’s King 
Kong by Clifford T. Manlove · Plus ça change, plus c’est 
la même chose: Hollywood’s Constructions of Africa in 
Lord of War by Earl Conteh-Morgan · New Jack African 
Cinema: Dangerous Ground; Cry, the Beloved Country; 
and Blood Diamond by Bennetta Jules-Rosette, J.R. 
Osborn, and Lea Marie Ruiz-Ade · “It Is a Very Rough 
Game, Almost as Rough as Politics”: Rugby as Visual 
Metaphor and the Future of the New South Africa in 
Invictus by Christopher Garland · “Every Brother Ain’t 
a Brother”: Cultural Dissonance and Nigerian Malaise 
in District 9’s New South Africa by Kimberly Nichele 
Brown · Coaxing the Beast Out of the Cage: Secrecy 
and Disclosure in Red Dust and Catch a Fire by Jane 
Bryce · Situating Agency in Blood Diamond and Ezra by 
Iyunolu Osagie · Bye Bye Hollywood: African Cinema 
and Its Double in Mahamet-Saleh Haroun’s Bye Bye 
Africa by Dayna Oscherwitz

2012 · 288 pp
PB (978-0-8214-2015-7 · $28.95) · E

J. M. Burns

Flickering Shadows
Cinema and Identity in Colonial Zimbabwe

Foreword by Peter Davis 

“Burns has assembled an impressive amount of 
evidence—visual, written, and verbal … This is an 
informative work which offers a model for historically 
informed scholarship on African film.”— Modern 
African Studies

“This deeply researched, well-written, and provocative 
volume is the first full-length examination of the history 
of the impact of film in Africa. It will not only stimulate 
debate on African film history but should shape the 
parameters of this debate. This book represents a 
critical contribution to the film history of Africa and 
to African media studies.”— International Journal of 
African Historical Studies

2002 · 306 pp · RIS, Africa Series, N° 77 
PB (978-0-89680-224-7 · $32.95)

Jonathan Haynes, ed.

Nigerian Video Films

CONTRIBUTORS: Jonathan Haynes, Afolabi Adesanya, 
Jonathan Haynes, Onookome Okome, Wole 
Ogundele, Hyginus Ozo Ekwuazi, Onookome Okome, 
Carmela Garritano, Obododimma Oha, Dul Johnson, 
and Brian Larkin

2000 · 287 pp ·RIS, Africa Series, N° 73
PB (978-0-89680-211-7 · $28.95)

Valérie K. Orlando

Screening Morocco
Contemporary Depictions in Film of a Changing Society

“This is a book to be cherished, applauded, and 
honored by the cinema community. Valérie Orlando 
immersed herself in the cinema of Morocco to write 
this book, and her commitment to the material, and 
to the filmmakers themselves, is apparent on every 
page.”—Wheeler Winston Dixon, author of A Short 
History of Film

2011 · 208 pp ·RIS, Africa Series, N° 89 
PB (978-0-89680-281-0 · $28.95) · E

Mahir Şaul and Ralph A. Austen, eds.

Viewing African Cinema in the 
Twenty-First Century
Art Films and the Nollywood Video Revolution

CONTRIBUTORS: Ralph A. Austen, Mahir Şaul, 
Jonathan Haynes, Onookome Okome, Birgit Meyer, 
Abdalla Uba Adamu, Matthias Krings, Vincent 
Bouchard, Laura Fair, Jane Bryce, Peter Rist, Stefan 
Sereda, Lindsey Green-Simms, and Cornelius Moore

2010 · 248 pp
PB (978-0-8214-1931-1 · $28.95) · CL · E
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